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WHY CITTASLOW?

F
WELCOME

I

n this world, there are many beautiful places where there are many tourists. However, there are
other where there aren’t many. In the big modern world, we are both busy and stressed. We have
no time because as it seems to us, we chase after the most important needs. There are, however,
places where life is a bit quieter, and there is more time for reflection. These are small towns most
often located far away from main roads, big industries, and sometimes even from the excesses of the
modern world.
Today, in a world governed by money, where our work takes up more and more of our time, we
want to escape to a calm and peaceful oasis, where time passes slowly.
Warmia and Mazury is a charming, delightful, and unique region which is full of natural beauty.
Between postglacial hills and dark woodlands, and forests, there are lovely small towns offering peace
and reflection.
Here, we can offer you both. We can offer you a stay in charming small towns, where you can find
not only old craftsmanship, regional products, and regional food, but also excellent accommodation.
Here, you can remember the old days, the old traditions, the natural taste of homemade meals, and have
a breath of fresh air. It is worth seizing this opportunity. It is worth visiting this place.
Welcome to Warmia and Mazury!
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ast food restaurants have been created to allow us to save time. As a reaction to the fast-growing popularity
of this unhealthy way of eating, in 1986 the movement known as “Slow food” appeared.
In 1998 during the meeting of Slow Food organizations with mayors of some Italian towns - Bra (Cuneo),
Greve in Chianti (Florence), Orvieto (Terni) and Positano (Salerno) a decision to create an international network
of Slow Cities was made. Soon the network started to grow, incorporating more and more places in Italy and
other countries. At present it consists of 190 towns from 29 countries and the movement is still developing.
The Cittaslow network is a non-profit organization. It aims at promoting and popularising the culture of
good life by creating strategies which comprise environment and infrastructure policy, territorial maintenance
and development, upgrading local production, as well as supporting the culture of hospitality. The mission of
the organization to improve the living conditions of the inhabitants. The Cittaslow headquarters are located
in the Italian town Orvieto.
The member towns are famous for their rich history, high quality cuisine and geographically attractive
location. They are focused on developing the cultural heritage of their regions. These towns are not regional
capitals, but rather places with powerful communities. The Cittaslow networks consists of towns with
population of less than 50,000 inhabitants. In order to join the Cittaslow network a given town has to
comply with requirements based on seven crucial areas, described in the “Manifesto of SLOWtowns for new
humanism of being and dwelling”:
► the towns have to lead the environment policy which aims at territorial and municipal maintenance and
development, with the use of recycling techniques,
► the towns have to lead the infrastructure policy which aims at increasing the value of the region and not
at annexing it,
► the towns are supposed to popularise technologies which aim at increasing the value of the natural
environment and municipal areas,
► the towns have to promote the local production and support the use of local culinary products, produced
by means of natural, environmentally friendly techniques, excluding genetically modified food. When a
need arises, the towns should appoint necessary organs whose task is to protect and develop endangered
production bodies,
► it is necessary to protect local productions which have their roots in traditional cultures, which contribute
to promoting a given region, certain places and occasions, making it possible for consumers and
manufacturers to maintain a direct contact with each other,
► it is necessary to popularise the culture of hospitality, understood as a moment of truly close connection
with the local community and its uniqueness and to get rid of any obstacles, both physical and cultural,
which could make it impossible for visitors to enjoy thoroughly all resources available in a given town,
► inhabitants should be aware of their membership of the Slow City network, with special attention paid to
schools and youth by systematic introduction of the so-called “education of good taste”.
The idea of creating a Cittaslow branch in the area of Warmia and Masuria first appeared in December
2003, when representatives of the regional self-government were paying a visit to Italian local authorities. On
6 July 2004 the management of the Province of Warmia and Masuria made a final decision to undertake all
necessary steps in order to launch the Cittaslow network in the province and on 29 July 2005 four regional
towns – Reszel, Biskupiec, Bisztynek and Lidzbark Warmiński applied for the network membership. Having
complied with necessary procedures and having been given the consent of the Polish Minister of Foreign
Affairs, the Polish branch of the Cittaslow network finally came into being on13 April 2007, appointed by the
Coordination Committee of the International Cittaslow Network. The Polish network first consisted of the
following towns: Reszel, Bisztynek, Biskupiec and Lidzbark Warmiński (and the provincial selfgovernment
as the supporting member); then, on 2 July 2010, other two towns were given membership certificates –
Nowe Miasto Lubawskie (also in the province of Warmia and Masuria) and Murowana Goślina (located in
the region of Great Poland, i.e. Wielkopolska). Right now the Polish network consists of 18 members in 5
provinces, however, the procedures for admitting new members are still carried on.
Cittaslow is a network promoting good life. It is worth being within.

www.cittaslowpolska.pl
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ATRACTIONS OF WARMIA, MAZURY AND POWIŚLE
Warmia and Mazury is the fourth biggest province in Poland. Its area covers 24,000 km2 and is divided
into 19 land districts and 2 magistrate districts. Average population density is 59 people per km2, which is
almost twice lower than the average in Poland. Over 29% of the area is covered by forests and 6% by waters.
Through the Powiśle the province has access to the Baltic Sea and Elbląg, one of the biggest towns in
Warmia and Mazury, is a sea port. The highest peak of the province is Góra Dylewska (312 m above the sea
level), and the lowest depression is located in the village of Raczki, near Elbląg (1.8 m below the sea level).
The name Warmia has a long history and originates from the Prussian word “Wurmen”, i.e. red (reference
to the red colour of the soil). The name Mazury dates back to the first half of the 19th century. After the
third partition of Poland, when Mazowsze was incorporated in Prussia, the name Masurians, referring
to former Polish inhabitants of East Prussia, was invented to introduce a clear distinction between this
community and the inhabitants of Mazowsze. The province is visited by several million tourists every
year. The braches of tourism particularly popular in the area are active, culture-oriented and weekend
tourism. There are 2,700 lakes with about 10,000 boats floating on them on sunny days. Many places offer
SPA services on the highest possible level; in addition, the town of Gołdap is a well known health resort.
Business tourism is also gaining popularity in the region – the surrounding nature and lovely waters attract
organizers and participants of seminars, conferences and integration trips. The offer of accommodation
comprises 39,000 beds. Warmia and Mazury is a lovely place all year long.
Below you will find explanation of crucial concepts related to the province:
►► Nicolas Copernicus – the greatest astronomer of all times, the one who “stopped the Sun and moved the
Earth”, was a canon of the Warmia Chapterfor 46 years; his greatest work – “De Revolutionibus” – initiated
development of modern science and changed the perception of the place of wa human being in the universe,
►► Gothic – a style of architecture, characteristic for the region of Warmia and Mazury; visible mainly in
the architecture of castles and churches. The local castles can be divided into three groups – Teutonic
castles, located mainly in Masuria, bishops’ castles and chapter castles, both types popular in the area
of Warmia (excluding Szymbark and Kurzętnik),
►► Religions – in 1243 the then pope made a decision to establish a Warmia diocese in the area partially
inhabited by the Prussian tribe – the Varms. Today there are 9 basilicas and 24 sanctuaries belonging to
the diocese. Most inhabitants of Mazury were Protestants. After the Reformation movement reached
the area of Warmia and Mazury, a creed became a crucial factor of identifying Prussian inhabitants.
This long-lasting configuration of two lands and two religions was changed in 1947, when several
thousand Greek Catholics, of Ukrainian origin, were displaced to the north of the region. The Greek
Catholic Church in Warmia and Mazury consists of 3 deaneries and 32 parishes. It is not unusual in the
area to come across buildings which throughout ages served as places of worship for different creeds,
►► Fortifications – the Boyen Fortress in Giżycko, erected between 1844–1856, was a central point of
the whole defensive system in East Prussia. Finding a location for Hitler’s headquarters in Gierłoż
affected the appearance of other historically interesting places nearby (e.g. the airfield in Wilamowo,
the headquarters of the German land forces in Mamerki, the seat of Hitler’s chancellor in Radzieje
and Himmler’s headquarters in Pozezdrze),
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►► The Great Masurian Lakes – all situated in the area stretching between the towns of Węgorzewo and
Pisz. The biggest lakes include: Śniardwy (the biggest in Poland – 109.7 km2), Mamry (102.4 km2) and
Niegocin (26 km2). Other important elements of the water network of Masuria are canals and locks,
which make sailing routes as long as over 220 km,
►► The Elbląg Canal – with its total length of 129.8 km and impressively advanced technical solutions, it
is an absolutely unique water route. Due to 5 inclined planes, built in the middle of the 19th century,
ships can flow across the grass, covering the difference of levels (99.5 m) with the use of forces of
nature only. The system has been in operation for 150 years, in an unchanged form it still links the
following three towns – Elbląg, Iława and Ostróda,
►► The Lake Jeziorak, situated in the Iława Lake District (34.5 km2), is the longest lake in Poland (27 km),
whereas the island Wielka Żuława, located on its area, is the biggest inland island in Europe (84 ha),
►► The Powiśle, known in its Russian part as the Kaliningrad Lagoon, has an area of 838 km2, within
the Polish borders the lagoon covers an area of 328 km2 and it is 91 km long, 7-13 km wide and 2.7
m deep. It is our water window to the world as it is possible to flow onto the Baltic waters and then
further onto the oceans through the Pilawska Strait. In the winter it is a perfect place for practising
iceboating and in the summer it attracts hordes of windsurfers. The region adjacent to the Powiśle is
a lovely landscape park known as the Elbląg Upland (Wysoczyzna Elbląska),
►► Grunwald – every year on 15 July a huge and splendid event takes place here – a real battle involving
about 1,500 knights (both cavalry and infantry) is waged to commemorate the greatest battle of
Medieval Europe – the Battle of Grunwald. There are usually about 5,000 knights and servants
residing in two opposing camps and the whole event is watched by 80,000-100,000 spectators,
►► The border with Russia is 232 km long and it runs parallely through forests and moraine uplands
of the Masuria Lake District. Since 1 May 2004 the Polish-Russian border has also been the outer
boundary of the European Union. There are not many architectural attractions along the border;
however, the area is picturesque and well worth a visit. What is also an interesting tourist attraction
is the place where the three borders (Polish, Russian and Lithuanian) join,
►► Winter – the tradition of winter sports practised in the province of Warmia and Mazury dates back to the
1920s, when the first ski jump was created in Rudziska Pasymskie (the construction point – 30). There are
numerous hills perfect for skiing, snowboarding and sleighing (5 of them equipped with artificial snow
making machines), when winter fun is not going to be spoilt by long queues and crowds, as it usually happens
in mountain resorts. Cross-country skiing and winter sailing lovers will also find something for themselves,
►► Cuisine – the province of Warmia and Mazury was the first Polish region to join the European
Network of Regional Culinary Heritage whose aim is to promote locally manufactured food products
and to help customers and tourists locate places with traditional regional cuisine. Today the network
consists of 150 members in the whole province, including not only bars and restaurants, but also
animal breeding farms, food processing companies, agritourism farms and hotels.
The slogan “Mazury – a wonder of nature” refers not only to the picturesque landscape, but also to all
other attractions available for everyone all yearlong.

www.cittaslowpolska.pl
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Barczewo

BARCZEWO

ment, a watchtower, or a splendid kurgan from prehistoric times. It
could have been a site of Old Prussians’ worship.
As far back as the Middle Ages, the locals felt fear while they were talking about the settlement. Folktales say that there was a monastery on
top of the hill that during one night mysteriously disappeared into the
ground. At that time, fearing the dark powers, the locals put a wooden cross there, which was consecrated by a prior of a nearby monastery.
Since then, the story of Krzyżowa Góra has become a legend, which in
1920 was written down by Józef Sulewski in Wartenburger Zeitung.
The cross that nowadays stands on Krzyżowa Góra was put there on
2 July 1994, in order to commemorate the 630th anniversary of giving
Barczewo the borough rights, as on that day the inhabitants of Barczewo commune signed a partnership agreement with the inhabitants of
Hagen a.T.W. commune.

„Barczewo combines
cultures”
The town is situated near the
national road No. 16. It encourages with its rich, re-markable
history. It is a place of many
cultures and religions. The
refurbished buildings with numerous watercourses and water
bridges remain the Italian city
of Venice a little. This place is
worth visiting.

NOTEWORTHY

HISTORY

Olsztyn district
around 7,400 residents
urban rights since 1364

TOURIST
INFORMATION
Plac Ratuszowy 1
tel. 89 674 04 14
e-mail:
biuroinfo@barczewo.pl

The first record confirming the existence of Barczewo (then Wartberg) is
stated in the letter of Bishop John II Stryprock dated 1356, and the first
founder (equivalent to mayor) was Henryk from Łajsy. This name was
known in Warmia then – his grandfather was the founder and first mayor
of Łajsy and his brother – the founder of Olsztyn. A characteristic feature
of today’s Barczewo are its well-preserved historical buildings and spatial
coherence of a rectangular network of streets and the central square with
two churches. The most prominent resident of the town was probably born
here in 1877. Feliks Nowowiejski was a composer, conductor, organist, the
creator of, inter alia, the Legends of the Baltic Sea, the Warmia Anthem
and Rota (lyrics by Konopnicka). From September to December 1946, the
town was called Nowowiejsk. Before the war, Wartembork, today’s Barczewo, in the honor of Father Walenty Barczewski (1856–1928) was Warmia’s
resident fighting for the Polish language, a glorifier of Warmia folklore.
More than a dozen bridges and footbridges slung over two rivers (Pisa
Warmińska and Kiernoz) together with a pond, boardwalk, benches and
stylized lanterns create a charming atmosphere of this town near Olsztyn.

LEGENDS
The cross on Krzyżowa Góra (The Cross Mountain)
The hill was for ages called Krzyżowa Góra (the Cross Mountain),
Klasztorna Góra (the Monastery Mountain), or Wysoka Góra (the Tall
Mountain). It is located about 2 km from the city, on the right-hand
side of the road to Zalesie. Historians refer to it as a Prussian settle-

www.barczewo.pl
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►► Bishops Castle – built in 1364, burned down in 1798. Until today,
the only surviving remnants, containing gothic features, are the
basement and one residential wing,
►► St. Andrew the Apostle church – a gothic one from the late
fourteenth century, initially Franciscan, later Bernardine one. Inside,
there is a Renaissance significant masterpiece – the tombstone of
Andrew and Baltazar Batory made by Willem van den Blocke,
►► St. Anna and St. Stephen church – a gothic one, built in 1386,
chancel from 1894. The courtyard is surrounded by a wall with three
gates and five large iron gates. Inside, there are organs from 1700,
stalls, choir, altar and side altars and wall frescos on the north and
south wall of the chancel. A valuable monument is a gothic crucifix
from around 1500,
►► The Church of St. Dyzma – from 1872, within a prison. In 1944,
German military uniforms were sawn here. Prison administration
tookit over in 1950. Until 1989, it served as a warehouse of finished
were. Currently, it is the only religious building in Poland located
within the walls of a prison. In June 1998, the Metropolitan
Archbishop of Warmia, Edmund Piszcz consecrated the Church in
prison of St. Dyzma or the Good Thief – the patron saint of prisoners,
►► Evangelical Lutheran Church – a neo-Gothic one, built in 1871 with a
30-meter tower. Currently serves as the repository of movable monuments
and belongs to the Museum of Warmia and Masuria in Olsztyn,
►► Synagogue – the last survived synagogue built in Warmia. Built in
1847, in the neoclassical style, served its role until 1937. Currently,
houses an art gallery,
►► Hospital of St. Anthony (St. Mary) – built in 1902 in the neogothic style,
replacing the old city hospital, built in 1733. A Lutheran cemetery is located
near to it where German soldiers were buried during II World War,
►► Prison in Barczewo – history dating back to 1812, then, the Prussian
authorities created a “House of penalty” on the assets of the Franciscan
Order. Since that time, the facility was expanded and modernized. It
became the largest prison in Prussia, gaining the name of a “Royal

www.cittaslowpolska.pl

St. Anna and St. Stephen
church

Former evangelic church
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Synagogue
Prison

Prison in Wartenberg”. Within the complex such outbuildings
were created as: a piggery, carpenter’s and smithy’s workshops, a
bakery, a mill, a laundry and even a cigar factory. Just beyond the
walls of the prison a number of residential buildings for workers
and entrepreneurs based on the work of convicts were built as
well. The biggest glory is the breakthrough of the century. The
most famous prisoner was detained in 1959 and stayed there until
his death on November 12th 1986. It was a former Gauleiter and an
Oberpraesident of East Prussia, Erich Koch. During martial law, it
was a political prison, where anticommunist activists were kept (e.g.:
Władysław Frasyniuk, Adam Michnik and Leszek Moczulski),
►► Góra Krzyżowa Mountain – two kilometers from Barczewo, on the
river Pisa, according to historical sources, the place of the former
Prussian settlement. As stated, the mountain is connected to the
St. Andrew the Apostle Church with an underground tunnel,
►► The settlement near Barczewko – an early medieval Prussian
settlement Wartberg, it is the place where Barczewo was originally
located, burnt in 1354 and never restored. It is the most important
and precious archeological site in the north-eastern Poland.

MUSEUM
A biographical museum of Feliks Nowowiejski, born here on 7th February 1877, located in the building at 13 Mickiewicza Street, in a place
where there was the Nowowiejski family home. The museum was
opened on 15th July 1961, on the fiftieth anniversary of the first performance of “Rota” at the Cracow Błonia Park.
Museum F. Nowowiejski

FOOD
Within the network of “Culinary Heritage Warmia Mazury Powiśle”

Training and Recreation Center, Stary Folwark (Old Farm)

Tumiany
www.staryfolwark.com.pl
Open: all year

All year round Holiday and Training Centre in Tumiany ‘Old Farm’ is
an oasis of tran quility – a place of rest, also the ideal place to work and
learn at conferences and training courses. The hotel has a restaurant
with a fireplace, a bar and a dance floor. Guests are offered mostly ‘familiar’ products. Highly recognized cured meat smoked by traditional
methods, smoked and fried fish, delicatessen and homemade cakes.
Menu has a few dishes – deliberately, in order to serve guests with fresh
products. Guests are offered tench in cream, trout out of the oven with
parsley, served with duck, traditional Polish sour soup or Warmian’s
soup. The menu of the day is often offered, varying depending on what
fresh products there are in our kitchen. Then, we propose pancakes
with blueberries, cold soup or dumplings in mushroom sauce.

Tumiany Camping
Camping Tumiany’ which is situated amongst beautiful clean lakes and
mushroom-abundant forests, started his operations in 1997 as a caravaning
field. Today, the centre also offers guest rooms, cottages and apartments, as
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well as boating, kayaking, tenis and volleyball courts, playground and beach.
The restaurant, complete with a fire place, overlooks the picturesque Lake
Pisz and can host weddings, conferences, seminars and other group events.
The kitchen offers many species of local freshwater fish such as its specialty
‘Tumiany Style Perch’, as well as more traditional homemade cuisine such
as: dumplings, pancakes, hash browns, country lard with cucumber, fresh
soup. In 2012 Camping Tumiany took first place in the competition Mister
Camping organized by the Polish Federation of Camping and Caravanning.

Camping Tumiany
www.camping-tumiany.pl
Open: from May to October,
8 a.m.–10 p.m.

Agriculture Farm „Nad Arem”
The farming enterprise is focused on goats’ breeding and processing of goat
milk. It is a unique combination. The dairy ran by us processes only the milk
obtained from our goats. This is how the owners make sure that all the products to offer are of the highest quality. Breeding of goats and processing of
their milk has become an inherent part of the Warmian traditions. The goats
have been accompanying the inhabitants of Warmia for ages. These animals
are the companions for 20 years now. In breeding the farm focuses on tradition and nature. The goats are pastured on Warmian meadows where
they can enjoy themselves and their freedom as long as the weather is good.
When the cold winter days make them go back to goat stable they are fed
with hay and oats obtained from surrounding Warmian lands. In processing of their milk past with modern technologies are combined. Traditional
products according to traditional recipes: cheese, cottage cheese and butter
are manufactured. At the same time the farm takes advantage of current.

Kierźliny
Open: all year

Other restaurants

»» “Myśliwskie Zacisze”, Nikielkowo,
»» Azzun, Kromerowo 29.

ACCOMMODATION
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Agritourism farm “Janczary” – Barczewko,
Camping Tumiany,
Hotel Zalesie Mazury Active SPA – Zalesie,
Training and Recreation Centre “Stary Folwark” – Tumiany,
Ekwador Robert Hestkowski – Dąbrówka Mała,
Warmia Vineyard – Skajboty,
“Betucha” Cottage – Bartołty Wielkie,
“At Jacob” – a wedding house and agritourism – Ruszajny,
Holiday resort “Zacisze” – Narty.

EVENTS
►► 7th February – Feliks Nowowiejski Birthday,
►► April – Sport Gala,
►► May – Feliks Nowowiejski International Festival of Choir Music,
►► June – Barczewo Łosiery to St. Anthony,
►► June-August – Barczewo Artistic Summer (Midsummer Night),
►► July – The Days of Barczewo,
►► August – National Rock Bands’ Festival “ERROR”,
►► September – The Commune Harvest Festival.

www.cittaslowpolska.pl
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NEARBY
►► Barczewko – St. Catherine and St. Lawrence Church from the second
half of the eighteenth century, consecrated by Bishop I. Krasicki in 1784,
►► Jedzbark – a two-metre-height statue of Christ, created to commemorate
the casualties of the Great War. Next to the cross at the crossroads there
are graves of fallen German soldiers, who were executed by firing squad
in January 1945,
►► Lamkowo – St. Augustine and St. Nicholas baroque church from the
eighteenth century,
►► Lamkówko – Satellite Observatory of Institute of Geodesy at Warmia
and Mazury University in Olsztyn,
►► Kierzbuń – a manor house and a park with a pond,
►► Klimkowo – a water mill, an old cemetery and a hydroelectric power plant,
►► Bartołty Wielkie – a baroque St. James the Apostle Church.
Consecrated in 1582 by Bishop M. Kromer,
►► Ramsowo – a baroque St. Andrew the Apostle and St. Roch Church,
made of brick, built between 1727-1730,
►► Silice – Aqueduct of Saint Elizabeth – an intersection of two water
canals (Elizabeth and Kiermas),
►► Maruny – the von Groeben’s family tomb – one of the richest families
living in East Prussia, known not only for their wealth and nobility
but also because of their pro-Polish attitudes. Nowadays, in the woods,
near the place where their palace was situated, only the tomb has left.
Unfortunately it is considerably ruined.

SHRINES

Bicycle path
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►► in Warmińska Street (near the water tower) – the oldest shrine in
the town, from 1607,
►► in Warmińska Street (from 1709),
►► in Mostowa Street – the most splendid shrine in the town, built
before 1800,
►► in Graniczna Street (from the second half of the 19th century),
►► in Wojska Polskiego Street – a quadrilateral shrine, it stands in front
of the house of a former postal worker, built in 1862,
►► in Wojska Polskiego Street – a shrine near the railway station, built
in 1898,
►► in the churchyard of St. Andrew the Apostle Church – a neo-Gothic
shrine, built before 1900,
►► in Olsztyńska Street – from 1918,
►► on the road to Kierzlin (right behind the municipal cemetery) – built
in a baroque style in 1746 and renovated in 1866,
►► in the old Catholic cemetery in Armia Krajowa Street (next to the
chapel and the grave of priest Fr. J. Hellen) – a two-storey shrine,
built on 20 August 1912,
►► in the centre part of the cemetery in Armia Krajowa Street - a stone
shrine, made before 1900,
►► a figure of Mary the Mother of God – made in 1903, stands in front
of the Powiatowy Szpital Pomocy Maltańskiej (District Hospital of
Maltese Help) in Barczewo.

www.cittaslowpolska.pl

TOURIST ROUTES
Biking trails

►► Blue: Barczewo – Lamkowo – Barczewko – Barczewo. Length: 32 km,
►► Yellow: Barczewo – Tumiany – Bartołty Wielkie – Jedzbark – Barczewo.
Length: 32.5 km,
►► Red: Barczewo – Lamkówko – Lamkowo – Stare Włóki – Próle
– Wipsowo – Dadaj – Kromerowo – Niedźwiedź – Ramsowo –
Wipsowo – Czerwony Bór – Zalesie – Barczewo. Length: 57.9 km,
►► Green: Barczewo – Mokiny – Łęgajny – Barczewko – Barczewo.
Length: 25.2 km.

Canoe and Kayak Trails

►► I – the Dadaj Lake – the Dadaj River – Klimkowo – the Tumiańskie
Lake – Tumiany – the Pisz Lake – the Pisa River – Barczewo – the
Pisa River – the Wadąg Lake – the Wadąg River,
►► II – the Bogdańskie Lake – the Kiermas River – the Umląg Lake – the
Kiermas River – the Kiermas Lake – the Kiermas River – the Pisa
River – the Wadąg Lake – the Wadąg River,
►► III – Zalesie – the Orzyc Lake – the Orzyc Mały Lake – the Pisz Lake
– the Pisa River – the Orzyc Lake – Zalesie.

Kayak trails

Walking trails

►► Barczewo – Zalesie – Barczewo,
►► Barczewo – Maruny – Lamkowo – Kronowo – Barczewo,
►► Barczewo – Barczewko – Łęgajny – Kaplityny – Bogdany – Barczewo,
►► Barczewo – Tumiany – Klimkowo – Bartołty Wielkie – Jedzbark –
Kierzliny – Barczewo,
►► Barczewo – Ruszajny – Wipsowo – Ramsowo – Dobrąg – Barczewo.

Educational trail

►► Wipsowo – Forest Inspectorate – about 4 km long, it is an important
part of forestry management for tourist purposes. The trail leads
through an arboretum, where you can find rare species of trees and
bushes as well as information boards.

FOLK ARTISTS
►► Zdzisław Robert Cieślikiewicz – tel. 89 514 79 40, 502 94 17 98 –
a sculptor and a woodcarver, also a painter and a draughtsman,
►► Anna Korybut-Dziemidowicz – tel. 661 92 99 43 – banner embroidery
according to traditional techniques of convex or painting embroidery,
►► Sylwia Kozłowska – tel. 790 55 48 39 – landscape oil painting, very
rich in colours and textures,
►► Zbigniew Ramsko Kozłowki – tel. 502 44 83 21 – easel painting,
experimental and textured in oil, acrylic, and water-colour paint.
Artistic and film photography,
►► Agnieszka Markowicz – tel. 502 12 96 63 – interior design, painting,
sculpting, and photography,
►► Jerzy Markuszewski – tel. 89 514 19 51, 602 58 30 90 – sculpting – decorative
carpentry – decorative clothing accessories made of wood and antlers,
renovating old furniture, woodcarving. Only hand-made products,

www.cittaslowpolska.pl
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►► Janina Szneider – tel. 89 514 89 83 – a folk artist. Tapestry – favourite
themes include landscapes, flowers, people, and religion,
►► Teresa Walczak-Wikiert – tel. 89 514 79 40 – linden wood sculpting
– figures of animal (horses, monkeys, birds), plants or folk elements,
►► Marzenia Wieczorek – tel. 502 72 35 23 – one of a king hand-painted
furniture and ornamented objects of decorative and utilitarian art,
►► Anna Wojszel – tel. 605 16 46 23 – ink and pencil graphics, not
avoiding water-colour, oil, and pastel painting,
►► Władysława Wrotek – tel. 781 42 15 35 – painting, drawings and
sketches using assorted techniques. Favourite themes are landscapes,
still life, and shrines.

WILDLIFE
The commune of Barczewo is characterised by a diversity of bird and
animal species. Here you can spot a magpie, a chaffinch, a jackdaw, a
woodpecker, a crane, a heron, a teal, a hawk, a long-eared owl, a tawny
owl. Rare species like the white-tailed eagle and black stork live here as
well. Forests make up to about 30% of the commune’s areas. Forests are
inhabited by deer, roe deer, boars, badgers, squirrels, foxes, polecats,
weasels, and pine martens. Looking around at the trees we can spot a
Scots pine, a Norway spruce, a silver birch, an English oak, as well as
many European larches.
Naturalists will find attractions for themselves in the form of natural
monuments. These include:
»» two oak trees and a yew tree reserve in Leszno,
»» two oak trees and two yew trees in Ramsowo,
»» the area with an Ostrich fern in Barczewo,
»» an oak tree and the area with globeflowers in Maruny,
»» two oak trees in Skajboty,
»» four oak trees in the Forest Administration Region of Barczewko.

►► Bogdany – kurgan graves, burials in flat graves from the Urnfield
period, dishes and ornaments made of bronze,
►► Jedzbark – kurgans – archaeological studies name them as one of the
last material traces of the Old Prussians culture in that area,
►► Kierzliny – between the Kiermas Lake and the Kierzlińskie Lake
there is an embankment dating back to tribal times.

LITERATURE
►► Zenderowski Wojciech, Gmina Barczewo. Śladami historii, Centrum
Kultury i Promocji Gminy w Barczewie, Barczewo 2014,
►► Zenderowski Wojciech, Łukowska Mariola, Barczewo. Miasto wielu
kultur, Centrum Kultury i Promocji Gminy w Barczewie, Barczewo
2009,
►► Zenderowski Wojciech, Osobowości Ziemi Barczewskiej, Wojciech
Zenderowski, Barczewo 2013,
►► Laskowska Urszula, Barczewo. Z dziejów parafii św. Anny, AD REM,
Olsztyn 1999,
►► Red. Jolanta Bandurska, 60 lat powojennej historii barczewskiej
podstawówki 1945-2005, Barczewo 2005.

The grounds are covered with ferns, blackberries, raspberries. On
numerous meadows we may come across a Timothy-grass, a sorrel,
and the common dandelion. There are also protected and rarely seen
plant species, such as Lily of the valley, yellow water-lily, and swamp
cranberry.

PREHISTORY
►► Barczewko – near the Wagąg Lake there was an urban settlement
once. Around the settlement and the north shore of the lake there
was an embankment called Schweden Wall (Swedish Embankment).
It was 700 metres long, 6 metres wide, and 2 to 4 metres tall. It led
from the Wadąg Lake, across the road Barczewo – Słupy, to a small
forest swamp. It could have originated in the tribal times,
►► Barczewo – the cross on Krzyżowa Góra (Cross Mountain) – historians
describe this place as an old Prussian settlement, a watchtower or
a splendid kurgan from prehistoric period. It could have been a site of
worship for Old Prussians,
►► Bartołty Wielkie – an early medieval burial ground,
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BARTOSZYCE
“Bartoszyce – a city with
a heart”
Bartoszyce is a scenic town situated in Warmia and Mazury
district of Poland. It is covered
with lots of green areas, parks,
forests and the Queen of rivers
– Łyna, creating a unique landscape. Bartoszyce is a city located 16 km from the town of
Bezledy on the Russian border.
Interesting story is that a kind
temperament of its inhabitants, views and tourist attractions create a unique character
of the city as well as allow you
to discover its beautiful, mysterious character, leads you into
the heart of the city. Bartoszyce
is a place full of positive energy
and enthusiasm.

District Town
around 24,600 residents
urban rights since 1332
TOURIST
INFORMATION
ul. Bohaterów Warszawy 96
tel. 89 762 98 80
e-mail: pit@bartoszyce.pl
gci@bartoszyce.pl
www.bartoszyce.pl
gci.bartoszyce.pl
gmina-bartoszyce.pl
wrota.warmia.mazury.pl/
powiat_bartoszycki
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cratic and military structure. In 1945, Bartoszyce was burned again
and ruined in nearly 50%. After World War II had finished people
from central Poland, eastern borderlands and Ukraine were resettled here. Reconstruction of the city from the war devastation and
Bartoszyce’s rapid development led to formation of a “new” society.
The turbulent history of the city as well as its multiculturalism contributed to a peculiar and unique character of the city.

LEGENDS
The Son of honey
It talks about Miligedo, beekeeper who was called the bee man.
He was killed in a battle by Teutonic Knights. His body was burnt
and it turned into a statue wielding a necklace, horn and a sword.
Grausam, the intendant of Teutonic Order planned to confiscate
the statue however, he was attacked and killed by a beehive during
his expedition. It is how bees retaliated for killing Miligedo – the
Son of Honey.

Baby Stone

HISTORY
Bartoszyce was created as a wooden fortress built in the place of the
old Prussian gord in the land of Barcja in 1240. It was conquered
twice, destroyed and replaced by a stone castle Bartenstein – called
“the stone in Barcja”. The words “Barte” and “Bart” in Old German
and Old Polish mean a broad-bladed ax. It was probably the reason
why the ax became the element of different versions of Bartoszyce
coat of arms. Moreover, modern flag of this city was inspired by a
banner achieved in the battle of Grunwald. Bartoszyce was located
two times. First, in 1326 the commander Balga Dietrich von Altenburg agreed to locate the city on the left side of Łyna, near the castle
and he named it Rosenthal – the Valley of Roses. Second, in 1332 the
Master of the Teutonic Order Luther Brunswick decided to place
the city on the right bank of the river. In addition, he changed its
name to Barteistein. Favorable location and excellent trade relations
ensured fast and successful development for the city. From then on,
to the German colonists joined Prussians, Lithuanians and Poles. In
1454, before the anniversary of the Thirteen Years’ War, the rebellious residents of Bartoszyce destroyed the castle of the Teutonic
Knights. The golden period in the city’s development lasted until
the early 18th century. During this period, Bartoszyce became an
important center of intellectual development. However, next two
centuries were marked by unprofitable socioeconomic changes in
Europe during which the city was almost completely destroyed by
a fire. In the era of German Empire, the wealthiness of Bartoszyce
was increasing gradually. In 1902, the capital of Friedland county
was moved here and soon after that the city acquired more bureau-
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The first legend tells the story of Gustebald, the Queen of Prussia, who
saved the life of Fish King’s daughter. In return, the King gave her a
magic stone so that she could understand the speech of animals, plants
and wind. Although he gave her a stone, the King made her promise
that she will never show it to anyone. Gustebald broke her promise that
is why, the King turned her into a stone. The second legend is about
Bartel, the Prince of Prussia, who lived in a castle on the hill in Bartoszyce. And one day, evil warlock cursed him. In result, Bartelo’s castle
collapsed and the Prince was changed into a stone.
Legends were presented in the book entitled “Siedem Legend Bartoszyckich”
by Teresa Bratek

Church of St. John the
Evangelist

NOTEWORTHY
►► Lidzbarska Gate – built in 1468, it is one of a few fragments
of Bartoszyce fortified wall. Probably, Lidzbarska Gate was not
destroyed completely because, it served as a prison since 1881,
►► The Old City Urban Plan – a perfectly preserved urban layout
of buildings, streets, tenements and houses in the Old Town.
Tenements represent the architecture typical to XIX and XX century.
The most characteristic feature of the Old Town is garners on Bem
and Strzelecki streets,
►► Church of St. John the Evangelist and Blessed Virgin of Czestochowa
– it was built in the 14th century and rebuilt in 1678 (the tower dates
back to 1732). It has retained its original character of a three-aisled
basilica with a presbytery. Its interior is decorated with a starry vault,
►► Church of St. John the Baptist – the church was probably built in the
15th century (the bell towers were constructed in the 19th century).
The altar and pulpit based on the figure of an angel are an example
of baroque woodcarving typical for the 18th century,

www.cittaslowpolska.pl
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Church of St. Bruno

1914 war cemetery

Bartoszyce
►► Church of St. Bruno – situated in Kętrzyn street. It was created in
neo-Gothic style and equipped with stained glasses and presbytery
in 1882-1883,
►► Stone Statues – the statues together with a stone bowl placed on the
square, near Maria Curie-Skłodowska and the Bohaterów Warszawy
streets, represent the group of town’s oldest relics as well as the
oldest monuments on Polish territory,
►► The educational institutions (Primary School No. 7, High School
No. 2) - In 1894 the authorities of Bartoszyce and the Reich agreed
to buy a land and built there a school for non-commissioned
officers. It was a way to compensate a loss of garrison for the city.
The school was founded in 1896 and operated until the outbreak
of the First World War. In 1914, the building was damaged in the
result of warfare that is why, the school was moved temporarily
to Trzebiatowa. Two years later it was restored in Bartoszyce. In
consequence of the Treaty of Versailles, the school was closed
in 1919. After the Second World War, the army changed it into
a garrison for “Wojsko Obrony Pogranicza”. In the end, the
authorities established there Building School Complex, the Junior
High School and the Elementary School,
►► The First World War Cemetery – It is a well preserved German
cemetery situated in a park on the Bem street. The cemetery has a
rectangular shape and it is surrounded by a brick wall. The graves
spread over 7 terraces. 92 people were buried here, 88 German
soldiers including 10 who died in 1914 during the battle of Bartoszyce,
one Russian soldier and three civilians,
►► Granaries – They were built in 18th and 19th century. The best
preserved granaries are placed on the gen. Józef Bem and Paweł
Strzelecki streets. Currently, they serve as hotels and restaurants,
►► Fortifications – fragments of walls built in 14th century and
developed within a next century,
►► The Old Brewery in Kopernik Street – it is a well-preserved building,
nowadays it is adapted as a catering facility.

FOOD
Within the network of “Culinary Heritage Warmia Mazury Powiśle”

„Dworek Dębówko” Farmstay Accommodation

Dębówko near Bartoszyce
www.dworekdebowko.pl
Open: all year
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“Dworek Dębówko” Agritourist Farm is a manor and park complex
located one kilometre southeast from Bartoszyce, close to the road to
Kętrzyn. It is an incredible place which preserves old culinary traditions typical for the greatest kings’ courts. The owners take care for
high quality of products and sophisticated recipes of the traditional
Polish cuisine. They are proud of their preserves – fruit of their own
orchards, their wines and fruit liquors, as well as cold meat made of
venison and other meat dishes on the basis of original recipes. In the
manor you can feel the atmosphere and taste the flavours known to
glamorous polish aristocracy without a necessity to resign from the
highest comfort.

www.cittaslowpolska.pl

„Galiny” Palace Complex
In the northeast Poland, at the border between Warmia and Masuria, you
may find an exceptional place: 16th- century Palace and 19th-century Farm,
named Galiny. The interesting architectural work of the Palace has been
carefully renovated and is now open to guests, off ering apartments and the
conference room connected with the orangery. The Palace is surrounded
by a 5-hectar park divided into two parts by the Pisa river. The two-level
Inn is located in the main part of the granary with the clock tower and may
accommodate up to 150 guests. In the summer, you may eat and rest in the
open air, in the adjacent romantic small garden with the mini-pond. The
delicious Polish and European cuisine is one of the major assets of Galiny
Property. Kitchen uses vegetables, fruit and herbs from own organic farm as
well as regional, home-made meats and preserves.

Galiny
www.palac-galiny.pl
Open: all year

Bee-keeping Farm Arkadiusz Potymko
This family’s apiary was established in year 2000. It’s located in the
village Woryny – very ecologically clean area. This is the nest area of
eagles, black storks. The apiary is a wandering one (some hives are
transported for the special fl oral source eg. rapeseed, linden, beans,
honeydew, buckwheat). The farm specializes in the production of honey: lime, rape, multifl orous, dew, buckwheat. It also makes a beeswax
candles, as well as pollen and propolis. The apiary is located in a very
picturesque place. You are invited to.

Arkadiusz Potymko
Bartoszyce
www.potymko.pl

Other restaurants
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

“Spichlerz”, ul. Pawła Strzeleckiego 2,
“U Św. Mikołaja”, ul. Księcia Poniatowskiego 4,
“Stodoła”, ul. Józefa Bema 9,
“Zacisze”, ul. Paderewskiego 1,
“Ardi”, ul. Kętrzyńska 23,
“Bazyliszek”, ul. Plac Konstytucji 3 Maja 33,
“Promyk”, ul. Tartaczna 4.

Fast-food restaurants
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

La Gondola, Pizzeria, ul. Bohaterów Warszawy 51,
Gruby Benek, Pizzeria, ul. Kętrzyńska 5,
Kebab, ul. Rynkowa 5,
Klub Obsesja, ul. Kętrzyńska 18,
Grill Bar, ul. Boh. Warszawy 51,
Pizza Factory, ul. Witosa 5,
Piramida Kebab & Pizza, ul. Plac Dworcowy 2,
Magia Smaku, ul. Paderewskiego 20,
Klub Joker, ul. Boh. Warszawy 79/1,
Smażalnia Ryb, ul. Kętrzyńska 42,
Bar popularny, ul. Plac Konstytucji 3 Maja 35,
Kuchnia Polska, ul. Kętrzyńska 16 E.
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ACCOMMODATION
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Hotel „Bartis”, Plac Konstytucji 3-go Maja 5, Bartoszyce,
Hotel “At the Barn”, ul. Bema 9, Bartoszyce,
Hotel „Granary”, ul. Strzeleckiego 2, Bartoszyce,
Hotel „Wikola”, ul. Nowowiejskiego 37, Bartoszyce,
Hotel „Astra”, ul. Kowali 2, Bartoszyce,
Hotel „Lux”, ul. Bohaterów Warszawy 37, Bartoszyce,
Hotel „Milo”, ul. Bema 44, Bartoszyce,
Motel at the Gdańsk Rafinery, ul. Warszawska 22, Bartoszyce,
Motel „Pami”, Połęcze 55,
“White Prince” Palace, Osieka 3,
Dębówko Manor House, Dębówko 1,
Galiny Palace Complex, Galiny 110.

AGRITOURISM
»»
»»
»»
»»

„Mimoza” Holiday Farm, Krawczyki 2,
Holiday Farm in Bezledy, Bezledy 59/1,
Dąbrowa Highroad, Dąbrowa 17,
“Under the Pear tree” Holiday Farm, Wola 2.

EVENTS

Łyna River

►► February 17 – The Birthday of Bartoszyce,
►► March each year – „Kaziuki – Wilniuki” - the concert of Polish music
bands from Lithuania together with an Art and Craft Fair,
►► March – “BAKCYL” The Provincial Review of School Theaters,
►► Sunday May / June – “Star Marathon”,
►► Friday, Saturday, Sunday, the first full weekend of June each year –
the International Days of Bartoszyce Region,
►► Saturday / Sunday during the International Day of the Region
Bartoszyce – “Bartkowy Jarmark” Handicrafts Fair,
►► June – The Second Life of A Bike,
►► June – “Co Ma Wisieć Nie Utonie” The championships on Łyna River,
►► July – The Concert of “Pro Musica Antiqua” band as a part of the
Summer Concerts organized in Warmia and Mazury region,
►► July – the Summer Gala of Disco Polo Music,
►► August – The Gypsy Summer Picnic,
►► September – “Raz na Ludowo” The Autumn Fair of Folk Art and Crafts,
►► December – The Eve of Word.

NEARBY
►► The shooting range in Dąbrowa village, 2 kilometers from
Bartoszyce,
►► Horse studs in Liski, Galiny, Sułów and Osieka,
►► The stork villages in Żywków, Lejdy, Lwowiec and Szczurków,
►► Old oaks – the nature monuments in Ciemna Wola, Krawczyki,
Kinkajma, Gaj,
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►► Motocross track in Palczewo,
►► Rope Course in Kamińsk,
►► The National Watchtower in Sępopol,
►► The Miniature Farm for Animals in Galiny,
►► “White Prince” Palace in Osieka,
►► Many Palaces and Manor Houses.

TOURIST ROUTES
Bike Paths

►► Bartoszyce – Sępopol – Liski – Judyty – Szczurkowo – Ostre Bardo –
Stopki – Bartoszyce. Distance: 48 km, time: 3:30, easy, partly unmarked,
►► Bartoszyce – Jarkowo – Kiertyny Małe – Bezledy – Lejdy. Distance: 12 km,
time: 37 min, easy, partly unmarked,
►► Bartoszyce – Tolko – Wojciechy – Nowa Karczma – Piasty Wielkie –
Górowo Iławeckie. Distance: 25 km, time: 1:30, easy, partly unmarked,
►► Bartoszyce – Połęcze – Ciemna Wola – Galiny – Borki Sędrowskie –
Wozławki – Bisztynek Kolonia – Bisztynek. Distance: 22 km, time:
1:30, partly unmarked,
►► Bartoszyce – Jarkowo – Kiertyny Małe – Bezledy – Piersele –
Toprzyny – Żywkowo. Distance: 25 km, time: 1:35, partly unmarked.

Pedestrian Path

►► Bartoszyce – Połęcze – Osieka – Krawczyki – Galiny – Bartoszyce.
Distance: 14.6 km, time: 1:45, easy marked,
►► Bartoszyce – Połęcze – Osieka – Krawczyki – Krekole – Stoczek
Klasztorny. Distance: 16.6 km, time: 3:30, easy, marked,
►► Bartoszyce – Połęcze – Osieka – Krawczyki – Krekole – Galiny.
Distance: 16.2 km, time: 3:20, easy, marked,
►► Bartoszyce – Jarkowo – Łojdy – Markiny – Kiertyny Małe – Bezledy –
Lejdy. Distance: 15.1 km, time: 3:10, easy, marked.

Canoe Trail

►► On Łyna River: Perkujki – Bartoszyce – Szylina Mała – Szylina
Wielka – Sępopol – Stopki.
Old Town

WEEKEND ATTRACTIONS OF THE
SEASON
►► From spring to autumn: Łyna river kayaking, horse riding, roller
skating, indoor swimming pool, cycling, outdoor events, bonfires,
concerts, numerous workshops and themed activities.
►► Winter: the ice rink, an indoor pool, sleigh rides bonfires, concerts,
attractions offered by centers of culture and sport.

www.cittaslowpolska.pl
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AN ACTIVE WEEKEND
Day 1 – Galiny
Using a specially planned walking path you can see the most beautiful
views, admire the beauty of the plants, relax by the pond, sit on a bench
and rave over the amazing landscape.
There are also elements representing small-sized architecture such
as: bridges, walkways, gazebos, a cannon or a well. In the afternoon,
the guests can visit horse riding club near Galina Stud which is suitable
for both beginners and advanced riders, as well as for those who have
never rode a horse.
In the evening, it is nice to sit around campfire eating baked sausages
or benefit from the attractions prepared by the Galina Palace.

DAY 2 – Mimoza – Krawczyki Farm
We are visiting Perkujki and high, rocky shores of Łyna which are
called “Rocks”. Then we take cart track in order to get to Osieka where we can admire the park and palace complex built in 1861. The
building is in the Italian style.
The next village we plan to visit is Krawczyki – it is situated 7 km
from Bartoszyce. It’s old and large (almost 200 hectares) manor from
the 16th century which belonged to Donhoff family to 1930s. The
two-storey palace built in L-shape had semicircular avant-corps in
quoin, it was rebuilt many times. Later we approach Ciemna Wola
and Sędławki from where we return to the “Mimosa” – holiday farm
which offers 46 beds, camping places and delicious home cooking.
Vegetarian meals are also available and based on a vegan or macrobiotic diet. “Mimosa” has its own Bio-Dynamic Garden with vegetables and fruits which are used to cook meals for guests. The property is fenced, with a parking area of 4.5 hectares, equipped with a
fireplace, barbecue, and volleyball court. This area is excellent for
walking and cycling among beautiful landscape. “Mimosa” possesses
its own pond where guests can fish and canoe. This holiday farm is
a great place to paint, contemplate and observe the nature. Apart
from that, visitor are welcome to help in Vegetable and Herbal Garden so that they can learn how to set up their own garden or dry
herbs.

Day 3 – Bartoszyce
The sightseeing starts with Church of St. John the Evangelist and
Blessed Virgin from Czestochowa, tenements placed in old town, city
fountain and “Brama Lidzbarska”. Then we move to two statues of
“Bartel” and “Gustebald” called “Bartki” which are situated next to
Bohaterów Warszawy and Maria Skłodowska-Curie streets. The
Bartoszyce – Kętrzyn road is a place occupied by The Archdiocesan
Sanctuary of Saint Brunon Bonifacy from Kwerfurt, a bishop and a
martyr. The last place worth seeing in Bartoszyce is the City Hall on
Kętrzyńska street. More than 160 years ago in this building was the
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newspaper office of “Bartensteiner Zeitung”, and printing house.
Walking along the Łyna River in the direction of Castle Hill we can
finish our trip in one of the bars serving local cuisine.

OTHER INTERESTING PLACES IN
OUR TOWN
►► The Memorial Hall of Bartoszycki Artillery Regiment and pr. Jerzy
Popiełuszko,
►► The Park of Elizabeth (park situated near a heart-shaped pond),
►► The Monument of St. Bruno Bonifacy from Kwerfurt,
►► The annual exhibitions and openings in Lidzbarska Gate.

FOLK ARTISTS
►► Maria Kwaśniewska – embroidery (Mazury bonnets),
►► Henryka Saporek – lace,
►► Melania Jarocka – lace,
►► Leokadia Siej – lace,
►► Ewa Chilmanowicz – embroidery (Warmia bonnets),
►► Krzysztof Wójcinowicz – sculpture,
►► Piotr Gołębiowski – sculpture.

The Monument of St. Bruno

WILDLIFE
►► “Ustnik” Reserve – its total area is estimated around 32.50 hectares.
It is a perfect place for wetland birds – it is possible to enumerate
24 different species here, such as unique colony of black-necked
grebe or plover birds which look for food and rest in the reserve,
►► “Mokradła Żegockie” Reserve – its total area is estimated around
33.63 hectares. The main goal of this reserve is to protect breeding
and feeding grounds of wetland birds. Here we have 118 species
of vascular plants, three of them needs special attention – bloody
cuckoo, pondweed capillary and blackcurrant. During the spring
time, we can observe here about 2,000 birds, especially plover birds.
Among 99 bird species typical for this region we can enumerate: rednecked grebe, black-necked grebe, bittern, gray heron, mute swan,
greylag goose, white-fronted goose, bean goose, mallard, gadwall,
wigeon, pintail, garganey, teal, shoveler, tufted duck, pochard, coot,
water hen, spotted crake, water rail, crane, snipe, marsh harrier and
rarely observed – oyster catcher,
►► “Szkółka Leśna” Trail – it is located in Sokołów forestry near
Wiatrowiec – Łabędnik Road. Its distance is estimated around
2.8 km. The part of “Szkółka Leśna” is an arboretum which is open
to the public. The visitors can learn there about forest protection,
farming and exploitation as well as observe beavers on the Pisa River,
►► “Dębowy Las” Trail – it is placed in Czarny Las forestry near Galina
– Krawczyki Road. Thematic boards inform visitors about forest and
its management. There are also four lindens worth seeing.

www.cittaslowpolska.pl
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LITERATURE
►► Dr. Max Hein “Historii miasta Bartoszyce 1332-1932”,
►► Teresa Bratek „Siedem bartoszyckich legend”,
►► Roman Chryciuk, Marian Pietraszko, „Bartoszyce. Z dziejów miasta
i powiatu”,
►► Miejska Biblioteka Publiczna w Bartoszycach, „Bartoszyckie
metamorfozy”.

BISKUPIEC
“The landscape full of
possibilities”
The town is located near the
national road No. 16. This is
the place, where you can have
a moment to draw breath and
rest far away from the noise
and crowds of the city or life
at high speed. Biskupiec is a
city for people who are active,
open and eager for knowledge.
It hides a lot of unusual sights
that are an evidence of a bygone era. There is something for
everyone, each person would
rediscover the unique atmosphere of the past. Undoubtedly,
the commune of Biskupiec is
a landscape full of possibilities.
That is the reason why you
should be here and live here!

Greek-Catholic church

HISTORY
Biskupiec (in German Bischofsburg) was founded as the last of
the twelvetowns in Warmia on the verge of the primeval Galindia
Forest. According to archaeological research carried out in the area,
the oldest traces of human activity in the valley of the river Dymer
date back to the mid Stone Age. However, the city rights were not
released by bishop Henry Sorbom until 1395. The earliest documents
concerning Biskupiec date back to 1389 and we can find there a
mention of a former watch tower which was later replaced with a
castle of Warmia bishops (no longer existent). Since then Biskupiec
has undergone many ordeals brought about by various factors,
e.g. wars with the Teutonic knights, Sweden and Napoleon, fires
and plagues. Bubonic fever and cholera systematically decimated
the local population. No matter how difficult the plight was, each
time Biskupiec would manage to rise from ashes, just like mythical
Phoenix. As the town was located far away from the popular trade
routes, the inhabitants had no other choice but to combine the life
of burghers and the life of farmers. For many years it was farming
that gave them the only chance to survive. In the vicinity flax was
a popular crop, and stock-farming was a major source of incomes
during two fairs and six markets which were held each year. Poverty
was common and the aforementioned misfortunes that haunted
Biskupiec additionally worsened the living conditions of the
inhabitants. A positive change came along in the 19th century when
building works, craft and services started to develop. New roads
were built and a telegraphic station was opened. Furthermore, the
newly founded railway propelled technical headway in the region.
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Olsztyn district
around 10,000 residents
urban rights since 1395
TOURIST
INFORMATION
Pl. Wolności 5c
tel./fax 89 715 47 42
e-mail: it@biskupiec.pl
www.biskupiec.pl
www.biskupiec.com
www.bishopfsburh.de
(german version)
www.domwarminski.pl
www.biskupiec.bil-wm.pl
www.urlaubsland-polen.pl
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In 1910 a power station was built and two years later a modern
waterworks and sewage system was introduced. It was a momentous
event which put an end to all kinds of plagues which had been
previously haunting the town. World War I did not cause a lot of
damage here, however, World War II ruined the town almost in 50%.
Most tenement houses fell into ruin, but the Medieval special layout
of the old town has been preserved until now.

LEGENDS

Blessed Karolina Kózkówna
church

Water tower
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Once upon a time, there lived a poor but good boy name Krystek. He
dreamed of a beautiful wife, children and money. One day he was
visited by an unknown man who promised his dream would come true,
provided, however, that the boy would remain himself. Krystek made a
promise, and, in the morning, he saw a beautiful girl named Dadaj and
a carriage full of gold. Remembering the promise, he was helping the
poor. However, in time, he became stingy, greedy and inhospitable. One
day, the wife said that she would have to leave, because Krystek broke
the promise, but he did not care. Suddenly, a storm began, during which
calling “Dadaj, Dadaj” could be heard. Dadaj ran out of the house and
Krystek followed her. In front of the house he saw a white horse, and
the man holding Dadaj in front of him. The horse raced with people
bumping into a deep chasm at some point, water gushed from it creating
a beautiful lake bearing the name of Dadaj – the beloved of Krystek.
(according to Zofia Zymler-Hansowa from the volume
“Nowy kiermasz bajek”)

NOTEWORTHY
►► Blessed Karolina Kózkówna church – the Sanctuary of the Virgin
Mary of Fatima – a former Evangelical church, designed by Friedrich
August Stüler between 1842-1848, in the form of a Neo-Roman
emporic basilica, with the spire erected between 1868-1872,
►► John the Baptist church – dates back to the beginnings of the town,
destroyed several times and finally restored in the original form,
►► Medieval Gothic spatial layout of the old town – there are eight
streets leading at a right angle from the market square,
►► Interesting buildings: the seat of the district authorities from
1908 (at present the Magistrate), the tilery from 1865 (at present a
restaurant), the former hospital from 1887 (at present the Catholic
School) and the brewery from 1885,
►► Shrines and sideway crucifixes from the 19th and the early 20th century,
►► Tenement houses –43 buildings from the turn of the 19th and 20th
century, registered as historic monuments,
►► Water tower – made of brick, erected between 1912-1913,
►► The Gallery of Biskupiec Land is located above the Artists Asociation
Retreat Sorboma at Wolności Square, 6A,
►► Outdoor gym located in City Park,
►► Historical boards depicting the metamorphosis of the city, reflecting
the pre-war architecture of Biskupiec.
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FOOD
Within the network of “Culinary Heritage Warmia Mazury Powiśle”

Gościniec pod Dębem (the Oak Guesthouse)
The Oak Guesthouse is situated on the border of two land – Warmia
and Masuria – in Wilimy, 15 kilometers from Biskupiec, near to Dadaj
Lake.
Adjacent to forest, rich in blueberries, raspberries and mushrooms.
Here, far away from cities, tourists rest in friendly, family atmosphere.
Road off ers many attractions: bikes, quads, herbal workshops. There
is a beach and a horse stud located near the Road. The restaurant is
known from regional dishes. The basic food products are cold meat,
sausages, etc. They are prepared from fresh meat, according to regional
recipes, seducing with taste, aroma and appearance. Gourmands can
try a variety of dumplings: cooked, roasted and fried.

Wilimy near Biskupiec
www.gosciniecpoddebem.pl
Open: all year

‘Na Rynku’ Restaurant (On the Market)
‘Na Rynku’ restaurant started its activity in 2003. It’s located on the
market square of the picturesque Warmian town – Biskupiec. Restaurant serves polish and regional cuisine – from Warmia and Mazury. The
menu includes, among others, homemade dumplings, soup with wild
mushrooms, potato pancakes, potato cake, duck and seasonal fresh fish,
mushrooms or berries. The restaurant uses products from local suppliers
to prepare the dishes..

Pl. Wolności 5c
Biskupiec
Open: all year

Other restaurants
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

„Atelier” – ul. Mickiewicza 31,
„Old Tile Factory” –ul. Wojska Polskiego 1,
“On the Market” Pub – ul. Plac Wolności 5c,
“Warmińska Inn” - Rynek Mazurskie Przedmieście 2,
“Lemon” – ul. Warmińska 2.

Pizzerias, bars, pubs

»» “Harbor” Bar – ul. Floriańska 2/16,
»» “Festina” Pizza Bar – ul. Ogrodowa 8/1,
»» Pizzeria-Restauracja „Francesco” – ul. Mickiewicza 13.

ACCOMMODATION
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Atelier – ul. Mickiewicza 31 (open all year),
Stara Kaflarnia – ul. Wojska Polskiego 1 (open all year),
Janina Duchniewicz – ul. Poznańska 2/4,
„Sunny Beach“ – Rukławki 100 (open all year),
„Korków“ Inn Halina, Andrzej Korkuć – ul. Parkowa 8,
„Frajda” Holiday Centre – Wilimy.

www.cittaslowpolska.pl
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AGRITOURISM
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Ewelina and Andrzej Możejko – Biesowo 51 (open all year),
Jerzy Lamp – Biesowo 49,
Teresa Golan – Najdymowo 100,
Zenon Jakimiak – Najdymowo 96,
Magdalena Kaczmarczyk – Najdymowo 97,
Alfred Gorący – Stanclewo 21,
Robert Karaźniewicz – Rukławki 2,
Małgorzata Wasilewska – Rukławki 36A,
Elżbieta, Janusz Kostka – Kobułty 44,
“Astra–Mazuria” Teresa, Wiktor Leyk – Rasząg 44 (open all year),
Lidia Józef Taube – Dębowo 5,
Jacek Zięba – Adamowo 5 (open all year),
Elżbieta and Zygmunt Ziółkowscy – Nowe Marcinkowo 20,
Jolanta Kucharewicz – Wilimy 13,
Gościniec „Pod Dębem“ – Wilimy.

EVENTS

Biskupiec – aerial view

►► Paschal Mystery “The Way to Golgotha” – held in Węgoj on Saturday
before Easter; it is the Way of the Cross leading from the beach to the
hill near the church; an impressive event with professional actors,
costumes, prop, sound system and light effects,
►► The Days of Biskupiec – usually last for three days, accompanied by
the International Folklore Festival, i.e. a parade of teams from the
country and abroad,
►► the first half of August – The Warmia Dumplings Feast in Biskupiec
and Biesowo, promotion of the Warmia cuisine, esp. dumplings
with all kinds of stuffing; the feast is accompanied by craft fair,
competitions and shows,
►► January – Bridge tournament “the Mayor of Biskupiec Cup”,
►► From April to June – The Provincial Competition of Theatre Groups
“The Gold Fish Laurel”,
►► July/August – The Provincial Folk and Non-professional Sculpture
Competition,
►► August – The Sailing Regatta “The Blue Ribbon of the Lake Dadaj”,
►► August – The National Cycling Street Competition,
►► September – The Provincial Cross-country Race,
►► December – Cittaslow Christmas Fair, stalls with local craft and
food, shows and carol singin,
►► winter and early spring – Indoor Football League „Futsal”, the Sports
Centre.

NEARBY
►► Central point of Prussia – a stone situated near the village of
Labuszewo,
►► Historic border – a historic boundary between Warmia and Mazury
running through the area of the commune of Biskupiec,
►► Parleza Wielka – a place where original Medieval spatial layout has
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been preserved; an oval-shaped market place is surrounded by a
symmetrical sequence of houses of almost identical architecture.
The market-place is a starting point of the two tracks – one links the
town with the main road and the nearby railway station, the other
one lined with trees leads to the local brickyard,
►► Węgój – an open air heritage park of farming machines, the village
of Warmian bogies, an educational and nature trail “Traces of forest
spirits”,
►► Dadaj – a trough lake of an area 1000 ha, situated 4 km away from
Biskupiec; a popular recreation place,
►► Biesowo – a Neo-Gothic church (1911) with cross and rib vault and
stained glass windows, a mill dating back to the early 19th century,
►► Kobułty – a wildlife and landscape complex “Kobułckie Wzgórza”,
founded in order to preserve relatively high moraine hills; an
Evangelical church from 1823, at present in ruin; a manor house and
park; a granary; a Neo-Gothic church from the late 19th century.
The architecture of the village is embraced with so-called rural
protection; i.e. the scale and the climate of buildings and their spatial
layout have to resemble the historic appearance of this place.

TOURIST ROUTES
Bicycle routes:

►► “In Search of the Golden Fleece ” – Biskupiec – Rukławki – Najdymowo
– Bukowa Góra – Węgój – Dębowo – Bredynki – Biskupiec – a loop
route, easy and winding; length: 31 km; approximate time: 3:20 h,
►► Biskupiec – Czerwonka – Rukławki – Rzeck – Biskupiec – unmarked,
winding, easy; partially running along the picturesque Lake Dadaj;
length: 30 km; approximate time: 3:00 h,
►► Biskupiec – Rasząg – Kobułty – Biskupiec – unmarked, winding, easy,
running through a unique area with lovely views and interesting
wildlife; length: 30 km; approximate time: 2:35, 7 km long bike route
running from ul. Armii Krajowej, along the river Dymer, towards the
beach at Dadaj lakeside.
More routes with their footsteps can be downloaded from the website
www.krajobrazpelenmozliwosci.pl from the bike paths tab.

WEEKEND ATTRACTIONS OF THE
SEASON
Spring – bike trips (recreation and sightseeing)
After the winter season it is always worth doing some exercise to keep
fit; long walks as well as bike trips are a perfect way to achieve this aim.
Biskupiec is situated within an easy cycling distance from the Lake Dadaj.
One of the most attractive routes runs along the lakeside through the
village of Najdymowo (several interesting buildings and typical Warmia
shrines) to Wilimy, where bikers can have a nice meal, get some rest, as
well as find a lovely place to spend a night at “Oak Inn”.

www.cittaslowpolska.pl
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Summer – perfect time for visiting open air heritage
parks
A lovely route for car and bike users starts in Biskupiec and then runs
through Węgój – Bęsia – Tejstymy – Biesowo – Czerwonka – finishing also
in Biskupiec (about 30 km). Summer is the peak season for field work and
in Węgoj tourists will have an opportunity to see old farming machines,
such as threshers, harvesters, ploughs, cultivators, sleighs, handmills, seeding machines, hayrakes and many others. In Bęsia you will find a Baroque
palace and a Dutch windmill (at present both are in private hands and
rather in poor condition). Next, through the village of Kruzy (one-street
village) and Tejstymy (a manor and palace complex form the 19th century),
we reach Biesowo, the village which gained the prize for “the Most Beautiful Village of Warmia and Mazury” in 2003. In the local cemetery there
are several graves of Russian and German soldiers who died in the battle
from 16 August 1914, and in the nearby village of Zerbuń you will find a
forest cemetery of German soldiers. Another attractive village – Czerwonka, dating back to 1365, is well known as the 100-year-old railway station.
Biskupiec is only 6 km away from here.

Autumn – perfect time for wildlife watching, e.g. cranes
flocking
The cranes flocking place is an area(70 ha) situated south of Biskupiec, between Łąki Dymerskie and the road Dymer – Dźwierzuty. In the peak season the place can welcome as many as 2,500 cranes. In September / October the birds gather in big flocks just to leave for warm countries a month
later. They come back at the turn of March and April. Cranes prefer marshy
areas – swamps, peatbogs, old waters and areas around lakes.

Winter – angling in the waters of Dadaj
Lake Dadaj, with the species of fish such as the pike, the roach, the European whitefish, the bream and the perch, is a favourite place for anglers. The
lake is also popular with ice-boating lovers.

A WEEKEND WITH TRADITION
Day 1
Sightseeing around the town, admiring the panorama from the church
spire, a meeting with one of the local folk artists,

Day 2
A bike trip to Węgój the village of Warmian bogies, the educational and
nature trail “Traces of forest spirits”, Agricultural museum,

Day 3
A trip to the lakeside (Lake Dadaj) – a walk along the lakeside, a meal at
“Gościniec pod Dębem”,
Special dates: August – the Dumpling Feast.
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FOLK ARTISTS
►► Wojciech Andrzejewski – Woodcarving Studio – tel. 602 512 928,
►► Olga Anacka – artist: sculpture, drawing,
►► Agnieszka Brudzińska – decorative cards (greetings, invitations),
►► Janusz Bachmura – photography – fotojasiek@wp.pl,
►► Teresa Doreńska – embroidery inspired by architecture and ceramics
of Warmia and Mazury, lace, tatting, jewellery – tel. 605 141 957,
►► Jacek Idźkowski – sculptures, reliefs – Sculpture Workshop – tel. 691 272 909,
►► Mariusz Iljasiuk – easel painting, drawing, sculpture in wood –
miljasiuk@wp.pl,
►► Tomasz Iljasiuk – djembe drum production – tomasziljasiuk@wp.pl,
►► Agata Koziej-Iljasiuk – Prestidigitation – tel. 669 381 949,
►► Piotr Socha – painting – tel. 691 465 663,
►► Hanna Gołębiewska – graphics, painting on glass,
►► Krzysztof Jaroszewicz – drum production, crafts,
►► Ilona Kabelis – artist: oil painting, pastels, watercolors, drawings,
►► Zbigniew Kotynia – oil painting, icon-writing,
►► Jolanta Kowalska – painting, painting on glass, Art-Therapy,
►► Marian Murat – sacred art: bas-relief and sculpture; folk and regional,
►► Ewa Różańska – Turonek – artist: artistic and utilitarian ceramics –
tel. 503 970 070,
►► Marcin Zegarowicz – outdoor sculpture, ethnic instruments – tel. 500 202 141.

WILDLIFE
The area of the commune Biskupiec comprises parts of the following
regions of protected landscape:
»» The Olsztyn Lake District,
»» Leginy-Mrągowo Lakes,
»» The Symsarna Valley.
►► Dębowo – a forest reserve of an area 24.72 ha, founded in order
to preserve beech trees which make up to 78.78% of the whole
woodland area and up to 94.35% of its total weight,
►► Zabrodzie – a floristic reserve of an area 27.3 ha, founded to
preservethe species of shrub birch (Betula humilis) as well as the part
of the naturally appearing marshy forest,
►► “Parleskie Wzgórza” – an eco land of an area 244.54 ha, an interesting
geomorphological example of moraine hills,
►► “Galk Lake” (4.23 ha) and “Korek Lake” (10.96 ha) – small inland lakes,
situated in the area of the Forest Inspectorate Wipsowo,
►► Wildlife and landscape complex “Kobułckie Wzgórza” of an are 2,005 ha.
►► Wildlife and landscape complex “Rzeckie Lake”,
►► Wildlife and landscape complex “Sorkwickie Lake”, situated within
the geodesic zone of Kamionka,
►► Lake Babant and Lake Białe, the geodesic zone Mojtyny and
Kamionka.
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Monuments of nature

»» Lipowo – an oak; circumference of 500 cm and height of 25 m,
»» Dębowo by the Lake Bęskie- an oak; circumference of 492 cm
and height of 26 m.
»» Pierwój – sessile oak; circumference of 490 cm and height of 23 m.

BISZTYNEK
“Commune of a friendly
nature”
Today’s Bisztynek is a peaceful
and quiet place, an embodiment of the idea of cittaslow.
The natural environment is not
destroyed by industry, as there is
no industry in the vicinity. There
is no railway, as the one that
used to go through the region
was taken down and confiscated by Russians in 1945. People
mainly travel by bus and coach.

OTHERS
►► Therapeutic Workshop of the Polish Association for the Mentally
Ill – participants undergo art therapy and get involved in different
forms or artistic creation: pottery, sculpture, drawing and painting;
ul. Gdańska 1,
►► The viewpoint - from the spire of the John the Baptist Church
you can admire the panorama of Biskupiec; free entrance after a
previous arrangement with the Tourist Information Centre or the
Community Centre (contact – ul. Matejki 5, tel. +48 89 715 26 95),
►► The Craft Centre “Sorboma” – run by the Biskupiec Community
Centre, fine arts and computer workshops, local housewives
association meetings.
Currently, there is an exhibition of old cameras, which contains almost
one thousand display units – free entry.

LITERATURE
►► „Biskupiec z dziejów miasta i powiatu”, red. Wanda Korycka, Olsztyn
(1969),
►► „Biskupiec”, Warszawa (1995),
►► „Biskupiec: oficjalny informator miejski” (1995),
►► „Biskupiec: informator” (1995),
►► „Biskupiec i okolice” B. Bogucka, Olsztyn (2006),
►► Biskupiec krajobraz pełen możliwości – przewodnik po Mieście
i Gminie (2012).
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HISTORY
The crest of Bisztynek, depicting a bishop’s crosier placed in a rock,
refers to the German name of the town – Bischofstein, meaning
“a bishop’s stone”. Today the town is so small that it is easy to overlook it, which, however, would be an irreparable mistake. The foundation act was released by bishop Sorbom in Biskupiec. During the
wars between Poland and the Teutonic Order, Bisztynek frequently
changed hands; after the final defeat of the Order, however, the town
started to flourish, although it did not manage to escape misfortunes,
such as the great fire in 1548. The ramparts burnt down, but under the
reign of Bishop Dantyszek the town was surrounded with walls again,
but only some fragments have been preserved until now. Subsequent
bishops also treated the town favourably – Bishop Stanisław Hozjusz
released some trade privileges (a market once a week and a fair once
a year), whereas bishop Marcin Kromer ordered seven local villages
to participate in these trade event compulsorily. Thus, trade started
to flourish. In addition, various kinds of craft developed: weaving,
drapery, pottery and cooperage. As opposed to Biskupiec, Bisztynek
was always an affluent town. Its inhabitants never really had to get
involved in farming. The golden years, however, finished together
with the fire in 1589 and another one in 1770. Even the church did not
manage to avoid destructive power of fire. Fortunately, it was soon rebuilt and consecrated again by bishop Ignacy Krasicki. Bisztynek, just
like other towns of Warmia, was also haunted by other misfortunes,
such as plagues.
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Bartoszyce district
around 2,500 residents
urban rights since 1385

TOURIST
INFORMATION
ul. Findera 2
tel. 89 512 20 40
www.bisztynek24.pl
www.bisztnek-kulturowo.pl
www.bisztynek.plan.pl
www.bisztynek.pl
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LEGENDS
THE LEGEND OF THE STONE IN BISZTYNEK

There once lived a poor shoe-maker in Bisztynek. He had so many children
that when the last one was born he had no one to ask to become the child’s
godfather. The shoe-maker was really worried, he could not concentrate on
any work. He decided to visit the town, where he bumped into a you young
man. The man asked the shoe-maker what he was worried about and decided that he would become the child’s godfather. The young man had only one
condition – when the boy grew up and graduated from school, the godfather
would come for him and take him away. The shoemaker felt really happy –
not only did he find a godfather, but the man also promised to send the boy
to school. The christening took place on the following Sunday. The stranger
from the town came to the shoe-maker’s house in a two-horsed cart and
took the child to the church. The child was named MICHAŁ. When they all
came back home after the celebration, the Godfather gave the shoe-maker
money for the child’s education. The boy was talented so he received good
education as a priest. Nobody could expect that the money for the priest’s
education had belonged to the Devil. Michał graduated from school and was
preparing to celebrate his first mass, when out of the blue the Devil appeared
in order to take his godson away, according to the deal the shoe-maker had
made with the stranger. Before that, however, the devil had an urgent thing
to do – he went to Africa for a big stone and was going to come back before
the mass was over. Nevertheless, the stone was so big and so heavy that the
return way took much more time than the Devil had expected. When he
reached the outskirt of the town, he heard that the mass had just finished.
The Devil was furious that he had not appeared in time not to gain Michał’s
soul. The stone dropped from the man’s hands and has remained in this
place until now.

The Lidzbark Gate

Devil Stone
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NOTEWORTHY
►► Holiest Blood of Jesus Christ Sanctuary – one of the biggest
churches in Warmia, which is quite surprising in such a small
town as Bisztynek. It has always been a place of cult of the Holy
Communion due to the miraculous event, mentioned in the
chronicles: “The priest who was celebrating the mass did not
really believe that after transubstantiation Jesus Christ was really
present in the communion. Suddenly, he noticed drops of blood
falling onto the corporal. The corporal was then sent to Rome
and never came back”. Therefore, the Saint Maciej church gained
another title “the Holiest Blood of Jesus Christ Sanctuary”. When
Bisztynek became a popular pilgrimage destination a necessity to
enlarge the church arose. In 1631 the relics of Saint Symphorius
and Saint Liberat were transferred from Bisztynek to the newly
restored and consecrated chapel in Święta Lipka. At present the
church has a form of a three-nave hall with eight bays, decorated
in the Baroque style. What attracts the greatest deal of attention
is the Rococo main altar, side altars created by Christian Bernard
Schmidt from Reszel, as well as the portrait of Ignacy Krasicki and
nine paintings presenting the Apostles from 1776,
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►► The Lidzbark Gate – from the turn of the 15th and the 16th
century, with remains of the former fortifications. In the Middle
Ages there were three gates in the town walls: the Reszel Gate, the
Lidzbark Gate and the Warsaw Gate. At the beginning of the 20th
century the Lidzbark Gate functioned as a prison, on order of the
German authorities. Post-Evangelical church from the second
half of the 19th century, still being rebuilt after the destruction
in 1945,
►► Presbytery – a pseudo-Gothic building from the late 19th century.
Graveyard church of Saint Michael, built between 1618-1632, with
the tower and the vestry added in 1892,
►► Monument of Henryk Sienkiewicz – initially unveiled on 1 Sept.
1929 as a monument of victims of the WW I (with fours boards
with names of 169 inhabitants of Bisztynek who died in the war).
The present version of the monument commemorating one of the
greatest Polish writers – Henryk Sienkiewicz – comes from 1965,
►► Tenement houses – dating back to the 19th and the 20th century,
►► Granary – dating back to the 18th century.

Monument of H. Sienkiewicz

MUSEUM
The Józef Engling Memorial Room – Prosity 28. Collection: objects
and keepsakes belonging to servant of God Joseph Engling, writings
in German and Polish. Activity: personal workshop for students of
primary, grammar and secondary schools, open Engling meetings organised at the first July weekend. Time: open all year, after previous
arrangement.

FOOD AND ACCOMMODATION
Lodging House, Wedding House,
Restaurant “Marysieńka” in Bisztynek
A newly restored building of a rich and interesting history. The chef’s
speciality is “the Devil’s pie”, a meal referring to the aforementioned,

Manor House “Romanowski” in Sułowo
Manor house with a large yard and professionally equipped stables (100
sport horses, an indoor arena and a parcours). The restaurant serves
traditional Polish and European cuisine. Horse lovers will certainly appreciate the horse-riding club, anglers can indulge in their hobby in the
nearby ponds, whereas holiday-makers who love active recreation will
not overlook tennis courts,

Agritourism farm “Malinowy Chruśniak”
(the Raspberry Brush) in Łędławki
100-year-old grange complex consisting of three buildings and a barn;
visitors can try home-made bread and cooked meats; one of the local
attractions is also a flock of goats.

www.cittaslowpolska.pl
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NEARBY
►► Nature reserve “Polder Sątopy – Samulewo” – a picturesquely
situated, large, shallow body of water, abundant in holms; a favourite
nesting and feeding ground of various species of birds, for instance –
swans, storks, black storks, cranes, herons, white eagles and ospreys.
The number of birds appearing in the reserve is really overwhelming,
►► Reszel – a Cittaslow member town,
►► Święta Lipka – the Visitation Sanctuary of the Virgin Mary, the
Mother of Christian Unity – a Baroque basilica, situated on the
border of Warmia and Mazury.
►► Stoczek Klasztorny – the Visitation Basilica, the Sanctuary of the
Virgin Mary, the Queen of Peace, the place where cardinal Stefan
Wyszyński was detained by the communist authorities,
►► Tłokowo – the Saint Roch church, consecrated by Bishop Ignacy
Krasicki, a sanctuary.

TOURIST ROUTES
►► Bisztynek is situated on the former Royal Track leading from
Warsaw to Konnigsberg (at present Kaliningrad). This is also where
the European tourist route E-11 and the international bike route of
old castles (in Lidzbark Warmiński, Reszel and Kętrzyn) run. Nature
lovers can choose the tourist route which offers attractions such as
the beaver, the elk, the white eagle, and many other species of birds,
►► Boulder (28 m of circumference, 8 m long, 3.2 m tall) is the biggest
in the province of Warmia and Mazury. An old legend has it that
the boulder has been brought here from Africa by the devil himself,
hence the name “the Devil’s Stone”. According to scientists, however,
it is a postglacial erratic boulder. The locals claim that the boulder
is capable of making dreams come true – it is enough to go around
it twice clockwise, starting at the characteristic fissure, having your
wish on your mind.

WEEKEND ATTRACTIONS OF THE
SEASON
Spring – walks and bike trips under the banner of
“Warmia churches”.
Church of St. Michael
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There is a number of beautiful churches in the vicinity of Bisztynek
which are worth visiting. The route we want to recommend is about
30 km long and it runs along different kinds of tracks. Bisztynek – Unikowo (a village from 1340; the local church is a late Gothic church with
a Baroque interior and intriguing handcuffs fastened into the side entrance) – Sątopy (a village from 1337; the Saint Judok church from the
14th century with a polychromous vault) – Grzęda (a village from 1339,
near the border of Warmia and Mazury, the local church, consecrated
by Bishop Ignacy Krasicki takes pride in its well preserved three Baroque altars and the wooden sculpture of the Virgin Mary) – Paluzy
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(a village from 1345, the local Gothic church is famous for its late Renaissance organ gallery with Old Testament parables depicted on it; at
the local cemetery you can find iron crosses lapidarium) – Wozławki (a
village from the 14th century, the local church was built in the Gothic
style, but in the Baroque times a characteristic chapel in the form of
a rotunda was added; there are two solar clocks on the walls of the
church and inside you will find a collection of late Gothic sculptures of
Saint Anna Samotrzeć) – Bisztynek.

Summer – time for nordic walking
The best nordic walking routes run in the vicinity of Bisztynek, Sułowo,
Troszkowo and Dąbrowa as they combine relaxation and sightseeing,
e.g. Bisztynek – Sułowo (5 km long, a ballast road), Bisztynek – Dąbrowa
(4 km long, through a forest), Bisztynek – Warmiany (4 km long, a dirt
track), Bisztynek – Łędławki (3 km long), Bisztynek – Troszkowo (5 km
long, across a field).

Autumn – walks and bike trips under the banner
of “Warmia shrines”
Shrines are one of the most characteristic elements of the landscape of Warmia. There are hundreds of them in the region and a
great deal ofshrines are situated in the vicinity of Bisztynek. Some
are beautifully renovated, some other are in rather poor condition.
The area surrounding Bisztynek is situated on the border of Warmia
and Mazury, therefore you can come across a number of crosses on
the way. The recommended route is: Bisztynek – Łędławki (3 shrines,
3 crosses) – Paluzy (7 shrines, 3 crosses) - Warmiany (3 shrines, 3 crosses)
– Wozławki (8 shrines) –Sułowo (8 shrines) – Prosity (4 shrines,
3 crosses) – Bisztynek.

Winter – Bisztynek is famous for its Walrus Club
“The Air Hole”.
The club, founded in 2004, has 130 members who submerge their bodiesin frozen ponds every Sunday. Both the climate and the landscape
attractwinter tourism lovers to Bisztynek. Thick snow layer sparkling
in the sun and heavy snow caps on the local spruces make this region
resemble a mountainous landscape. Hikers and skiers will find here not
only breath taking views, but there is also a chance to come across a
deer, a doe or a boar.

Bisztynek – aerial view

AN ACTIVE WEEKEND
Day 1
A sightseeing tour of the town (visiting the churches, the monument
and the boulder),

Day 2
A walk, a nordic walking expedition, a bike trip, and in winter a ski trip
to Warmiany or Łędławki
»» admiring local crosses and shrines,
»» a meeting with one of the local artists.
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Bisztynek
Day 3
A bike trip or a car expedition to Sułowo (horses, angling) or Prosity
(the Joseph Engling Memorial Room),

DOBRE MIASTO
“Come…, see…, invest…”

Special attraction: the walrus club winter bathing.

The town at the heart of Warmia, located between the current and the historical capital
of the region, at the junction of
several important routes. This
road junction connects national road no. 1 and 3 provincial
ones and a railway line. It is
surrounded by forests, giving
you a chance to relax and take
a break from everyday troubles.
It is worth to be and to live here.

RECREATION
Culture and Local Activity Centre
The centre offers a wide range of activities, such as singing classes, artworkshops, dance courses, theatre club, fire team and voluntary service.There is a computer room with the Internet access and a public
library available for everybody.

The complex of playing fields “ORLIK 2012”
It consists of a football pitch and a multi-function playground containing a basketball and a volleyball course.

Playgrounds for children
Playground

The youngest tourists have two playgrounds at their disposal. One of
them, equipped with a trampoline, a climbing wall a railway, a mechanical bull and a lot of other facilities, is situated by the Council Kindergarden. The other one is located by the local Primary School. Besides,
there is a playground almost in every single village in the vicinity.

FOLK ARTISTS
►► Krystyna Wasilewicz – needle work,
►► Kamila Zawadzka – drawing pencil portraits and trash art – art made
of trash,
►► Martyna Gruszka – art jewellery,
►► Janusz Wiśniewski – nature’s sculpture – transformation of roots
and tree bark.

LITERATURE
►► Kiełbik J., Miasta warmińskie w latach 1466-1772, Olsztyn 2007,
►► Rzempołuch A., Przewodnik po zabytkach sztuki dawnych Prus
Wschodnich Agencja Wyd. „Remix”, Olsztyn 1993.

HISTORY
First, on the banks of Łyna, a Prussian castle was located. The town
located on an artificial island created after digging a channel called the
Large Łyna, once had a defensive function and today provides water
for a hydroelectric power plant. The name probably derives from the
Prussian word Gudde meaning a bush, scrub. It received city rights from
the bishop of Warmia, Henry II Wogenap.
A very important moment for the city was moving the Collegiate
Chapter to the town. Canons built not only a church, but a school and
a hospital as well. They also began to strengthen the walls. The Seat of
the Chapter was here until 1811. In the years 1466–1772, it was part of
the Republic of Poland, within the framework of the autonomous region of Warmia bishops’ subordinate authority. Polish Cardinal Stefan
Wyszynski brought the collegiate chapter in Dobre Miasto to life on
14th May 1960.
While the city came out unscathed from World War I, it was destroyed in the spring of 1945 in almost 70%. In 1939 it had a population
of 5931 inhabitants. The population census of 15 August 1945 enumerated 435 inhabitants. The city had different names since 1945: German
Guttstadt – other names: Guddestat, Godenstat, Gudinstat, Gutberg,
Gutenstat, Guthenstadt, Guthinstadt. A large complex of Wichrowskie
Forests is adjacent to the town, hiding large amounts of wildlife and
forest fruits. There are hiking and biking trails and a lookout observation tower.

Olsztyn district
around 10,600 residents
urban rights since 1329

TOURIST
INFORMATION
ul. Warszawska 14
tel. 89 513 20 40
e-mail: a.pogorzelska@
dobremiasto.com.pl
www.dobremiasto.com.pl
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LEGEND

MUSEUMS

A long time ago, a pair of storks liked the neighborhood so much that
they did not have time to go to their “autumn council of storks” and fly
to warm countries. Winter came and the land, meadows and river froze.
The storks’ noses and legs reddened from the cold. They would surely freeze if not the people living nearby. They took them to their hut,
warmed, fed and cared for them until the snow melted. In the hut itself,
the storks got their wingtips and tails dirty. The colors are there till today.
In the spring, the storks thanked for the hospitality with joyous clatter
and went to another stork council. Here, unanimously agreed that the
village – yet unnamed – was to be called Dobre Miasto [a good town], because exceptionally good people live here. And because good people were
still coming here to settle, it soon became a town retaining its name.
What is more, storks come here today with its place of honor on the
tower called “The Stork Tower”.
(according to Wiesława Czermaka)

►► Open-air museum – Museum – historic townhouses,
►► Stork Tower – Museum of the History of the Town.

NOTEWORTHY

Basilica

Stork Tower
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►► Church of the Holy Savior and All Saints – gothic collegiate in the
years 1357-1389, probably built on stilts, the second largest temple in
Warmia. Until 1810, the seat of Collegiate Chapter. Along with the
buildings, it is a quadrangle reminiscent of a defensive castle. Inside,
among others, an altar – Throne the sculpture of the Madonna from
the fifteenth century, the altar of the Holy Trinity, richly decorated
pulpit from 1693, the main altar founded by the bishop Adam
Stanisław Grabowski in 1748. In the buildings adjacent to the church
starry vaults, crystal fragments of polychrome were preserved. In
1989 – on the 600th anniversary, Pope John Paul II, on 19 May 1989,
gave the church the title and dignity of a Minor Basilica,
►► Former Evangelical Church – built between 1830-1832, designed
(probably) by Karl Friedrich Schinkel. Destroyed during II World War
and by a fire in 1967, rebuilt in 1978, to become a library,
►► Defense Tower called “The Stork Tower” – a remnant of the
medieval defensive walls. The name comes from storks nesting at the
top of it. The tower is located in the museum of the history of Dobre
Miasto. Visitors can see the old map of the Bishopric of Warmia,
city maps, photographs and photocopies of historic buildings and
old documents, and, in the summer, exhibitions of paintings, prints,
textile art, etc.,
►► St. Nicholas Chapel – built by the decision of the Bishop Christopher
Szembek in the years 1736-1741 in late baroque style in the place
where once there was a cemetery for criminals with a wooden chapel.
Inside, there are baroque altars from the seventeenth century. Until
1945, a hospital chapel. Currently, a Greek-Catholic church,
►► Townhouses dating from the turn of the seventeenth and eighteen
centuries, where to the following old crafts were recreated: a leather
craft and shoemaking, a hairdresser, a photographic studio, and a
baker’s house.
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FOOD
Within the network of “Culinary Heritage Warmia Mazury Powiśle”

Bakery “Złoty Róg”
Operating since 1945, a wide range produced with traditional methods.
The bakery is a family business with a 60-year-long tradition. It was
established by the father – Mr Błażej Siteń in 1945. The modernization and extension of the bakery which took place in periods between
1985 and 1995 and between 2001 and 2004, allows to manufacture a
wide range of products with quality meeting the expectations of the
customers and following current trends in bakery industry. In bread
manufacture the bakery uses the traditional technology of the Polish
bread manufacture based on natural five-phase acidic fermentation obtaining breads of high flavour and nutritional values.

Open-air Museum
Dobre Miasto
Open: Monday–Friday:
6.00 a.m. – 2.00 p.m.
www.zloty-rog.pl

Organic Farm “Eko-Eden”
Breeding hens, cultivation of field vegetables, potatoes and grain. The farm
was bought in 1994 and immediately implemented ecological agriculture
and animal raising. In 1995 the farm was granted a certificate in ecological agriculture. Genetically modified plants are not cultivated. The species
which have been cultivated for thousands of years such as spelt and cone
wheat (emmer) – one of the oldest bread plants are grown. Lupine and
clover which have been playing an important part in a traditional farming
for hundreds of years is also cultivated. Within of 30 ha premise works in
three branches: extensive farming of laying hens fed with farm food, raising of field vegetables and potatoes and finally cultivation of bread cereals
intended for baking of traditional sourdough bread.

Praslity
Open: all year

Agriculture Farm Elżbieta and Andrzej Symonowicz
Production of rennet cheese from cow’s milk. Agriculture Farm with an
area of 22 ha is located in Warmia, in Praslity near Dobre Miasto. Since
2008, the farm has produced rennet cheese from cow’s milk, collected
from their own cows. The cheese is made in farm cheese dairies, with
full-fat, pasteurized milk. The off er includes: smoked cheese ‘Zadymer’,
herbal cheese, creamy cheese and yellow ‘Praslicki’ – ripened cheese.

Praslity
Open: all year

“Zielona Dolina” Farm
Breeding Green-legged hens and cereals for animal feed. ‘Zielona Dolina’
(‘Green Valley’), the domestic farm has an area of hectares in Warmia region in Łęgno near Dobre Miasto, close to plentiful fish lakes. Pedigree
hens (‘Zielononóżka kuropatwiana’) are bred which lay delicious and
healthy eggs with lowered content of cholesterol. The horses are grazed
on meadows. The crops are grown: spelt, oat, rye and other plants which
are used to feed the animals. The farm do its best to function with the laws
of nature.
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Łęgno
Open: all year
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Other
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Restauracja „Ranczo w Dolinie” – ul. Łużycka 44,
Restauracja „Wiktoria” – ul. Orła Białego 18,
Bar „Tawerna” – ul. Łużycka 22,
Bar „Dobrzanka” – ul. Grunwaldzka 37,
Bar „Małe Co Nieco” – ul. Jeziorańska 1,
Pizzeria „Na Osiedlu” – ul. Grudziądzka 13,
Pizzeria „Soprano” – ul. Jana Pawła II 13,
„Grill-Bar” – ul. Orła Białego 16.

ACCOMMODATION
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
Open-air Museum

„Ranczo w Dolinie” Anna and Andrzej Krech, Łużycka Street,
„Jerozolima” Pilgrim House, Głotowo,
„Strumiłowo” Guest House, Barcikowo,
Katarzyna and Krzysztof Budyta, Praslity,
„Nasz Dom” Bożena Wołkowicka, Łęgno,
Agnieszka M. Auneddu, Praslity.

EVENTS
►► May – National Dog Show, Running through Wichrowo Forests,
►► June – Jazzteaval, Encounter with Ukrainian Folklore,
►► July – Dobremiastock Festival, the International Day of Folklore,
►► August – Summer Craft’s Fair,
►► September – Harvest Festival and Festival of Bread,
►► December – Pretty Things’ Fair.

NEARBY
►► Smolajny – the palace of the bishops of Warmia built between 17411743, now the School of Agriculture,
►► Głotowo – Holy Savior baroque church, a place of church fests, built
in the years 1723-1726. Next to the church, on both sides of the Kwieli
river, Warmińska Calvary is located from the years 1878-1894,
►► Piotraszewo – St. Bartholomew church – gothic, built between 13601370. Wooden tower from 1739. On the south wall, a sundial with the
date 1772. Gothic bell from the fifteenth century,
►► Cerkiewnik – St. Catherine and Anne Church of 1687, rebuilt in 1851,
in Neo-Gothic style, after a fire in 1819. The altars and the pulpit
from the second half of the nineteenth century,
►► Orzechowo – a baroque church of the Immaculate Conception
of the Blessed Virgin Mary from the beginning of the eighteenth
century. The main altar from around 1720,
►► Międzylesie – Holy Cross and Our Lady of Sorrows Church from
the years 1752-1753, a sanctuary. Interior is a bit rococo and classical,
►► Jesionowo – St. Martin Church from 1649. The main altar from 1684,
rococo side altar from 1781, chancel and vestry from 1911.
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TOURIST ROUTES
Biking trails

►► Red: Knopin – Głotowo – Nowa Wieś Mała – Praslity – Smolajny –
Międzylesie – Barcikowo – Knopin. 34 km,
►► Yellow: Dobre Miasto – Knopin – Swobodna – Cerkiewnik –
Swobodna – Głotowo – Dobre Miasto. 20 km,
►► Blue: Cerkiewnik – Barkweda – Bukwałd – Różynka – Cerkiewnik. 17 km,
►► Red: Dobre Miasto – Sosna – nature monuments – Dobre Miast. 4 km,
►► Blue: Dobre Miasto – Valley Dolnej Łyny – Wichrowo sawmill –
Wichrowo. 14 km,
►► Blue + green: Dobre Miasto – the Gilgajny Lake – Forest circuit 366
(green route) – Forest circuit 420 and 366 (bypass) – Dobre Miasto.
22 km,
►► Black: Smolajny – Dąbrowa góra – Urbanowo – nasyp Orneta –
Lidzbark – Mawry – Piotraszewo – Smolajny. 25 km.

Kopernik route

►► Olsztyn – Dobre Miasto – Lidzbark Warmiński – Orneta – Pieniężno
– Braniewo – Frombork – Tolkmicko – Elbląg (on foot – 237 km, by
car – 200 km).

Canoe trails

►► The Łyna River: Brzeźno Łyńskie – Ruś – Olsztyn – Dobre Miasto –
Lidzbark Warmiński – Bartoszyce – Sępopol.

WEEKEND ATTRACTIONS OF THE
SEASON
►► Spring – winter swimming in the Limajno Lake, Nordic Walking,
Pretty Thing’s Fair, recreational activities in the “Basen Na Fali”
sports and recreation complex, recitation contests, National Dog
Show, Museums at Night, the Local Picnic, presentation of Academy
of all ages achievements;
►► Summer – weekend canoeing on the Łyna, Water Sport’s Day, Street
Running, Artistic Holidays in Dobre Miasto including following
events: the Jazzfestival, the International Summer Theatre Festival,
the International Day of Folklore, Ukrainian Folk Events, the
Summer Craft Fair, the Sun Dies Festival, the Festival of Bread –
Commune’s Harvest Festival;
►► Autumn – it is the season in which the Cittaslow “Time to relax”
predominates, “TEATRAWISKO” – the Amateur Theatre Festival
in Warmia and Masuria, the Reading Festival, the All Souls’ Day
Concert, The Concert on the occasion of the Independence Day,
Pretty Things’ Fair, the District of Olsztyn Women’s Volleyball
Championship;
►► Winter – Carol Concert, The Grand Finale of Great Orchestra of
Christmas Charity, I Love Polish Songs, the Nordic skiing Commune
Championship (cross-country skis);
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WEEKEND

WILDLIFE

DAY 1

►► The Łyna River – is the longest river in Warmia and Masuria. It is
a beautiful water trail with a large variety and different degree of
difficulty. The distributaries of the Łyna covering the historical
part of Dobre Miasto were the natural defense of the town. The
river abounds in fish of various species e.g. European chubs, asps,
northern pikes, common breams, common roaches and trouts. It is
also a natural habitat for many species of animals and birds ( beavers,
otters, kingfishers),
►► Protected Landscape of the Central Łyna Valley – along the Łyna
River – designated because of its outstanding landscape, which has
varied ecosystems, valuable areas which are used to satisfy needs
connected with tourism and recreation, and which also functioning
as a wildlife corridor for plants and animals which live in the Łyna,
►► Wichrowo Forests – adjoin the town and hide countless amounts of
animals, mushrooms and berries. In these forests you can use many
interpretive walks, bike paths and recreational infrastructure,
►► Natura 2000 “Warmia’s Beech Forests” – located on the territory
of the Kudypy Forest District. Diversified surface features, variety of
vegetation and the presence of natural bodies of water give to this
area a specific and high landscape value. The main advantage of the
local nature is a well-preserved old-growths of beech forests, which
are the easternmost, dense beech’s refuges in the whole Europe. In
the Cerkiewnik village at the Limajno Lake, once called “The Pearl of
Warmia”, three Old Prussian settlements are located.

Dobre Miasto – sightseeing
►► Open-air museum and Stork Tower – which contain e.g. exhibition
galleries,
►► Collegiate Church (Minor Basilica),
►► Culture and Library Center with an observation tower and Barn of
Cultures
In the afternoon, time for relax in the sports and recreation complex:
“Basen na Fali” and nearby the fountain.

DAY 2

Guitarists

Hiking in Wichrowo Forests
►► Bike ride along the designated routes (Grandmother’s Meadow, the
Gilgajny Lake (50th), Dębowa Mountain). You can hire a bike at a
rental shop near the complex “Basen Na Fali”. In the Grandmother’s
Meadow or at the Gilgajny Lake we can use several specially
prepared places to make a fire and roast some sausages, go fishing
or mushroom picking. Shelters, which are suitable even for bigger
groups of people, will protect you from the bad weather. In winter
when the weather is good, these roads can be overcome by sleigh or
cross-country ski.

DAY 3
The Łyna River – canoeing
►► We start from the canoe’s haven Cerkiewnik called “Kłódka”
(“Padlock”). During the canoeing we stop in Barcikowo, where you
can enjoy a delicious smoked trout;
►► A rest on the canoe’s haven in Dobre Miasto,
►► The final part of canoeing – Palace of the Bishops in Warmia in
Smolajny. Here we visit the palace, we can also go to the nearly
located water mill from 1870 or to the viewpoint in the Dębowa
Mountain in Wichrowo Forests.
Activities in winter: sleigh rides through the Wichrowo Forests finished
by campfire.

FOLK CRAFTSMEN

Łyna River

NEARBY OTHER
►► „Na Fali” swimming center – 2 swimming pools, sports and
recreation (12 x 6 m), a slide with a length of 50 m, Finnish and steam
sauna, hydro massage in the Jacuzzi, water jets, wellness.

LITERATURE
►► Dobre Miasto na starych widokówkach – Z. Suchenek i D. Kalinowski,
►► Dobre Miasto-Skrawek uroczej Warmii – Z. Suchenek,
►► Roczniki Dobromiejskie – Stowarzyszenie na Rzecz Oświaty
w Dobrym Mieście.

►► Irena Wyrzykowska – watercolor painting, acrylic, paper art,
tel. 888 187 127,
►► Mieczysław Winskiewicz – oil and watercolor painting, tel. 616 12 43,
►► Alan Weatherill – oil and watercolor painting, tel. 616 40 57,
►► Mirosław Pogorzelski – painting, wood carving, tel. 606 232 010,
►► Anna Maszczak – painting, icons, Ukrainian embroidery, tel. 616 11 51,
►► Beata Samko – ceramics, painting, tel. 616 38 86,
►► Wiesław Bożomański – wood carving, tel. 666 930 486,
►► Józef Stasiewicz – painting, tel. 600 256 826,
►► Hanna Kępińska – cross-stitch.
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Gołdap

GOŁDAP

LEGENDS
A long time ago on the Gołdapia Mountain, there was a castle. Its master was known as an exceptionally vile man, harming his subjects a lot.
He had a daughter, who, in her goodness, sought to repair the harm.
Everything could not be fixed. Enough is enough, and one day, the area
shook and the castle fell into the ground. Both, the bad father and the
good daughter died.
Since that time, every one hundred years, at the same night, between
midnight and the first crowing of the cock, a white figure appears on
the mount. According to the legend, it is the daughter who is waiting
for deliverance. Not so long ago, a townsman saw the white figure on
that night. The girl asked him to carry her to the town without looking
around. It was a condition of his survival. The townsman wanted to
fulfill the request. He took the girl in his arms and walked toward the
town. But then, someone called him, he looked around and the girl disappeared. Since that time, no one has ever seen her.

“Health area”
The only health resort in
Warmia and Masuria. Welcomes with the cleanest air
in Poland, picturesque landscapes, unusual structures, as
well as local cuisine delicacies.
A great place to practice yearround active tourism and rest
from the madding crowd.

Graduation Towers

NOTEWORTHY
HISTORY

District town
around 14,000 residents
urban rights since 1570

TOURIST
INFORMATION
Plac Zwycięstwa 16
tel. 87 615 20 90
e-mail: poczta@frrg.pl

Decision on the foundation of the city was taken in 1565 by Duke
Albrecht Hohenzollern. The emblem of the town refers to the
Hohenzollern dynasty (obliquely positioned shield) and Sigismund
Augustus (the letter “S” – Sigismundus), the feudal superior of prince
Albrecht Frederick. Poles, Lithuanians and Germans were inhabitants.
In 1818, Prussia made an administrative reform by creating, among
others, the Gołdap district being a part of the Gąbiń regency. The
end of the nineteenth century is the increased interest in natural
attractiveness of this part of Prussia, and the Romincka Forest region
becomes a hunting area of Wilhelm II. During the interwar period,
the size of the military garrison in Gołdap strongly increases. On 22nd
June 1941 part of the impact on the Soviet Union goes from here. The
town, on 22nd January 1945 is won by the Red Army that had made very
big damage in buildings. In 1947, the land of west Gołdapia is settled
by the displaced from the Operation Vistula. Extensive development
of the city takes place after 1989. Local authorities firmly put emphasis
on tourism. Already in 1995, an international border crossing Gołdap
– Gusiew, is established. Obtaining the status of a health center in
2000 and the emergence of the Sports and Recreation Centre “Piękna
Góra” makes Gołdap a year round tourist center.

www.uzdrowiskogoldap.pl
www.goldap.pl
www.zbliska.goldap.pl
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►► Masuria Saline Graduation Towers – located in the heart of spring
gardens, just off the Spring Promenade with walking, cycling paths,
devices for exercising. The fourth construction of this type in Poland,
with a length of 220 m and a height of 8 m. The saline brought to the
towers are taken from the depth of 646 m,
►► Pump Room – located in a resort area, adjacent to the pier and
graduation towers. From the depth of 426 m mineral water is
taken, and from the depth of 646 m – healing water. The water has
a certificate confirming its medicinal properties and suitability for
drinking cures. There are also mini graduation towers in the Pump
Room, a salt grotto and brine pools,
►► Market Square – a sundial, walking paths, exercise equipment,
outdoor amphitheater and colorfully illuminated fountains,
►► Mountain Piękna Góra (272 m) – ski runs, ski lifts, funicular
chairlift, toboggan run, rope park, a bowling alley, tennis courts, a
rotary coffee shop on the top of it,
►► Kumiecie Forest – during World War II, headquarters of the German
Supreme Command of the Air Force, code-named “Robinson”.
Probably there was also a research center of engine V-2 missiles and
experimental jet engines. Today, excellent cross-country skiing; one
of the oldest ski events in Poland is held here – Yotvingians’ Run. In
the forest there is the ,,Wital” sanatorium,
►► Water tower – from 1905. After renovation, has two modern view
terraces and a cafe at the top,
►► The Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Mother of the Church
– built in the late gothic style in 1560. Until 1945, an evangelical
church, seriously damaged in 1944, rebuilt in the 80’s. Since 1992,
established as a con-cathedral,
►► The Saint Leon and Boniface Church – from 1894, neo-gothic. It
has three wooden altars, a pulpit with a canopy and organs from
the twentieth century. It is the only undamaged by war church in
Gołdapia.

www.cittaslowpolska.pl

Market Square

Mountain Piękna Góra
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MUSEUM
The M.M. Ratasiewicz Museum of the Gołdap Land – located in
historic buildings of former barracks contains all kinds of items and
memorabilia associated with the Gołdap Land. The museum includes
permanent exhibitions, temporary exhibitions and museum lessons.

FOOD
Within the network of “Culinary Heritage Warmia Mazury Powiśle”
The Church of the
Blessed Virgin Mary
Gołdap
www.miodymazur.pl
Open: all year

Beekeeping Farm ‘Miody Mazur’ produces honey from the Romincka Forest and Tatar Mountain Reserve. This honey is the highest quality product.
The special quality of honey harvested in our district is the result of traditional form of cultivating fi elds carried by our farmers. Beekeeping Farm‘s
honey is 100% of natural bee product.

The beginning of apiary reaches year 1947, when Ignacy Świerzbin arrived
to village Ściborki and he settled fi rst hives. From this time the apiary has
grown stil and delights customers at the unusual taste and aroma of honey
gain over from the widest corners of Masuria. The secrets the bee-keeping
and apiary Ignacy has passed on his grandsons who continue traditions of
logging of this miraculous gift of nature what the honey is. Exceptional
gustatory values and wholesome our honeys owe plants’ wealth on terrains
existence being a stacioned apiary. The largest success among with customers is the light-yellow and very gentle in taste clover honey.

Goldap Beekeepers Association

Gołdap
www.pszczelarze.net
Open: all year
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Kitchen at Primary School No. 3 in Gołdap has functioned since the beginning of the institution, since 1968. Kitchen cooks and serves school lunches to pupils using ingredients from the region of Warmia and Masuria.
School canteen is also a place where children acquire the habits of correct,
healthy diet and proper, cultural behavior at the table. School administrators ensure that the menu includes regional dishes as: kartacze (potato
dumplings stuffed with meat), dumplings with various stuffing, Ukrainian
borscht, potato pancakes, croquettes, potato cake and pancakes. All plates
are made by the school cooks. Additionally, the school kitchen off ers catering services.

Gołdap
www.sp3goldap.nazwa.pl
Open: Monday–Friday
10.00 a.m. – 2.00 p.m.
Saturdays, Sundays, holidays,
days off , public holidays –
by prior arrangement

Miody Mazur (Masurian Honey)

Grandfather Ignatius Apiary
Żabin
Open: all year

Primary School No. 3 Canteen in Gołdap

The association is an organization of active beekeepers from the poviat of
Gołdap.
The bee yards are located among the others within the Romincka
Forest, Borecka Forest and areas included in the Natura 2000 programme. Honey obtained in the region is of a unique quality since
majority of local farmers are traditional agriculture followers. They do
not use chemical spraying and other, preparations, which could have
been later found as honey ingredients. In its seat in Gołdap our association has a conference room equipped with professional beekeeper
equipment, where the free training courses for children and adults take
place. They may broaden their knowledge on apiculture, proper apiary
production and the important part the beesplay both in environment
formation and in agriculture. The practical workshops are conducted
in the bee yards owned by association members.

www.cittaslowpolska.pl

“Pod Piękną Górą” Tavern
Sport-Recreation Center ‘Pod Piękną Górą’ in Gołdap contains: beautiful
hunting inn (*** hotel rooms, restaurant, conference hall), ski slopes, safari (wild animals park) and eco farm. It is a perfect place for active recreation, and the restaurant for 150 people is an ideal place for weddings,
banquets and integration events. It won a special award for ‘The best inn in
Poland’ and Employer Quality Sign ‘Wictoria’. The restaurant offers game
dishes (potato dumplings with game minced meat), regional meals (such
as kartacze, dumplings) and fish meals (based on fish from eco farm). The
rotary café placed on the top of Piękna Mountain is an unique attraction
in the national scale.

Zatyki
Open: all year

Agritourist farm “Trzy Świerki”
Mrs Sława Tarasiewicz, a teacher by education, invites you to try dishes of
Polish and Lithuanian cuisines. The dishes are prepared according to old,
family recipes. The following country products are served: bread, butter,
cream, jams, honeys, smoke-cured meat, venison, mushrooms from the
Romincka Forest, regional cakes and pastries. The housekeeper organizes
an active recreation for children, too. They may sculpt or paint on the clay
bottles.

Galwiecie
www.trzyswierki.dt.pl
Open: all year

Rudziewicz Agriculture Farm
The farm is located almost at the border with the Kaliningrad District. It
is a real kingdom – 220 hectares of man-made ponds full of fish and 300
hectares of absolute wilderness. At the Rudziewicz family estate live: 500
mother females of fallow deer, 100 mother females of red deer, 50 mother
females of Sika deer (spotted deer), maral deer (first in Europe nest of maral
deer), yaks, moufl ons, Przewalski’s horses, wild Tarpans, wild boars and
hybrid swine. Above the heads fly herons, cranes and great cormorants.
You may also see white-tailed eagles more and more often. The farm is
focused on guests who wish, apart form active recreation combined with
a bloodless, photo-safari, to try fish smoke-cured on place, bigos (Polish
cabbage stew) with venison, homemade pates or wild boar roast and the
venison preserves made of the livestock.

www.cittaslowpolska.pl

Konikowo
www.zajazd-rudziewicz.pl
Open: all year
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Others
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Arti – ul. Podgórna 2,
Endorfina – Promenada Zdrojowa 12,
Inspiracja – Plac Zwycięstwa 21,
Janczes – Plac Zwycięstwa 22,
Matrioszka – ul. Partyzantów 27 a,
Pasjonata – ul. Warsztatowa 2,
Zajazd pod Piękną Górą – Konikowo 11,
Turystyczna – ul. Królewiecka 8,
Bar ,,Jędruś” – ul. Paderewskiego 13.

ACCOMMODATION
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Ventus Natural SPA Hotel **** Promenade – 12 Zdrojowa,
Arti Hotel – 2 Podgórna Street,
Wital Sanatorium – 7 Wczasowa Street,
OHP Conference – Training Centre – 10 Stadionowa Street,
„Leśny Zakątek” Recreation Centre – 9 Wczasowa Street,
Piękna Góra Rudziewicz Tavern – 11 Konikowo,
„Jurand” tavern – 3 Stadionowa Street,
Training and Education Centre – 31 Partyzantów Street,
School Youth Hostel – 16 Wojska Polskiego Street,
,,Cicha Dolina” – 70 Grabowo, agritourism,
,,Miłośnik” – 28 Dunajek, agritourism,
„Puszcza Romincka” – 50 Galwiecie, agritourism,
,,Trzy Świerki” – 48 Galwiecie, agritourism,
,,Wiosna” – 2 Górne, agritourism.

EVENTS
►► January – Yotvingians’ Run – cross-country skiing in the Kumiecie Forest,
►► January – February – Direction Gołdap – multi-day meetings with
music, poetry, art and adventure,
►► February – Three Mountains of Warmia and Mazury Cup – a ski race
on the Mountain Piękna Góra,
►► March – Sliding on anything – Family competition on the Piękna
Góra Mountain,
►► 1st May – 1st-May’s Canoe River Rafting on the Gołdap River,
►► June – Mazury star Mazovia MTB – cycling competition at the
Promenade,
►► July – Gołdap Days – concerts, exhibitions, films, games for children,
►► July – National Festival of Eggs – “egg” contests and games – Leśny
Zakątek,
►► July / August – “Cultural journey without borders” – a series of
concerts organized in the summer on Sundays at 5 p.m., presenting
different cultures – the Town’s Square,
►► August – Festival of Borderland Kartaczewo – contests in the making
and eating kartacze (potato-meet dumpling, fair regional dishes),
concerts – Town Square,
►► August – International Scream Competition – the only one in
Europe and second in the world (after Tokyo) – Leśny Zakątek,
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►► August – International Half Marathon – Gusiew – Gołdap,
►► November 11 – 11.11.11.11 .... – Relay of independence promoting
volunteering – the Town Square,
►► December – Christmas Market – the Town Square,
►► 29-30 December – Christmas and New Year’s Charity Concert –
Polish unique concert, with skits and songs performed by local VIPs
– the House of Culture.

NEARBY
►► Romincka Forest with the boulders of Wilhelm II – in the places
where the German emperor shot the most exceptional specimens of
deer, he ordered to put a stone with an inscription that gives the date
of the hunt and the prey size. On both sides of the border, there are
14 of them, eight in Poland,
►► Bridges in Stańczyki – 250 meters long and 36.5 meters in height,
part of the disused railway line Gołdap – Żytkiejmy. On the north
bridge, until the autumn of 1944, a train operated from Gołdapia to
Żytkiejmy, Gumbin and Kaliningrad. On the south bridge, built in
the years 1923-1926, trains have never been operated,
►► Tri-border area in Bolcie – place of three borders crossing: Polish –
Lithuanian – Russian,
►► Bloodless safari – herds of wild animals and exotic birds within the
lens,
►► Borecka Forest – attractive natural and scenic forest complex
breeding bison,
►► Masuria pyramid in Rapa – the tomb of the late eighteenth
century Prussian bodies, naturally mummified Farenheid family, it
is attributed to the properties of the appropriately designed tomb.
Built on a square plan with a side of 10 m, height – 15.9 m. The slope
of the outer walls is about 700. The inner surface is inclined, like in
the pyramid of Cheops, at an angle of 51°52’.

Recreation point

TOURIST ROUTES
On foot

►► green (33 km): Gołdap – Jurkiszki – Czarnowo Średnie (Hajnówek) –
Błąkały – Stańczyki,
►► red (46 km): Gołdap – Kumiecie Forest – the Gołdap Lake – Botkuny
– Galwiecie – Pluszkiejmy – Budwiecie – Markawy – Żabojady –
Będziszewo – Błąkały – Stańczyki – Golubie – Pobłędzie,
►► blue (13 km): forester’s house Żyliny near Jurkiszki – Romincka
Forest – Galwiecie,
►► yellow (10 km): Żytkiejmy – Degucie – Skajzgiry – Pobłędzie –
Kramnik.

By bike, large part on the labelled footpaths

►► Around the three mountains called: Piękna, Tatarska and Szeska, 45 km,
►► Along the Gołdapa Valley, 45 km,
►► Through the Kruckie Mountains to the Skaliskie Forests, 65 km,
►► Through the Romincka Forest to Stańczyki, 65 km,
►► „At the border of Romincka Forest”, 13 km,

www.cittaslowpolska.pl
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►► „Following the Romincki deer”, 78 km,
►► R 68 Trail of the Position of Border Fortification, 12 km within the
district,
►► R 65 Stork Trail of Podlasie, 10 km within the district,
►► Bicycle circle of the Suwalszczyzna, 19 km within the district.

WEEKEND ATTRACTIONS OF THE
SEASON
Spring
Especially in the spring in order to become vitality for the whole year
we can recommend treatment in one and only Warmia and Mazury
Mineral Water Fountain and medicinal SPA “Zdrój”. It is good to take
advantage of Masurian Graduation Tower which is a great place for
spring walks and recreation. Wide illuminated Zdrojowa promenade,
pedestrians and cycling paths, outdoor exercise equipment and lake’s
closeness cause that is the very often chosen place as a target for meetings and walks.

Summer

Obelisk Immanuel Kant

Summer in Gołdapia is full of culture and sporting events. Every week
in July and August brings new interesting events.
►► Bloodless safari – In breedin, at the foot of Tatarska Mountain about
3,000 hectares of fenced lands, among trees and huge fish pounds we
can meet the herd of fallow deer, European deer, Manchurian deer,
wild boar, boarding and the one and only in Europe marali deer. Also
lives maudlin, wild sheep Arui, Przewalski’s horses, trepans longhair
yaks guanako, llamas, ponies, cows, hailed and Herefords, caneropn’s
sheep and skundy, goats and even zebras and camels. You can watch
the white tailed eagle, cranes, herons and cormorants nesting in the
marshes. There are also exotic birds: ostriches, peacocks, pheasants.
Farm visits on board off-road car, which adds to the charm of the
whole expedition,
►► Gołdap Lake – Other attraction is also border Gołdap Lake (2/3 of the
lake is located on the Polish side, 1/3 on the Russian side). On the lake
are visible boundary buoys. Using rented water equipment. You can
do canoeing on the Gołdap Lake which runs off to the Gołdap river.

Autumn
During the Autumn it is good to take tours around Gołdapia that at this
time of year look particularly beautiful. You must see:
»» Bridges in Stańczyki,
»» Mysterious Pyramid in Rapa,
»» Beautiful Mountain and its surroundings.

Winter

►► Slopes of Beautiful Mountain (272 m.a.s.l) – along the ski slopes
(350, 500 and 750 m) are situated ski lifts, including the only one in
the north eastern Poland cable car and chair. Over a kilometer long
concrete tobogann run from the top of the mountain can be used in
both winter and summer,
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►► Cross-country skiing in the resort area and the Kumiecie Forest,
►► The last week of January tick by the slogan “Gołdap’s direction”. It is
a few days fantastic event, bringing together lovers of music, poetry,
photography, film, visual arts and sightseeing.

WEEKEND
Day 1 – “Gołdap – Cheers!”
Take advantage of the wide range of unique SPA on Warmia and Mazury (Zdrojowa Promenade, Pump Room and Medicinal SPA “Zdrój”,
Mazurian Graduation Tower with wide range of treatments, SPA &
Wellness. Zdrojowa Promenade and located in neighborhood Kumiecie
Forest is a perfect area for Nordic Walking or cycling.

Day 2 – “Follow Immanuel Kant’s footsteps” – day about
Gołdap
The great philosopher Immanuel Kant in winter 1775/6 accepted the invitation of the commander of the Gołdap’s garrison of Gen. Von Lossov
and came to Gołdapia, although as claimed – never left the Königsberg.
While you wondering around the city it is worth to visit:
»» Co-cathedral – Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary Mother of the
church,
»» obelisk dedicated to Immanuel Kant,
»» Church of Sts, Leo and Boniface,
»» Gołdapia’s Water Tower,
»» Museum of Gołdapia,
»» Indoor swimming pool,
»» Sunset on the Beautiful Mountain.

Gołdap Lake

Day 3 – “To the adventure and magic of Gołdap
neighborhood”
Worth to see: Bridges in Stańczyki, Final point, Masuria Pyramid, Rope Park
on the Beautiful Mountain – offers three climbing routes with a total length
of 540 meters, rout under the pound, a route for children with safety net,
additionally route on trees and an extremely difficult route for adults.

FOLK ARTISTS
►► Jadwiga Steć – jewelry ecological wares – tel. 504 159 881,
►► Elżbieta Milewska – specialist – tel. 502 055 102,
►► Wiesław Perkowski – sculpture,
►► Paweł Murzyn –honey, usage of local gifts of nature – tel. 500 037 376,
►► Cecylia Buczyńska-Buza – uniqueness of local art – tel. 507 584 486,
►► Mariola Luty – local valuables– tel. 507 144 650,
►► Mazuria Dekor – art pottery– tel. 503 723 980,
►► Barbara Kwiatkowska – a small local business – tel. 509 977 711,
►► Maria Chylińska – artistic usage of water – tel. 87 615 14 56,
►► Spółdzielnia Socjalna Fantazja – felt profucts, toys and pillows made
of cotton – tel. 533 881 833,
►► Lidia Liszewska – the art on silk – tel. 510 095 929,
►► Anielska Szpulka – traditional decorations and toys – 606 296 184.
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WILDLIFE
Landscape Park of Romnicka Forest

GÓROWO IŁAWECKIE

Residence: Żytkiejmy. Extending between Gołdap Lake and the village
Żytkiejmy is intersected by the state boarder. With the 37,000 hectares area, less than 33% is in Poland, the rest belongs to Russia. We
can meet here a variety of unique plants and animals, such as wolves,
deers, mosses, black storks, white tailed eagles, lynxes. Swampy
and peat valley, basin lakes and rivers’ tunnel surround the picturesque boulder and kame upheaval. High differences in these areas
date for two hundred meters. Wide land form in conjunction with
acute climate affects the vegetation of forest. Next to pine – spruce
forests. Hornbeam and alder forest enclaves oak, linden and maple
are overgrown wilderness extensive spruce bug. They are similar to
the Canada’s forest and the Syberian Taiga. Polish part of the forest
with rims has the status of Landscape park from Romnicka Forest.
The forest was devided into seven reserves: Dziki Kąt, Czerwona Struga, Mechacz Wielki, Boczki, Czarnówko, Uroczysko Kramniki and
Żytkiejmska Struga. Marked trails are appropriate for hiking and cycling and horse riding.

Tatarska Mountain (308 m.a.s.l.)
Acclivity is an interesting example of glacial forms of two vertices between them is extended delta with encroaching lake which surprising
location and unique vegetation caused that in 2012 was established
the reserve called “The bug on Tatarska Mountain”. At the northern
slopes of the Tatarska Mountain is situated dawn – at – the heel and
depopulated village Tatary; this village takes its name, similar to the
mountain, from staying here in the XVIII century the Tatars.

LITERATURE
►► „Gołdap i okolice”, praca zbiorowa pod red. Janusza Kopciała, Suwałki
1995,
►► „Gołdap. Z dziejów miasta i powiatu”, Olsztyn 1971,
►► „Gołdap i okolice”, Ryszard F. Dutkiewicz,
►► „Szlakami Mazur Garbatych. Przewodnik po Ziemi Gołdapskiej”,
Gołdap 2000,
►► „Gołdapskie obrazy czasów minionych”, Ryszard Dutkiewicz, Sława
Tarasiewicz, Gołdap 2014,
►► Album „Gołdapianie po 1945 r.”,
►► „Gołdap, Pluszkiejmy, Błąkały i okolice”, Mieczysław M. Ratasiewicz,
PTSM W-wa 1973,
►► „Stadt und Kreis Goldap”.
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“The multi cultural city”
Located away from busy, transit
routes is an oasis of tranquility.
It is located on the former land
of Natangia. It is the smallest
area of the municipality in Poland. Here you can often hear
the Ukrainian language which
is used in a large team of General Schools of the Ukrainian
language of instruction. This is
a very calm place.

HISTORY
The City was created on 5 th February 1335 by Belgian conqueror Heinrichde Muru and was called „Landsberg”. In 1482 years put under the
command of Nikilisowi Taubenheim. Since 1535, the city had a new
master, it was Friedrich von Waldburg, who received Landsberg and
Kandytami and boars for success in the war against the Poles. His
grandson Fabian von Waldburg died, and his widow Helena Dorothea
Bartoszyce district
married for the second time by Otto von Schwerin, chief of the Presiaround 4,400 residents
dent of Prussia. Coats of arms of both families still appear on the ceiling
urban rights from 1335
of an evangelical church (now the Catholic church). The assets of the
von Schwerin remained in their hands until World War II.
During its long history Górowo Iławeckie experienced rather more
downs than ups. The city was burning at least seven times, experienced
epidemics of cholera, plague, typhus. In 1710 the plague was raging, and
TOURIST INFORMATION
the dead were buried in the so-called. Top of the Plague, today’s comul. Kościuszki 26
plex gasworks.
tel. 89 761 00 48
From 1718 to 1779 a garrison town. Companies stationed here Pruse-mail:
sian regiment – grenadiers. The only trace of the units stationed in the
osrodekkultury@wp.pl
town hall clock, made at their request. For a less than favorable periods
for Górowo are also times of the Napoleonic Wars, during which the
www.gorowoilaweckie.pl
city most affected.
www.ok.gorowo.pl
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century., The city began to
www.jestesmyrazem.org.pl
grow. In the years 1845-1868 were built the way to the Prussian Iławki,
www.licej.nazwa.pl
Lidzbark, Cash. Since 1898 the railway works. In 1908 was opened mu- www.gorowoilaweckie.osp.org.pl
nicipal gasworks, and in 1910 the city water supply. Already in 1924,
Funpage:
the city received an electric current, and from 1928 worked automatic
Ośrodek Kultury
telephone exchange. During the Second World War the city because
w Górowie Iławeckim
of the nearby “Stablack” – (now the town Kamińsk in which the Nazis
Miasto Górowo Iławeckie
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Górowo Iławeckie

Ukrainian dance group

Górowo Iławeckie
built a barracks and a prison camp), quickly found themselves in the
thick of the war.
Since June 1945 when the city was reflected at the hands of the Soviet
Górowo began to live a new life. New residents began to arrive from
different regions of the country. In 1947, he relocated here as part of
the “Wisła” a significant amount of the Ukrainian population. By 1961,
Górowo Iławeckie was the county seat.
Since then Górowo Iławeckie earned the name of the city of many
cultures.

LEGENDS
„The Treasure of the spruce”
Among the fields and meadows of wild sacred spots in the impenetrable thickets of local forests grew big and old spruce. Its enormous
branches were home to many forest creatures. Birds and small animals
made a huge noise among its leaves, casually bringing into the air by
climbing on his slender trunk. However, the trees hide a dark secret.
Here many decades ago on local routes prowled around Landsberg terrible robber, who was not quite that robbed travelers, it’s still none of
them left alive. It was pointless to consider whether a trap for him, or
send spies. No one ever knew his identity. People said that it was one of
the townspeople in the night doing the routes. However, none of the
residents did not suddenly enriched, anybody squandered money. It’s
been years, attacks ceased. Treasury, however, still caused great concern people wondered thalers robber and valuables buried and how to
find them when the big woods.
But there was a way. At that time, a pharmacist in Landsberg was
a Jew. A wise man, in similarly magical arts trained in the alchemical
arts. He prepared a secret magic Potion, sought out the market black
hen and went into the forest at night. There watered the rooster and
the mad bird sped ahead, followed. It was not long when they stopped
at the trunk of a century-old spruce. The moon was shining hard, and
scratched and scratched cock unusual fierceness if he felt that the
ground is something buried. As the hours passed, the cock still frantically tore down. Finally, with the first rays of the sun appeared in the
box lid. Jew rejected the bird on the side and began to jerk himself part
roots of the tree and the ground on the sides. From the damp earth
began to emerge fittings and the rest of the findings. He opened the top
and then the bright lightning struck directly in dug down. Apothecary,
struck a mortal radius, and fell dead on the lid, and the earth shook and
covered a chest with charred remains of a daredevil, who wanted to get
her out. To this day, in the midst of forests lost hikers may find the old
spruce, around which there is a strange silence and mysterious terror.

NOTEWORTHY
►► City Hall – built in the Gothic style of the fourteenth century,
the present appearance is due to extensive reconstructions of the
nineteenth century. On the city clock tower of the seventeenth
century., Thanks to renovations old clock mechanism operates in
the western part of the plaque commemorating the 1686 burning of
a witch from Augam,
►► Greek-Catholic church – the former evangelical church built
approx. 1367r, since 1982, Greek Orthodox Church. Exaltation of
the Holy Cross, a monument with a unique composition of styles
and different Christian traditions with contemporary frescoes and
iconostasis by Jerzy Nowosielski and baroque ceiling painting from
1660,
►► The Roman Catholic Church – Neo-Gothic church from 1895.
Sacred Heart of Jesus and Saint Agatha. At the church obelisk
commemorating Army gen. Anders,
►► The house where Napoleon spent the night – 17 February 1807 living
at home local pastor stopped for the night Napoleon Bonaparte, who
was walking with his troops on the Prussian Iławka where there has
been the bloodiest battles of the time,
►► Jewish cemetery – created in the nineteenth century, when it built
a synagogue and a Jewish community was established, destroyed
during World War II by the Nazis, and the tombstones lined street.
Mickiewicz, in 2006, was cleaned and fenced mitzvahs few poorly
readable.
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Greek-Catholic church

MUSEUM
►► Gas Museum – in 1907 the magistrate, made the decision to build
a gas plant for coal. Completed in 1908. The gasworks worked
continuously until February 1945, now in a place where there was a
coal storage yard, there are all kinds of accessories gas: gas meters,
pressure gauges, as well as stoves and gas stoves,
►► Association of historical and collectible “DREYSE“ – was
established in November 2003. The facility collects and exposes
military exhibits – historical (from the period of the Napoleonic
Battles, the post-war period). At the moment, in the collection of
several thousand items in most of them from the area.

FOOD
Within the network of “Culinary Heritage Warmia Mazury Powiśle”

EKKO Bakery
‘EKKO’ continues the tradition, began in 1992, of the bakery ‘Maluchnik’, which since 2010 has been a member of the ‘Culinary Heritage
Warmia Mazury Powiśle’. The bakery owner Mr. Marek Maluchnik passed it to his son, Wojciech. Currently it operates under the
name ‘EKKO’ and produces traditional bread, sweet and semi-sweet.
Bread is prepared solely by the traditional methods of high quality
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Górowo Iławeckie
Open: all year
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raw materials from the region of Warmia and Mazury. It assures variety of bakery products: with various toppings, such as sunfl ower
seeds, pumpkin, flax, sesame seeds, soybeans and linseed. For several generations, the method of production remain unchanged. The
main supplier of fl our to the bakery is mill ‘Młynomag’, which is a
member of the ‘Culinary Heritage Warmia Mazury Powiśle’.

‘Natangia’ Restaurant

Górowo Iławeckie
www.natangia.pl
Open: every day
12.00 a.m. – 10.00 p.m.

‘Natangia’ Restaurant serves the regional cuisine including dishes typical for Lithuanian, Ukrainian, German and Polish cuisines. The specialty is łężnie – potato dumplings stuff ed with sauerkraut on butter
in mushrooms cream gravy. Moreover, it’s recommended to try: cepeliny – potato dumplings stuff ed with meat, several kinds of dumplings,
meatballs from the town of Królewiec and wedding soup typical for
Prussian wedding receptions.

Other
»»
»»
»»
»»

Restauracja „Róża Wiatrów”,
Bar „Doris”,
Bar „Dziupla”,
Pizzeria „U Wioli i Kwasa”.

ACCOMMODATION
Part in the boarding of the School of Education of the Ukrainian
language.

GOSPODARSTWA AGROTURYSTYCZNE

Dancing Festival

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

„Wielebowo” Aleksander Wieleba, Bukowiec 26,
„Buko“ Janusz Błocki, Bukowiec 77,
„Pod Tajemniczą Górą” Maria Konieczna, Pareżki 2,
„W kamiennym kręgu” Maria Ciechanowicz, Gruszyny 11,
„ Jaśkowa dolina” Teresa and Jan Cieślak, Gruszyny 3,
„Przy lesie” Bożena and Waldemar Michalscy, Pieszkowo 56,
Kazimierz Witkowski, Kandyty 74,
„Agro Krzyś” Krzysztof Konieczny, Glądy 28,
Zofia Sobolewska, Kiwajny 14/2,
Foretster’s Lodge in Nowa Wieś Iławecka 18 – Henryk Maziuk.

EVENTS
►► May-June – Family Days,
►► The third weekend of June – Górowo Days,
►► The first weekend in July – Ekołomyja.

NEARBY
►► Toprzyny – bridge built on an overturned tank,
►► Kandyty – West old cemetery, German inhabitants of the village,
founded in 1890,
►► Pareżki – Mysterious Mountain, which leads to the remains of the
tracks of World War II,
►► Kamińsk – wartime bunker (previously unexplored by archaeologists),
Museum of World War II, a plaque commemorating the fallen NCOs
and enlisted in the Army prison camp Stablack A,
►► Gmina – the remains of the palace-garden complexes.

TOURIST ROUTES
Cycle paths:

►► Red – about 33.4 km: Górowo Iławeckie – Dęby – Rez. „Jezioro
Martwe” – Dzikowo – Kandyty – Bukowiec – Worławki – Górowo
Iławeckie,
►► Green – about 33.8 km: Górowo Iławeckie – Paustry – Pareżki – Orsy
– Sigajny – Toprzyny – Żywkowo – Gałajny – Czyprki – Wojmiany –
Górowo Iławeckie,
►► Blue – about 45.7 km: Górowo Iławeckie – Dwórzno – Janikowo
– Nowa Wieś Iławecka – Pudlikajmy – Nerwiki – Pieszkowo –
Piaseczno – Bądze – Weskajmy – Deksyty – Wiewiórki – Woryny –
Wojmiany – Górowo Iławeckie.

Gas Museum

WEEKEND ATTRACTIONS

►► Concerts held in celebration of the Day of the City and Ekołomyja,
►► Rope Park,
►► Nature reserve,
►► Trails,
►► Skatepark,
►► Tennis Court,
►► Sports complex (municipal stadium, two sport field “Orlik”),
►► Stork village Zywkowo,
►► Beach volleyball,

Winter

►► Ice Rink at sport filed “Orlik”.

WEEKEND
DAY 1
Tour: Old Market Square, Pond Pottery, Orthodox Greek Catholic,
Roman Catholic, Gas Museum, the Museum of Dreyse, Jewish cemetery, city walls, half-board.

DAY 2
Tour of the village (bus, car or bicycle): Kamińsk museum-World War II
bunker, rope park Pareżki – Mysterious Mountain, Dzikowo – reserve
“Dead Lake”, Nowa Wieś Iławecka – fireplace in the forester,
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DAY 3
Sports – field “Orlik” games with animator athletic sports, tennis court,
beach volleyball, lunch, tour Żywkowo – stork village, Toprzyny – the
bridge on the tank.

LIDZBARK WARMIŃSKI
“The historic capital of
Warmia”
Tourism seems to be what
greatly contributes to the development of Lidzbark Warmiński.
It is a varied, hilly terrain, that is
perfect for yearlong recreation,
breaking the usual stereotype,
that it is worth visiting Warmia
and Masuria only in summer.
The route of Gothic castles or
the Copernican route are open
for tourists all year long.

FOLK ARTISTS
►► Mariusz Lewandowski – painter, artist,
►► Edward Stefanowicz – sculpture,
►► Henryka Wiśniewska – singer, song writer.

WILDLIFE
►► Reserves Dzikowo offers “Lake Dead” reserve beavers and birds,
►► Didactic nature trails – Dzikowo – depicts local fauna and flora –
Stork Village Żywkowo – Ostoja Warmińska (Natura 2000).

OTHERS
Ekołomyja

►► A plaque commemorating the burning of the last witch (rear of the
Town Hall) the remains of the ramparts,
►► The first water supply system,
►► Tower on Mount Plague.

LITERATURE
►► M. Mycio, „Monografia miasta Górowo Iławeckie”, W&P, Malbork
2001,
►► J. Kostka, „Górowo wczoraj i dziś”, Cycero.pl, Górowo Iławeckie
2006,
►► T. Sowiński, „Prusowie i Krzyżacy w mrokach tajemnic”, Regionalista,
Olsztyn 2012,
►► H. Schulz, „Sagen und Schwänke aus Natangen”, Kreisgemeinschaft
Preußisch Eylau, Verden (Aller) 1992,
►► T. Śrutkowski, „Śladami gazowego płomienia”, ElSet, Olsztyn 1999.

HISTORY
Located at the mouth of Symsarna to Łyna is, without a doubt, one of
the most beautiful towns in the Warmia and Masuria. The place was so
beautiful and convenient that the first traces of settlement date back to
prehistoric times. Prussian fortified Lecbarg settlement was established
here. The original name clearly echoes today, and the name of the river
still has not been changed. In 1241, the Teutonic Knights entered the
town, passing it into the hands of the bishops of Warmia, it became their
official seat in 1350. This ensured the rapid development of the town.
Already in the second half of the fourteenth century, the town hall,
a church, a hospital, and even a water supply system were built. That
was a kind of sensation those days. Townspeople were fullers, millers
and blacksmiths. For a couple of centuries, “the town was an important
center of faith and culture in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth,
often called the Pearl of Warmia”, the seat of the bishops of Warmia
and the capital of Warmia. The turn of the nineteenth and twentieth
century with the technological revolution brought the town industrial
investment – the resulting power plant, iron foundries, grain mills.
Railway also reached the town. Schools and many offices operated. After
II World War the town has been greatly damaged. Lidzbark returned to
Poland and became a district town.

LEGEND
Once upon a time, there lived in Lidzbark a beautiful girl named
Mołwita. One day, she saw a procession. At the head, there rode a
knight in armor, a commander at the castle in Dzierzgoń, and his horse
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District town
around 17,000 residents
urban rights since 1308

TOURIST
INFORMATION
Available all year –
ul. Krasickiego 1
tel./fax: 89 519 00 52
Summer time
(from 1st of July
to 31st August)
– ul. Wysokiej Bramy 2
tel. 89 767 41 48
e-mail: it@lidzbarkwarminski.pl
www.osir.lidzbarkwarminski.pl
www.ldk.lidzbarkwarminski.pl
lidzbarkwarminski.wm.pl
www.mbp.lidzbarkwarminski.pl
mbp.lidzbarkwarminski.pl
lidzbarkmdk.w.interia.pl
www.lidzbarkwarminski.pl
www.lidzbarkw.eu
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was ran by a handsome boy named Przemko. The girl noticed both,
the knight and his servant. The knight liked her so much that after
returning home, ordered the servant to return to Lidzbark, kidnap the
girl and bring her to Dzierzgoń. Przemko was also thinking about the
beautiful Mołwita. He reached Lidzbark, saw the girl, but she, thanks
to her grandfather, who knew about the plans of the commander –
disappeared. Przemko, then, would sit alone on the bank of the river
asking the heaven to become a stone in the place where the feet of
his beloved touched the ground. And so it happened. The great stone
was lying on the banks of the river for a number of years. When the
castle in Lidzbark was began to be built, the stone was also used. The
castle underwent various vicissitudes but has never been completely
destroyed, as it is guarded by the warm heart of Przemko all the time.
His spirit is happy that it can serve the land that he felt in love with.

NOTEWORTHY

Castle of Warmia bishops

High Gate
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►► Castle of Warmia bishops – it is an example of Gothic architecture.
Together with the surrounding homesteads, the gate tower, the
bastion and the turret, the castle is the best preserved building in
the region of the former Teutonic state. Because of the characteristic
cloisters, the bailey of the castle in Lidzbark resembles the one in the
Royal Castle on the Wawel Hill (Cracov). The Lidzbark castle takes
pride in the renowned guests who resided in it, for instance: Mikołaj
Kopernik, Pope Pius II, Jan Dantyszek, Ignacy Krasicki, Stanisław
Hozjusz, Marcin Kromer, Jan Olbracht Waza, Adam Stanisław
Grabowski, Charles XIII, Napoleon Bonaparte and many others. In the
refectory and on the cloister you can observe beautiful polychromies.
What is worth seeing in front of the castle is the Baroque monument
of Saint Cathrine from 1756,
►► Saint Peter and Paul church – built in 1315; its greatest attraction is the
baptismal font from the 14th century and a number of precious pictures.
The spire is topped with a three-lantern cupola from 1717, where a flag
with bishop Potocki’s crescent is placed. The church was redecorated
in the Baroque style at the turn of the 17th and 18th century, and in
the period 1870-1872 it was given the Gothic form again. The nearby
presbytery, the curate’s lodgings and the convent of Catherine sisters
come from 1800,
►► High Gate – the only gate (out of 3) which has been preserved; it was
built between 1466-1530; the upper part was renovated in 1850,
►► Defensive walls and urban layout – the system of fortifications
was completed in 1357; over the years small houses of the poorest in
habitants were built into the walls. What has remained to our times are
two detached houses, dating back to the 15th century and a number of
tenement houses from the 18th and the 19th century,
►► Townhall – it is a Neo-Gothic building from the 19th century,
►► Evangelical church – an example of wooden Protestant architecture
in the region of Warmia. It was designed in Berlin by K.F. Schinkl, a
leading architect of those times in Europe, and built between 1818-1823.
At present the building functions as an Orthodox church,
►► Holy Cross Elevation church – a Baroque church which was erected as
a votive offering after the plague of bubonic fever receded. There are two
corner chapels in the church and the building is surrounded with a wall,
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►► Krasicki’s Orangery – a pavilion combining the Baroque and
Neoclassicistic style, erected between 1711-1724 for bishop Teodor
Potocki, enlarged in 1770 for bishop Ignacy Krasicki. It is situated on
the hill opposite the old castle and is the central point of the Bishops’
Gardens,
►► Romanian cemetery – during WW I (1914-1918) there was a prisoner
camp here, where soldiers of many nationalities were detained, e.g.
Russians, the British, Serbs, Romanians, the French, Italians, Belgians,
as well as Germans driven out from Wołyń. They all worked on the
buildingsite of a new road to Bartoszyce. Due to famine and illnesses
many of them died. Their friends from the prisoner camp erected a
monument for them in the nearby forest. The monument had the
shape of a pyramid; the British government funded a cross. Different
unverified sources present the following numbers: 2,081 Russians, 506
Romanians, 49 Britons, 43 Frenchmen, 19 Italians, 8 Serbs, 45 Belgians.
As for Germans, there are no precise data.

MUSEUM
Museum of Warmia and Mazury – the Division in Lidzbark Warmiński –
Pl. Zamkowy 1. Gallery – located on the last floor of the castle.

FOOD
Within the network of “Culinary Heritage Warmia Mazury Powiśle”

„Warmianka” Restaurant
‘Warmianka’ restaurant is located near the castle of Warmian Bishops.
It has two comfortable, air-conditioned rooms, with Internet access.
The restaurant serves excellent breakfasts, lunches and dinners. This
is a great place for spending time with family and friends. In the menu
you can find a wide range of delicious regional cuisine. The restaurant
offers: lunch subscription for companies with delivery, takeaway or
delivery service, support outdoor events and catering.

Lidzbark Warmiński
Open: every day
10.00 a.m. – 6.00 p.m.

Others
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Hotel Krasicki Restaurant, Pl. Zamkowy 1,
Hotel Górecki Restaurant, ul. Olsztyńska 4,
Restaurant „Starówka’’, ul. Hoża 39,
Restaurant „Warmianka”, Plac Młyński 4,
Zajazd (Inn) „Wika’’, ul. Kopernika 33,
Zajazd (Inn) „Uluru’’, ul. Bartoszycka 29,
Bar „Smak”, ul. Wysokiej Bramy 4,
Caffe Pasja, ul. Kajki 7,
Confectionery „Złoty Róg“, ul. Wysokiej Bramy 1,
Fried fish parlour „NEPTUN’’, ul. Milewicza 5.

ACCOMMODATION
»» Hotel „Krasicki”, Plac Zamkowy 1/7, Lidzbark Warmiński,
»» Hotel „Górecki”, ul. Olsztyńska 4, Lidzbark Warmiński,
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»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

„Gościniec Myśliwski”, ul. Spółdzielców 2B, Lidzbark Warmiński,
Zajazd „Uluru”, ul. Bartoszycka 29, Lidzbark Warmiński,
Ośrodek Wypoczynkowy „Zacisze Leśne”, Medyny 4 (2 km od miasta),
Agritourism farm Stanisława Cytowicz, ul. Dąbrowskiego 24,
B&B Krystyna Tomaszewska, ul. 30-lecia 4, Lidzbark Warmiński.

Others
»»
»»
»»
»»

„Kopernik”, ul. Zielona 1, Lidzbark Warmiński,
„Przy Bramie”, ul. Konstytucji 3 Maja 18, Lidzbark Warmiński,
„Warmia”, ul. Konstytucji 3 Maja 22, Lidzbark Warmiński,
International Youth Hostel “Świteź”, Kłębowo 50, (8 km).

Agritourism farms
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Anna and Zdzisław Gawryś, Suryty 9.
Elżbieta and Lucjan Prawdzik, Suryty 15,
Kulpińska Anna, Koniewo 16,
„Domek na Wzgórzu” Tadeusz and Elwira Aramowicz, Blanki 6,
„Ostrów Kierwiński” Beata and Waldemar Seferyńscy, Kierwiny 54,
Stud farm “Dom Trakeński” – Kierwiny 48,
Stud farm “Arkadia” – Ignalin 27.

EVENTS
►► March
Kaziuki – Wilniuki – The event corresponds to the cultural heritage
of the region of Vilnius, the land where many inhabitants of Lidzbark
originate from. The event attracts artists from Vilnius, another
attraction is handicraft market,

Lidzbark aerial view

►► June
Cheese Festival – A three-day-long culinary and educational workshop
featuring Polish and Italian cheese specialists, who eagerly answer all
your questions concerning cheese. On the first day the jury will choose
the winners of the competition,
The battle of Heilsberg – The re-enactment of the historic events from
1807 (Napoleon Bonaparte’s campaign) with the participation of groups
from Poland and the adjacent countries,
►► July
Festival of Hunting Culture – The attractions of the event include a
hunting mass, concerts of hunting music, the presentation of forest
inspectorates and tasting of venison dishes.
►► July/August
►► Lidzbark Jazz Evenings – the series of concerts, performed by Polish
and foreign jazz musicians, taking place on open-air stage in the center
of town,
►► Summer International School of Former Music – music workshops
preparing participants to perform different kinds of vocal and
instrumental music on stage, connected with series of concerts.

►► August
The Days of Lidzbark Warmiński – The event is organised every year
to commemorate the day of granting city rights to the town. Attractions
usually include concerts of Polish and foreign singers and bands, sport
tournaments and various recreation events,
Humour and Satire Evenings – The oldest Polish cabaret competition
(since 1976). The idea of the whole event corresponds to the life and
literary works of Ignacy Krasicki, known as “the Prince of Polish Poets”,
whose motto was „real virtue is not afraid of criticism and laughter can
frequently have an educational value”,
Our Culinary Heritage – The finals of the Regional Competition “The
taste of Warmia, Mazury and Powiśle” where prizes for the best product
and the best dish are granted.

TOURIST ROUTES
Bike routes

►► Along the former (1905–1945) railway line: Lidzbark Warmiński (along
the River Łyna) – Długołęka – Bobrownik – Łaniewo – Poborowo –
Wolnica – Opin – Krosno – Orneta; the route is marked with special
boards, lenght: 27.86 km, time: 2 h,
►► Red western route: Lidzbark Warmiński – Długołęka – Łaniewo –
Kaszuny – Babiak – Bugi – Runowo – Workiejmy – Nowa Wieś Wielka
– Wielochowo – Lidzbark Warmiński, lenght: 49.7 km,
►► Red southern route: Lidzbark Warmiński – Łabno – Jarandowo –
Kochanówka – Suryty – Blanki – lake Symsar – Medyny – Lidzbark
Warmiński, length: 32.3 km,
►► Blue route: Lidzbark Warmiński – Koniewo – Morawa – Napraty –
Stoczek Klasztorny – Kierwiny – Sarnowo – Lidzbark Warmiński,
length: 31 km,
►► Green route: Wielochowo – Jagoty – Wielochowo, length: 8.5 km,
►► Yellow northern route: Lidzbark Warmiński – Koniewo – Wielochowo
– Lidzbark Warmiński, length: 11.3 km,
►► Yellow southern route: Kłębowo Holiday Centre “Świteź” –
Kochanówka – Stryjkowo – Jarandowo – Kłębowo Holiday Centre
“Świteź”, lenght: 30 km,
►► Cross–country race – the hill Góra Krzyżowa.

Hiking

Canoeing routes

►► Along the river Łyna: Pilnik – Lidzbark Warmiński – Wojdyły, length:
14 km,
►► Along the river Symsarna (Orly for advanced canoe users): lake Blanki Lidzbark Warmiński, length: 16 km

Hiking routes

►► Lidzbark Warmiński (railway station) – the valley of the river Symsarna
– the hill Góra Krzyżowa – Lidzbark Warmiński, length: 6 km,
►► Lidzbark Warmiński (railway station) – Stoczek Klasztorny – Bisztynek
– Reszel – Święta Lipka – Kętrzyn – Gierłoż – Parcz (coach station),
length: 85 km

Hiking-bike routes
Route to Municipal Beach near Wielochowskie Lake – lenght 3 km.
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WEEKEND ATTRACTIONS OF THE
SEASON
Spring – historic memories

Re-enactment of the battle of Heilsberg (10 June 1807, Lidzbark was the
command centre of the united forces of Russia and Prussia against France),
accompanied by concerts, shows, performances, a shooting contest and
handicraft market.

Summer – holiday recreation

Folk artist

For every cycling lover a route along the railway line, in a hilly area, running across the fields, through forests, with attractions such as shrines and
viaducts on the way, is an irresistible lure. The places perfect for rest on the
way are Łaniewo (7 km) and Opin (21 km). It is worth paying a visit to the
churches in Krosno and Opin. Those who long for a spiritual feast will not
be disappointed with the Lidzbark Humour, Lidzbark Jazz Evenings and
Summer International School of Former Music, for improving the mood
and Satire Evenings and those who love culinary feasts should definitely
take part in the Festival of the Taste of Warmia, Mazury and Powiśle.

Autumn – the silence of sanctuaries

There are many sanctuaries in the region, e.g. Stoczek Klasztorny, Krosno,
Chwalęcin and Glotowo. Stoczek Kasztorny – the beginnings of the sanctuary are connected with the history of a wooden figure of the Sorrowful Mother with traces of tears on the face. The figure was placed on one
of local trees by a missionary. Many years later, after numerous wars and
plagues, which had been haunting the region, the figure was found by two
girls who were raking hay. One of the greatest admirer of Stoczek was the
Primate of Poland, cardinal Stefan Wyszyński, interned by the communist
authorities and placed under house arrest in the abandoned monastery; on
8 December 1953 he made a solemn act of personal surrender to the Virgin
Mary, which he later enlarged to the whole nation.
Krosno – a sanctuary which resembles the one in Święta Lipka. The worship of the Virgin Mary connected with this place dates back to the late
14th century when a figure of the Virgin Mary was found in the local river.
Chwalęcin – the place connected with the history of the black crucifix
found in the nearby forest (the village of Wałsza); in 1570 the first shrine to
worship the crucifix was built and between 1720–28) Jan Krzysztof Reimers
from Orneta erected the whole pilgrimage complex.
Glotowo – the sanctuary is famous for the Calvary, modelled on the original Way
of the Cross; it was financed by a local rich merchant who had visited Jerusalem
and had come back home inspired to built a place of worship in his region. A legend has it that during the Prussian invasion the locals hid the cup with the Holy
Communion in the fields. The church was burnt down and a lot of inhabitants
were killed, but the cup survived and was found many years later.

Winter – the time of snow sports and recreation

Ice rink – near the Municipal Amphitheatre; open daily from 15 December
until 31 March (in good weather conditions), Sleigh rides (areas near studs
– agritourism farms), Cross–country skiing (railway embankment – Lidzbark Warmiński – Orneta).
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A WEEKEND WITH HISTORY

DAY 1 – a sightseeing tour of the town – the churches, the town walls,
the gate, the cemetery and the orangery,
DAY 2 – a bike trip (in winter a ski expedition) along the railway route
to Orneta, in the afternoon a visit to the Castle of Warmia Bishops,
DAY 3 – relaxation at the lakeside in Kłębowo (in the summer), a visit
to the Sanctuary in Stoczek Klasztorny (in the autumn), skiing on Góra
Krzyżowa (in the winter), indulgence in SPA (in the spring.)

FOLK ARTISTS
►► Zofia Dobosz – 89 767 35 50 – dumplings, tablecloths,
►► Dorota Harbaczonek – 531 619 011 – jewelry, felt pictures, necklaces,
►► Joanna Kirzenkowska – 511 875 363 – embroidery, cats-mascots, shawls, scarfs,
►► Łucja Kuczyńska – 600 600 128 – Christmas trees, wreaths, herbs,
►► Józef Mika – 604 251 383 – sculpture, paintings,
►► Danuta Mucha – 798 890 987 – swans, Christmas balls, paper baskets,
►► Elżbieta Rafalska – 788 328 653 – dumplings, liqueurs,
►► Janina Szwinto – 663 545 576 – pictures,
►► Krystyna Tarnacka – 607 392 382 – different articles,
►► Agnieszka Voss – 89 767 48 41 – necklaces, bracelets, crochet mascots,
►► Marta Wodzyńska – 794 067 695 – paper wicker baskets,
►► Elżbieta Wojczulanio – 500 179 990 – wooden angels.

RECREATION SITES
►► Municipal Beach: an attended bathing site with slides for children, a
drive for the disabled, a car park, toilets, changing rooms, a water sports
equipment rental and a beach volleyball playground,
►► The ice rink – open every day in the winter season,
►► Playground for children, ul. Poniatowskiego (the Irena Kwinto Park),
►► Playground for children, ul. Lipowa,
►► Town Stadium, ul. Bartoszycka, football grounds and multi-sport
grounds,
►► Skatepark, ul. Ogrodowa.

LITERATURE
►► „Historia Lidzbarka Warmińskiego”, Krzysztof Mikulski, Eugeniusz
Borodin, tom I - 2008 rok, I część tomu II – 2011, II część tomu II - 2014,
►► „Lidzbark Warmiński”, Roman Burzyński, 1972,
►► „Lidzbark warmiński”, Andrzej Rzempołuch, 1989),
►► „Rezydencja lidzbarska biskupów warmińskich”, Edward Radtke (2012),
►► „Zabytki na Warmii - od pomysłu do przemysłu”, prof. dr hab. Krzysztof
Mikulski, Eugeniusz Brodij, Iwona Beata Kluk, 2010,
►► „Lidzbark Warmiński na dawnych kartkach i fotografiach”, Eugeniusz Borodij,
współwyd. z „Lidzbark Warmiński na fotografii” Tadeusz Filipowicz, 2008,
►► „Lidzbark Warmiński - fotografia” Wioletta Jaskólska (2008),
►► „Szlakiem Zamków Gotyckich”, Stowarzyszenie Gmin Polskie Zamki
Gotyckie, 2008,
►► „Łyna Guber”, Wojciech Kujawski, 2014,
►► „Dawniej Heilsberg, dzisiaj Lidzbark Warmiński”, Bernadetta i Piotr
Stańko, Janusz Procajło, 2014.
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LEGENDS
In 1209, at the Lubawa land, bishop Christian appeared with the mission of christianizing. On 18th February 1216 he was able to convert
the Prussian Great Commander of Sasini residing in Lubawa named
Surwabuno to the Christian faith, Pope Innocent III gave him the name
of Paul. The people of Prussia had, however, their customs and holy
places. The Sacred Grove was such a place, where grew one, the most
important, inviolable sacred tree. A legend says, that the Blessed Virgin
appeared near this pagan tree in Lipy. The faithful, therefore, decided
to build a church there. Bishop Christian said, however, that “It is not
right for the pagan tree to be left next to a shrine of the Blessed Virgin.
Let us go and cut it.” The people, however, feared, so the bishop first
began to cut the tree, then persuaded the faithful, who completed the
task, and then burned the tree. Such was the end of superstitions.

“Ethnographic crucible”

The city on the Sandal River.
The Lubawa Land, in its ethnographic arrangement, with
borders in the south: the Płock
part of Mazovia, in the east
– Masuria, in the north – the
sub-region defined by people as
the old Prussia, and in the west
– the following lands: Dobrzyń,
Michałowo and Chełmno. It
was an area exposed to cultural
influences of their thr neighboring regions, hence, it should
not be treated as a unified region. Its specific folk culture,
characterized by its own native
features distinguished it from
the neighboring Masuria, and
also the Chełmno or Michałowo
and Dobrzyń Lands. The ethnographic features of the region,
however, strongly associated
with the Polish folk culture. It
is, thus, a kind of ethnographic
melting pot.

Iława district
around 10,000 residents
urban rights since 1311
www.lubawa.pl
www.osir.lubawa.pl
www.moklubawa.pl
www.kino.lubawa.pl
www.bibliotekalubawa.
neostrada.pl
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NOTEWORTHY
HISTORY
For the first time Lubawa is mentioned in 1216 in a papal bull of Pope
Innocent III, confirming that the Prussian ruler Surwabuno gave the
Lubawa land to Bishop Christian. Already in 1257, the property of the
bishops of Chełmno, who built a great castle here. Location privilege for
Lubawa was issued by Otton, the bishop of Chełmno. In 1440, the city
became a member of the Prussian fighting against the Teutonic Order.
Lubawa’s guest of the castle in the years 1535–1539 was repeatedly Copernicus. From the Peace of Torun in 1466 up to the first partition of Polish
in 1772, Lubawa belongs to Poland. According to the Treaty of Tylża from
7th February 1807, the Lubawa Land was part of the Duchy of Warsaw.
In the nineteenth century, despite the large influx of people of German
origin, it retained its Polish character. Patriotic tendencies strengthened,
and during the January Uprising in 1863, local volunteers created the
so-called Lubawa campaign. Lubawa has never been an administrative
center. In the years 1818–1948, there was a Lubawa district, but its center
was the nearby-located Nowe Miasto Lubawskie. It became Polish again,
under the Treaty of Versailles. The Polish army under the command of
General Joseph Haller marched here on 19th January, 1920. In the interwar period, Lubawa became a large service point for local agriculture.
During the II World War, a juvenile penal camp was located here and the
movement of the Second Belorussian Front led to the destruction of up
to 80% of the buildings. Religious buildings survived and are an important part of the city now.
Lubawa is today the center of the furniture industry and food processing, including confectionery.
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►► Visitation of the Blessed Virgin Mary and St. Anna Church – from
about 1330, a brick nave. Inside, a baroque altar from 1723 with the
image of Our Lady of the Rosary (c. 1600). In the adjoining chapel
of the Mortęskie Sisters, a baroque altar with a statue of the saint
patron of the Lubawa Land, Our Lady of Lipy, once a year, in early
July, during the church feast, it is moved to the Sanctuary in Lipy,
►► St. John the Baptist and St. Michael the Archangel Church – built in
the seventeenth century with the Bernardine monastery complex. In
1821, the Prussians gave the church to Protestants and the monastic
school building to the court. The life of St. Francis and the history
of Christianity are depicted on the noteworthy ceiling along with a
gothic crucifix brought to Lubawa in the sixteenth century by the
Saxon Franciscans,
►► St. Barbara Church – from around 1770, a wooden timbered church
with a late baroque interior design. Built on the site of the chapel
from the foundation of Bishop Nicholas Chrapicki, destroyed during
the Swedish wars in 1629, then rebuilt and scorched by fire in 1724,
►► Sanctuary in Lipy – history of Marian devotion – according to
the legend – it dates back to the thirteenth century. In 1600, the
Mortęskie sisters (Magdalena the abbess of Chełmno – a Benedictine,
Sophie and Anna) funded a chapel here, which burned down in 1861.
In 1870, a neo-Gothic church of the Visitation of the Blessed Virgin
Mary was built here. In 1969, Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński crowned
the statue of Our Lady of Lipy the patron of the Lubawa Land,
►► The urban layout of the city – clearly-preserved in the “old town”
system of medieval street network. The remains of fortifications
are associated with it. Defensive walls with a thickness of 2.5 m
preserved in their fragmentary outline in many parts of the old city,
►► The restored ruins of the castle of the bishops of Chełmno – as
early as in 1260, the chronicles write about a wooden castle at
the confluence of the Sandela and Jesionka rivers. Although the
episcopal center was Chełmża, from the mid-thirteenth century,
bishops resided mainly in Lubawa. Only ruins remained from
the fourteenth-century castle. Destroyed after a fire in 1813, it
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Visitation of the Blessed Virgin
Mary and St. Anna Church

St. Barbara Church
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was completely demolished in 1826. Only stone – brick walls and
beautiful ogival stone portal leading to the castle courtyard were
preserved,
►► Lubawa dress – although not used since the mid-nineteenth century,
it is worth an interest because of its specificity resulting from the
ethnographic position of the Lubawa land.

FOOD
Within the network of “Culinary Heritage Warmia Mazury Powiśle”.

„Nad Sandelą” Inn

Gate
Lubawa
www.karczma-sandela.pl
Open: 10:00 a.m. –
8:00 p.m.

‘Nad Sandelą’ Inn is located in Lubawa on the Sandela River and that is
the origin of the name. The restaurant was established in 1979. The entire facility is kept in style of a typical folk inn. It includes a room for 140
persons intended for consumption and a banquette hall. They assure
perfect flavour of all their dishes and recommend you to try the dishes
of old-Polish cuisine. They may also recommend you some novelties.
The oven roasted whole turkey, oven roasted ham and the roasted piglet are getting more and more popular. The guests are delighted with
the flavour of the dishes as well as their elegant garnish. They take part
in many food industry contests and festivals and they owe them many
culinary achievements.

IRMAG Confectionery

Lubawa
www.cukiernia-szczepanscy.pl
Open: all year
Lubawa
www.lubawa.com
Open: Monday–Friday:
6.00 a.m. – 2.00 p.m.

The company was established in 1992 as a registered partnership. It
is a typical family company. Business activity of the company is confectionery including the following types of cakes in its assortment:
sponge cake, French pastry, short-cakes, yeast dough, pound cakes,
poppy seed cakes and ice-cream cakes. The weekly amount of manufactured products is approximately 5 tones. All cakes are based on
own recipes with natural ingredients as their indispensable basis.
Thanks to this, these products are always much in demand on the
market. The fi nished products reach the local market (55% of the total
manufacture amount), regional (35%) and country-wide (10%).

Fruit and Vegetable Processing Plant
Processing plant produces fruit and vegetables preserves for over 50
years. The production is based on traditional recipes, high-quality
raw materials and innovative technology. The raw material comes
from own orchards, plantations lying in an ecologically clean region
of Warmia and Masuria. The offer includes: jam, preserve, plum spread
– polish povidel, roasted apple, cherry compote, aseptic fruits and vegetables. The company has an innovative machine for packing fruits and
vegetables and innovative aseptic technology. This technology allows
the storage of fruits and vegetables without chemical additives.

Other

»» „Spichlerz” Restaurant,
»» „Wichrowe Wzgórza” Inn,
»» „Maximus” Restaurant.
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ACCOMMODATION
»» Maximus, ul. Rzepnikowskiego 31/22, Lubawa,
»» Spichlerz, ul. Kupnera 14, Lubawa,
»» Sports and Recreation Centre – 8 Łąkowa.

EVENTS
►► January
»» Anniversary of the Liberation of Lubawa,
»» Punk-Rock-Reggae Festival,
►► February
»» Interschool Athletics Indoor Competition “Sobótki”,
►► March
»» Lubavian Gala Sports,
»» Competition “Contemporary adaptation of the Lubawa land
legends”,
►► April
»» The Mystery of the Passion of Christ,
»» Easter competition for a wreath and Easter eggs,
»» Provincial Competition of Theatre Groups, Laurel Gold Fish,
»» District poetry contest,
►► May
»» Nationwide Street Criterion,
»» Races on scooters, Lubawa Championship,
»» Bottle Cap Lubawa Championships,
»» Youngsters International Tournament in wrestling, Mayor’s Cup,
Lubawa,
»» Festival of Children’s Poetry,
►► June
»» Motorcyclists’ day,
»» Midsummer evening,
»» Sports and recreation picnic on the occasion of physical
culture day,

Lubawa Days

►► July
»» Overview of Choral Groups,
»» Lubawa Cultural Summer Festival,
»» Grunwald March,
►► August
»» Street run called „Lubawska dycha”,
»» Lubawa Cultural Summer Festival,
»» The Lubawa Days – a Regional Feast of Milk,
►► September
»» Farewell to Summer,
»» School Vitamins,
►► October
»» Autumn competition kites,
»» Days of Christian Culture,
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►► November
»» Lubawa Indoor Championships in Football,
»» Independence Day,
►► December
»» Santa Claus Urban Day,
»» Christmas fair.

NEARBY
►► Glaznoty – Evangelical-Methodist Church and a brick viaduct of the
non-existent railway from Samborowo to Turza Wielka,
►► French Lake – the name is associated with French soldiers being
drowned in it by the local peasants in 1813,
►► Dylewska Mountain – the highest peak in the European Lowland
east of the Vistula – 312 m above sea level,
►► Rożental – St. Lawrence wooden church from 1761,
►► Grunwald – the battlefield from 1410 – a museum.

TOURIST ROUTES
By bike

Lubawa Park

►► Lubawa – Fijewo – Prątnica – Omule – Napromek – Wygoda –
Glaznoty – Zajączki – Wiśniewo – Wałdyki – Złotowo – Lubawa.
Around 33 km, 2.5 h,
►► Lubawa – Złotowo – Lubstyn – Stegna (Lubstynek)– Lubawa.
Around 22 km, 1.5 h,
►► Lubawa – Lipy – Złotowo – Wałdyki – Grabowo – Rożental –
Kazanice – Byszwałd – Lubawa. Around 35 km, 4 h.

DAY 3 “Recreational Lubawa’’
Resting in the Lubawa Baths Park. Training in an outside gym. Bike
trip on a hiking-bike routes. It is suggested to relax during a séance in
Digital Cinema “Pokój”, in the evening.

FOLK ARTISTS
►► Edward Kościński – painter,
►► Teofil Ruczyński – poet,
►► Zbigniew Ochenkowski – sculptor in wood.

WILDLIFE
►► Lubawa Baths Park – a town park revitalized in 2014. It is a
recreational space with lush green areas, ponds and a playground for
children,
►► Lush green can be also found around the Mother of God Sanctuary
in Lipy.

LITERATURE
►► „Słowniki Bibliograficzne ziemi lubawskiej”, Jerzy Szews,
►► „Lubawa. Z dziejów miasta i okolic”, Józef Śliwiński,
►► „Ziemia Lubawska: przyroda, historia, osadnictwo, społeczeństwo,
gospodarka”, Jan Falkowski,
►► „Skarby lubawskiego ratusza”, Iwona Zduńska,
►► „Wybór wierszy”, Teofil Ruczyński.

Market Square in Lubawa

By car

►► Lubawa – Nowe Miasto Lubawskie – Lidzbark Welski – Działdowo –
Nidzica – Olsztynek – Grunwald – Wysoka Wieś – Lubawa.

WEEKEND
DAY 1 “Churches of Lubawa’’

►► Visits to 3 churches: baroque St Barbara’s Church, gothic Blessed
Virgin Mary and St Anna Church and renaissance St John the Baptist
and Michael the Archangel Church.
►► A walking pilgrimage to Lipy. A walking expedition to Lipy, distance
about 2,5 km, on the hiking-bike path. Visit to the Mother of God
Sanctuary and learn about a legend connected with formation of this
place of cult. After that, a picnic in a beautiful green area.

DAY 2 “Historical Lubawa”

Tour around the walls of the Castle of Chełmno Bishops and walk on a didactic path around them. Visit to the Teofil Ruczyński Town Library. Acquainting with local poetry and literature. Possibility to see the facsimile of
the Gutenberg Bible and relics of Lubawa Town Hall. Visit to the gallery and
possibility to see Lubawa history on pictures. Visit to the Sisters of Charity of
Saint Vincent De Paul and acquainting with an activity of nuns in Lubawa.
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Army in 1945. There is the same distance from Nidzica to Warsaw as to
Trójmiasto or to Kaliningrad.
The gmina has conducted activity on a large scale to the welfare of
the residents, and thus has been awarded with different titles: ‘Gmina Fair Play’, ‘Gmina Przyjazna Dziecku’, ‘Gmina Przyjazna Mediom i
Społeczeństwu’, ‘Gmina Przyjazna Turystom’, and ‘Miejsce z dobrym
klimatem dla Twoich inwestycji’; was the winner of the contests ‘Grunt
na Medal’ and ‘Najlepiej Oświetlona Gmina i Miasto 2010’ in the gminas and towns up to 70,000 inhabitants category.

„Nidzica –
100% Mazury”
A town located in the southern part of the region that is
the gateway to the Mazury
Region. It is full of tourists,
and everywhere you can see a
hilly landscape of picturesque
lakes, forests, wetlands, and
lowland bogs.

LEGENDS

HISTORY

District town
around 14,300 residents
urban rights since 1381

TOURIST
INFORMATION
ul. Zamkowa 2
tel. 89 625 03 70
e-mail:
lot-powiatunidzickiego@op.pl
nidzica.pl
nok.nidzica.pl,
it.nidzica.pl
fanpage Gmina Nidzica
Naturalnie na Mazurach
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Nidzica is called ‘the Gateway to the Warmia i Mazury Region’, and is
situated in the southern part of the warmińsko-mazurskie voivodeship. There are interesting historic buildings and monuments in the
town, and beyond the town boundaries you can see a hilly landscape of
picturesque lakes, forests, wetlands, and lowland bogs. The Nida River which originated the historic name of the town runs through the
town. The history of Nidzica dates back to the 14th century when it was
built a castle as the seat of Teutonic administration. It is probably the
greatest post-Teutonic castle for residential and defence purposes in
the Mazury Region. Currently, the following institutions and facilities
are seated there: the Nida Community Centre, the Museum of the Nida
Region, a restaurant, a hotel, a sculpture workshop, a paintings gallery,
and the Municipal and Province Library. The castle and the remains of
the defensive walls with the partial towers, so called Klasztorek, and
churches within the gmina have survived. In the 15th century, the town
was either under the Polish authority or under the Teutonic-Prussian
authority. The Nidzica town hall was destroyed and rebuilt severely
times, and its current look dates back to 1842. There was a number of
wars, fires, and epidemics which wrought havoc in the town.
In the plebiscite held in 1920, a mere 330 people voted for Poland
despite the fact that in the census taken in 1910, over 20,000 residents
of the Nidzica Poviat declared Polish to be their native language, which
constituted two-thirds of all residents. In the interwar period, Nidzica
was a border town, whilst Działdowo which lies nearby Nidzica was
already incorporated into Poland. Nidzica has not regained its former
brilliance after being utterly destroyed during the World War I, rebuilt,
and re-destroyed upon the cessation of war activities by the Soviet
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The Legend of Nowak has it that during the Swedish invasion of Poland
in 1655-1660, a number of units of armed Tartars sent by the khan to the
rescue of the Polish king started to besiege the town. The town gates
were locked, and it was expected the course of action in anxiety. In
the meantime, one of young townsmen called Nowak spotted the khan
and his retinue stationing nearby the town walls as they were probably
planning to capture the town. Without the slightest hesitation, Nowak
jumped to the nearest cannon, took aim, fired, and hit the target. The
sudden death of the khan on the battlefield caused mayhem in the
camp. There was such hustle and bustle that the members of the town
council found it to be an attack and immediately ordered to find the
person guilty of making Asians infuriated. The punishments were so
severe at that time that Nowak didn’t want to be beheaded or crippled
for life, so he decided to hide out. He was so smart that he found a safe
hideout, i.e. the fresh manure. Some time later everything got cleared
up, the Tartars withdrew, and Nowak who was given away by his wife
received a hero’s welcome.

Teutonic castle

Teutonic castle

NOTEWORTHY
►► Teutonic castle – the castle was built in the second half of the 14th
century. It is probably the greatest post-Teutonic castle for residential
and defence purposes in the Mazury Region. The castle was the seat of
state officials, municipal offices, the court of the lowest instance before
1945, and also was converted into the prison. Currently, the following
institutions and facilities are seated there: the Nida Community
Centre, a Municipal Library, the Museum of the Nida Region, a hotel, a
restaurant, a paintings gallery, a sculpture workshop, and a knight guild.
►► Klasztorek – a gothic building for defensive purposes. It was sited in the
southeast part of the town and constituted the municipal fortifications.
Originally, the east wing functioned as a corner tower. In the next
centuries, the following institutions were seated in the building: a
school for lower church staff, the barracks, a municipal library, and
a cinema. It was also a granary just before it got burnt in 1914. It was
destroyed in 1945. After it had been rebuilt between 1967 and 1988, it
was converted into an area office of the State Archives.
►► St Wojciech’s Church – built in the 14th century in the west part of
the town and incorporated into the municipal defensive system. The
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The Old Brewery

remains of the defensive walls have survived, and you can see them
while entering the presbytery of the Catholic Parish from the church.
The church was first mentioned in the document on town location of
1381, and in 1404 it was consecrated. As a result of the war activities in
1914, the church got burnt. It was rebuilt between 1920 and 1924 in a
pseudo-renaissance style which you can admire nowadays.
►► Holy Cross Evangelical Church of the Augsburg Confession – built
between 1858-1860 in a Gothic Revival style, and its tower was built
in 1890. You can see a wooden coffered ceiling. There is a collection
of valuable sacred art objects from the southern part of the Mazury
Region, including vintage wooden altar paintings dated back to the 15th
century and wooden sculptures from the former Evangelical Church.
►► Dawny Browar [The Old Brewery] – set up in 1868 originally named
‘Schlossbrauerei Neidenburg’, i.e. the Nidzica Castle Brewery. Upon the
cessation of war activities, there was an orangeade bottling plant, and
upon the renovation of the building in 1958, the Nidzica Wine and Mead
Plant was established. In 1992 by way of a decision by the voivodeship
inspector of monuments, it was entered into the register of monuments
as an example of the 19th century building and construction industry.
Currently, it is privatised and named Wytwórnia Win i Miodów Pitnych
in Nidzica [Wine and Mead Plant in Nidzica].
►► Łyński Młyn [Łyński Mill] – built nearby the Łyna River source. It was
first mentioned in 1387. The water having being dammed up, a little
lake at the area of 1 hectare was dug. Johann von Baffort from Ostróda,
Brother of the Teutonic Order was the first proprietor of the mill in
1387. Originally, the grains were ground into flour, but later the mill was
adapted for groats processing. In 1657, the mill outbuildings were used
by cloth merchants from Nidzica as a place for cloth manufacturing
who used the water-powered press. During the World War 1, the mill
was occupied by Russians. After the war, the mill was in operation for
the next few years.

MUSEUM
The Museum of the Nida Region (ul. Zamkowa 2). Permanent exhibitions on town history. You may see hand-painted folk tiles made in
the Mazury Region, old prints, Medieval clayware used to make an isolation layer under the floor in the Medieval burgher house adjacent to
the town square (1278-1408), fragments of clayware from the 14th and
15th centuries which were found during the archaeological examination conducted on the Nidzica castle.

FOOD
Within the network of “Culinary Heritage Warmia Mazury Powiśle”

“Myśliwski Inn”
Wikno
www.zajazdmysliwski.com
Open: all year
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“Myśliwski Inn” is located at the very side of Omulew Lake in the village of Wikno near Nidzica. ‘Myśliwski’ Inn is not only a restaurant but
the inn with comfortable guest rooms, as well. It offers you specialities
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of Polish and local cuisines which meet expectations of even the most
demanding gourmands. The chef’s specialty is a whole pig roast stuffed
with grits and served with roasted sauerkraut and cranberry and horseradish gravy. ‘Zajazd’ offers you a wide range of services: catering services, organizing of outdoor parties and receptions of different type.

‘Almes‘ Ltd., Label Wine and Mead
Label Wine and Mead in Nidzica was founded in 1958. Its headquarters is located in an old historic building from 1868, where there was
a brewery before the war. High quality meads are produced, which
are widely recognized in Poland and abroad. Only natural products
like honey are used, mainly from the Warmia and Masuria apiaries
and spicy herbal supplements. They offer półtoraki meads, trójniaki
dwójniaki and bottled in different capacities.

Nidzica
Open: Monday–Friday
7.00 a.m. – 3.00 p.m.
flagship store every day
7.00 a.m. – 6.00 p.m.

Other restaurant
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

“U Komtura” Restaurant, Nidzica,
“Biała” Restaurant, Nidzica,
“Gościniec Nika” Restaurant, Natać Mała,
“Pod Bażantem” Restaurant, Jabłonka 36a,
“Pod Gołębiem” Inn, Nidzica,
“Europa” Inn, Litwinki,
“Leśny” Inn, Waszulki 3,
Fish Bar “Sieja”, Frąknowo 32b,
Pizzeria “Gruby Benek”,
Pizzeria “Adria”,
Grill House Piramida,
“Alternatywa” Pub,
Spichlerz Pub,
Tokyo Disco Club,
“Centrum Klub”,
„Ratuszowy” Inn,
„Las Vegas” Inn,
„Kormoran” Inn.

Accommodation
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Hotel U komtura, ul. Zamkowa 2, Nidzica,
Hotelik Kamiński, Plac Wolności 4, Nidzica,
Pensjonat Grave, Plac Wojciecha z Brudzewa 11, Nidzica,
Lodging, ul. Marchlewskiego 20, Nidzica,
Lodging Na zaciszu, ul. Dubieńska 7, Nidzica,
Lodging, ul. Marchlewskiego 11, Nidzica,
“Ranczo” Farmstay Accommodation, Jabłonka 57 (18 km from
Nidzica),
“Pod akacjami” Farmstay Accommodation, Bożena Karwowska,
Bolejny (15 km from Nidzica),
“Frajda” Farmstay Accommodation, Jolanta Ziemska, Jabłonka 7
(18 km from Nidzica),
“Tęczowe łowisko” Farmstay Accommodation, Karol i Elżbieta
Dąbrowscy, Wólka Orłowska 10 (12 km from Nidzica),
“Ostoja” Farmstay Accommodation, Jacek Kubicki, Kamionka 21
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(6 km from Nidzica),
»» “Zakątek Napiwoda” Farmstay Accommodation, Krystian Paczkowski,
Napiwoda 101 (7 km from Nidzica),
»» Anna Piotrowska Farmstay Accommodation Dobrzyń 32 (8 km from
Nidzica),
»» Zajazd Myśliwski, Wikno 4a (16 km from Nidzica),
»» Pensjonat Gawra, Wikno 12,
»» Zajazd Europa, Litwinki (2 km from Nidzica),
»» Zajazd Leśny, Waszulki 3 (2 km from Nidzica).

EVENTS

Picnic

►► The Festival of Positive Music – June – the castle courtyard,
►► ZMROCK Castle Rock Marathon – June – the castle courtyard,
►► The International Festival of Fantasy – June – the castle,
►► The Days of Nidzica – July – the town,
►► The Regional Festival of Poultry Dishes– July – the market square,
►► Craft Fair– August – the market square,
►► Merida Mazovia MTB - August – a park at the lake,
►► Concerts – year-round – the castle.

NEARBY
GARNCARSKA WIOSKA [POTTERY VILLAGE]
Kamionka 5
http://garncarskawioska.pl/
This is a unique place to gain knowledge and learn about the nature.
This is a magical Mazury Region where it is worth visiting a pottery
workshop, a smithy, a barn, ‘Jarzębinowy Amfiteatr’ amphitheatre,
‘Niezapominajka’ a breeding ground for fresh talents, and ‘Rajski
Ogród’ [the Garden of Eden]. There are several thousands of plant
species in the garden. There is also a pond which is exceptionally
beautiful in spring when over 4 thousands of yellow irises come into
bloom. Children and teenagers are cordially invited by the Garncarska
Wioska Social Enterprise to participate in the spring activities in
Garncarska Wioska and in Rajski Ogród. Garncarska Wioska offers
crafts workshops aimed at pottery, paper production, glass painting,
Christmas baubles painting, and crafts displays for individuals, families,
and organized groups.

KOZUBA AND SONS DISTILLERY
It was set up in 2005 by Zbigniew Kozuba and his sons: Maciej
and Jakub. Different types of alcoholic beverages of top quality
are produced here. You must taste the first genuine Polish whisky.
They are produced by traditional methods. The distillation plant is
seated in a picturesque village called Jabłonka located in the Warmia
i Mazury Region at Lake Omulew which is untouched by civilization.
Two unique copper distillation boilers which have the capacities of
600 litres each will be used in the distillation plant. The first genuine
Polish rye malt whisky is stored in the 200 litre barrels. The Z. Kozuba
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i Synowie brand is not just whisky, but also unflavoured wheat vodka,
distilled fruit beverages, fruit liqueurs, and fine and mature vodkas.
All the presentations and training courses are held in the 1920s style
pub where you may taste alcoholic beverages. The distillation plant is
open 8 to 18 from Monday to Friday and 9 to 2 on Saturday. Groups of
at least 6 persons only. Booking required.

TOURIST ROUTES
Bike

►► Szlak Tatarski [Tartar Trail] – Everybody who follows the trail may
learn the legends of invasion of Nidzica by the Tartars, see the largest
glacial erratic in the Mazury Region, the Franckenstein landed estate
until 1945 in Zagrzewo, visit an open air museum in Grzegórzki, and
explore villages inhabited by minor nobles and forest settlements. There
are wonderful views over the castle and the town,
►► Szlak Bursztynowy [Amber Trail] – You may explore the pristine nature
and admire breathtaking landscapes in the north-eastern part of the
gmina. The trail goes through the fishing and forest settlements: Wikno,
Jabłonka, Natać Wielka, and governmental forest plantations and forest
settlements of significant value: Brzeźno Łyńskie, Likusy, Zimna Woda,
the Koniuszyn Forest District and the Zimna Woda Forest District,
►► Szlak generała Samsonowa [General Samsonow Trail] – The trail goes
in the northern part of the gmina through towns and villages. A lot of
military installations have survived, i.e. military cemeteries from the
World War 1 which commemorate people killed in action in September
and October 1914, the remains of military installations from World War 2,
i.e. bunkers and anti-tank ditches.

WEEKEND ATTRACTIONS OF THE
SEASON
W KRAINIE 7 OSOBLIWOŚCI
[IN THE LAND OF 7 SIGHTS]
SPRING

►► Day 1 – visit to the castle,
►► Day 2 – bike trip to the sources of the Łyna River,
►► Day 3 – walking tour to Kamień Tatarski [Tartar Stone].

Knights Tournament

SUMMER

►► Day 1 – visit to the castle,
►► Day 2 – trip to follow the World War 1,
►► Day 3 – visit to the folk artists’ workshop.

AUTUMN

►► Day 1 – town sightseeing tour,
►► Day 2 – visit to Wioska Garncarska [Pottery Village]: crafts workshop,
►► Day 3 – visit to the castle.
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FOLK ARTISTS
►► Jadwiga Bardyszewska Turówko 3 B /3,
►► Wiesław Czumakow Orłowo 14/1,
►► Ewa Gałka, Polish Society for the Mentally Handicapped, ul. Krzywa 9,
►► Marzena i Bogdan Lachowicz ul. Mickiewicza 1/10,
►► Zbigniew Mozelewski Tatary 23 A,
►► Zdzisław Siedlecki Napiwoda 64,
►► Józef Patkowski ul. Traugutta 15/2,
►► Residential home, ul. Kolejowa 5,
►► Artur Różański Al. Wojska Polskiego 5/3.

NOWE MIASTO LUBAWSKIE
“The Gate of Mazury”

A peaceful but interesting transit
town, situated in a picturesque
area which attracts tourists with
its varied lay of the land, as well
as rich wildlife. There are many
interesting species of animals
which can be noticed during
your exploration of the land –
numerous bird species, e.g. the
common merganser, the white
stork, the kingfisher, the golden
oriole, the willow tit, the goldeneye and the protected mammals
such as the otter and the beaver.
The valley of the Drwęca is an
example of an ecological corridor. The river makes a perfect
canoeing route as it creates an
opportunity to experience the
wild beauty of the region close
at hand.

WILDLIFE
Market Square

►► Źródła Rzeki Łyny im. prof. R. Kobendzy [Sources of the Łyna River] The
nature reserve stretches over a broad valley of 120.54 ha in which there
is a number of steep gorges and small valleys. To make your trekking
nice and safe, there are a lot of facilities, i.e. car parks, and steps and
footbridges on the trails. You may see a spring headward erosion which
is very rare on a European scale,
►► Koniuszanka I The nature reserve which stretches 15 kilometres to
the north-east from Nidzica, nearby the following towns and villages:
Napiwoda, Moczyska, and Koniuszyn. This is a protected area in view of
scouring on the outwash plain,
►► Koniuszanka II The forest reserve whose name originates from the
Koniuszanka River that flows through the reserve. The reserve has been
established to preserve a picturesque stretch of the Koniuszanka River,
and stretches over the forest area at the estuary of the Koniuszanka
River that flows into Lake Omulew,
►► Kamień Tatarski [Tartar Stone] It is probably the largest glacial erratic
in the Mazury Region and is the remnant of a retreating glacier. The
measurements of the glacial erratic: 19 meters in perimeter, 6.5 meters
in length, 4 meters in width, and 1.8 meters in height. The original
measurements are not known. Over the time, the measurements varied
as the glacial erratic was split to make millstones and building stones.
The name originates from the legend about the defence of Nidzica
against the invasion of Tartars.

LITERATURE
►► Nidzica z dziejów miasta i okolic – 1976 r. ,
►► Nidzica dawniej i dziś 625 lat miasta Nidzicy – 2007 r.,
►► Historia Nidzicy i okolic pod red. Waldemara Rezmera – 2012 r.,
►► Przyroda Ziemi Nidzickiej – 2012 r.
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HISTORY
Just like the majority of towns in the province Nowe Miasto Lubawskie
has old Prussian origins. In the early Middle Ages the region was
inhabited by Prussians from the tribe of Sasins, then it was taken over
by Teutonic Knights. The town was founded by commander Otto
von Luttenberg in a bend of the river Drwęca and given the name
Nuwenmarkt (later Neumark), which means new market. Under
the reign of the Teutonic Order the town underwent impressive
transformation – new buildings, such as a townhall and a church were
erected. Additionally, in the 14th century the town was surrounded with
magnificent fortifications, supported by turrets. There were three gates
leading to the town and a double moat made an additional protection.
The name itself reflects the function of the town. The best attribute of
Nowe Miasto was its location near the trade route, which made the town
flourish as the local economic center with many prosperous crafts, such
as pottery, smithery, shoe-making and cloth-manufacturing. After the
period of prosperity the town was haunted by numerous wars, suffered
a lot of destruction and was passed from hand to hand. What is worth
remembering is the contribution of the town to the battle of Grunwald.
First, the inhabitants together with the commune authorities from the
nearby village Bratian supported Teutonic Knights with an additional
mounted company; later, however, they came over to the Polish side.
At that time the Polish name of the town Nowe Myastko started to
appear in the annals. The further history of the town was marked by
Swedish invasions, the Sever Year War, the plague of bubonic fever in
the 18th century and two outbreaks of cholera in the first half of the
19th century. Under the Prussian partition Neumark was the capital
of the district of Lubawa, but Polish influence was still very powerful
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District town
around 11,000 residents
established in 1325
TOURIST
INFORMATION
ul. Rynek 23
(the building of the
Harmonia Cinema)
tel.: 56 474 23 44
56 472 96 35
e-mail: it@umnowemiasto.pl
www.umnowemiasto.pl
www.itnowemiasto.pl
www.nowomiejskipaszport.pl
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here. After WW I, in accordance with the regulations of the Treaty of
Versailles, the town came back to the newly revived Polish state. When
it became a part of the province of Pomerania, the town was called
Nowemiasto-Pomorze or Nowe Miasto upon then Drwęca. Finally, on
1 April 1937 the town was officially named as Nowe Miasto Lubawskie.

LEGENDS
Tunnel
On the two ends of Nowe Miasto, there were once two castles and their
owners were brothers. One day they had a dispute. The quarrel began
with little things and ended on a solemn oath that their leg would never
stop on the land of the brother. In time, they forgot about the quarrel,
but not the oath. This – as in the case of the men of honor – still applied. But they had another brother who came up with the solution.
Between the castles, a secret underground tunnel was built, since the
brothers swore not to meet on the ground and not underground. The
tunnel still exists today, but no one has managed to find it.

Children’s vision

Saint Thomas church,
Sanctuary of the Virgin Mary
of the Village Łąki

Centuries ago, children herding cattle on Bratian meadows saw a moving beautiful picture surrounded by a clear halo on the Drwęca river.
At one point, it stopped in the place where today the ruins of the Łąki
monastery are. The miraculous painting was taken from the water and
transferred to Nowe Miasto. Until today, on 8th September, during the
church feast of Our Lady of Łąki, an unusual procession of boats of
the miraculous statue is carried out on Drwęca from the Saint Thomas
Basilica to the ruins of the monastery in Łąki.

NOTEWORTHY
Market Square
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►► Saint Thomas church, Sanctuary of the Virgin Mary of the Village
Łąki – a Gothic temple dating back to the 14th century. The interior
is decorated with polychromies from different periods – Gothic,
Mannerism and Baroque. The church is famous for the largest
collection of wall paintings from the first half of the 17th century.
One of the most precious objects inside is also the brazen tombstone
of Kunon von Liebenstein, funded by Grand Master of the Teutonic
Order Konrad von Jungingen. The name of the sanctuary refers to
the figure of the Virgin Mary, transported here in the 19th century
from the village of Łąki, situated in the outskirts of the town,
►► Fragments of former fortifications – they have been preserved
together with two gates – the Gate of Brodnica (which houses the
local museum) and the Gate of Lubawa,
►► Former Evangelical church – dates back to 1912, it’s located in the
center of the market square at the place of medieval town hall, which
was burnt in 1806 – nowadays it is a cinema,
►► Ruins of the monastery of Fathers Reformers monastery in Łąki
Bratiańskie (the area within the administrative borders of the town),
►► 19th century houses and tenement houses around the market
square.
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MUSEUM
►► Museum of the Land of Lubawa is seated in the turret of the Gate
of Brodnica, dating back to the 15th century. The most interesting
exhibits include: a model of a rescue boat for sunk submarines
(patented by the German Imperial Patent Office in 1912), weaving
equipment, farming tools (e.g. a quern – 1740, a potato weeding tool
– 1880, a Klopseg saw –1835), household equipment (e.g. a double pot
– 1870, a beer jug, woodenscales – 1900, a fly swatter) as well as folk
art (a wooden organ from 1870,na dowry chest from 1760).

FOOD
►► Zajazd nad Drwęcą (Inn upon Drwęca river) – the facility offers
regional, old-Polish cuisine based on the recipes of our grandmothers
and mothers. It purchases raw materials from local manufacturers
and butcheries. The products are manufactured using traditional
methods, usually by hand, without chemical additives and
preservatives. All ingredients necessary for manufacture of the
products must have a defined quality and therefore the owners
cooperate only with proven companies, for instance they purchase
bread from the bakery where the traditional sourdough bread is
manufactured,
►► Meats Processing Plant Wiesław Dreszler – The meat processing
plant of Wiesław Dreszler is a family business with a 60-year-long
tradition. Early days of the company relate to the first small meat
processing plant established by Benedykt Dreszler in 1948. In the early
nineties the plants had been extended, re-build and modernized. It
allowed the company to manufacture the cold meats in traditional
way but also using modern equipment. The raw material for
production is obtained from local suppliers. The recipes used for cold
meat production come from the times before the Second World War
and are based on natural spices.

Museum

ACCOMMODATION
»»
»»
»»
»»

Zajazd nad Drwęcą, ul. Kopernika 1a, Nowe Miasto Lubawskie,
Ośrodek MOSiR, ul. Jagiellońska 20, Nowe Miasto Lubawskie,
Noclegi, Hanna Herbert, ul. Kościuszki 7, Nowe Miasto Lubawskie,
Il Cavaliere, Cristian Pedrotti, ul. Jagiellońska 5, Nowe Miasto
Lubawskie,
»» Finisz, Anna Perschke, ul. Grunwaldzka 67, Nowe Miasto Lubawskie.

EVENTS
►► February/March – Winter Canoeing Trips along the Drwęca and the
Wel rivers,
►► June/July – The Days of Nowe Miasto Lubawskie,
►► mid July – Grunwald Bike Race,
►► July – last weekend – the rally of Queen band fans,
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►► July/August – Sunday Music Afternoons in the Rose Garden,
►► August (the first Saturday after the August 15th) – Nowe Miasto
Banquet,
►► September – Family Bike Tour,
►► November – National Ballroom Dance Competition,
►► December – Nowe Miasto New Year’s Eve.

NEARBY
►► Kurzętnik – the ruins of the Castle of the Chapter from the
fourteenth century, built by the Chełmno Chapter,
►► Łąkorz – Local museum with collections regarding dairy, farming
and blacksmithing,
►► Lidzbark – Fire Museum, Museum of Nature of the Welski National
Park, located in Jeleń.

TOURIST ROUTES
►► Wildlife Educational Trail in The Valley of the River Drwęca starts at
the bridge (in ul. Wodna); it is a perfect route for family strolls and
bike trips along the river Drwęca. The path is 4 km long and it leads
from Nowe Miasto, along the river, to the village of Mszanowo,
►► Nowe Miasto Lubawskie is situated on the Saint Jacob Route
(Olsztyn– Ostróda – Nowe Miasto Lubawskie – Toruń).

WEEKEND ATTRACTIONS OF THE
SEASON
Spring – a weekend in the lap of nature
Great abundance of parks and nature reserves creates an unforgettable
opportunity to spend a weekend in the lap of nature. Early spring is
the best time to enjoy nature, full of colours and lovely fragrances. It
is also worth taking up horse-riding lessons and enjoy the local nature
from a horse’s back perspective; there are two horse-riding centres in
Kurzętnik - Wiktoria and Okser.

Summer – following Teutonic traces
One of the most precious objects in the local church is the brazen tombstone of Kunon von Liebenstein, funded by Grand Master of the Teutonic Order Konrad von Jungingen. The stone (2.5 m x 1.4 m) presents
Brother Kunon, who rendered a good service to the Teutonic Order, as
a knight in armour with a sword and a shield (without a helmet). Kunon
died 1392 and before death he performed the function of a village-mayor in the castle in Bratian. In 1343 a meeting of Mazovian dukes and
Grand Master of the Teutonic Order was held in the castle; the participants disputed about marking out the border between Mazowsze and
the Teutonic state. It was also here that the last council of war of the
Teutonic authorities before the battle of Grunwald took place. A legend
has it that the castle in Bratian was secretly linked through a tunnel
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with the castle in Kurzętnik, overlooking the large plain of the river
Drwęca, where Teutonic forces and Władysław Jagiełło’s army gathered
in July 1410. The Polish king, however, decided to wage the battle on
the fields of Grunwald. Nowe Miasto Lubawskie is situated on the road
Grunwald Route.

Autumn – time for anglers
In September and October several spinning tournaments are held in
the region. Species of fish dominating in the nearby Lake Skarlińskie
include the bleak, the roach, the rudd, the bream, the silver bream, the
perch and the pike. If you are lucky, in late autumn you can also come
across a big burbot.

Winter – for tough guys
Winter canoeing trips along the Drwęca and the Wel (the Land of
Lubawa Lovers Club – tel. 508-147-232).

Panoramic view

WEEKEND WITH NATURE

»» Day 1 – a sightseeing tour of the town – the church, the museum,
the market square, the Garden of Miniatures, a regional supper in
Zajazd nad Drwęcą,
»» Day 2 – hiking or cycling through the valley of the Drwęca, a trip
to Kurzętnik – visiting the castle ruins, admiring the panorama of
the valley, an evening at the bowling alley,
»» Day 3 – a trip to Lidzbark Welski – a walk in the park, a visit to
museums.

Special attractions:
»»
»»
»»
»»

June/July – Nowe Miasto Lubawskie Days,
8 September – water procession,
October – spinning tournament,
Winter – canoeing trips.

WILDLIFE
NATURE RESERVES – FLORISTIC

►► The reserve is situated on one of the islands on the lake Wielkie
Partęczyny (the bigger one), referred to as Great Siberia, it covers an
area of 0,38 ha and prides itself on the species of the lady’s-slipper
orchid,
►► Kociołek – a strict nature reserve of an area of 7.02 ha; natural
transient peatbog,
►► Łabędź– a strict nature reserve – the total number of plant species
amounts to 240,
►► Żurawie Bagno – a strict nature reserve of an area of 5.84 ha; natural
transient and partially high peatbog.
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NATURE RESERVES – ICHTIO-FAUNISTIC

►► River Drwęca – the biggest Polish nature reserve (partial). It has
unique ecological conditions which enable some rare species of
animals to live and breed here, e.g. migratory fish, such as the
salmon, the bream and the sea trout,
►► Lake Karaś – a partial nature reserve of an area of 815.49 ha (where
234.19 ha is located within the administrative borders of the district
of Nowe Miasto). A large transient peatbog with rare species, such
as the widgeon, the great bittern, the snipe, the water rail, the
spotted crake, the little crake, the greylag goose, the black kite and
the western marshharrier, and an impressive population of the crane
and the mute swan, Swamp Mostki – a peatbog complex of an area of
35.18 ha, situated in the commune Kurzętnik; of transient character,
partially high with dominance of moose vegetation,
►► Uroczysko Piotrowice – a peatbog and marshy wood complex of an
area of 47.09 ha. with the crowberry,
►► Piekiełko nad Welem – a nature reserve of an area of 26.19 ha, mostly
covered with forests; the greatest attraction is one of the fragments
of the river Wel – picturesquely situated, with stoned riverbed and
a swift current.

PARKS

Drwęca River
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The area adjacent to Nowe Miasto is surrounded with as many as
five landscape parks – (The Iława Lake District Landscape Park, the
Dylewo Hills Landscape Park, the Górzno-Lidzbark Landscape Park,
the Brodnica Landscape Park and the Wel Landscape Park), two of
which are partially located in the area of the district of Nowe Miasto
Lubawskie.
►► Brodnica Landscape Park (Brodnicki Park Krajobrazowy) – founded
in 1985; with the management seat in Grzmiąca, near Pokrzydowo.
It covers an area of 16,685 ha (the Province of Kuyava–Pomerania
and the Province of Warmia and Masuria), where forests make 60%
and various bodies of water – 8,5%). The area of the park comprises
six communes – Brodnica, Brzozie, Jabłonowo Pomorskie, Zbiczno,
Biskupiec and Kurzętnik (the last two belong to the Province of
Warmia and Mazury). The lay of the land is mainly shaped by
parallel deep (up to 40 m) subglacial troughs. There are 45 lakes,
mostly situated in the subglacial troughs, assuming the shape of
parallel rows. Six of the lakes cover an area of over 100 ha: Wielkie
Partęczyny – 324 ha, Sosno – 198 ha, Łąkorek – 162 ha, Głowińskie
– 131 ha, Zbiczno – 128 ha and Ciche – 110 ha. Some of the lakes
are impressively deep: Zbiczno – 41.6 m, Łąkorz – 30.9 m, Wielkie
Partęczyny – 28.5 m, Bachotek – 24.3 m. The charm of the Brodnica
Landscape Park can be discovered thanks to numerous hiking,
bike, horse–riding and canoeing routes (Skarlanka is an unusually
attractive canoeing route).
►► Wel Landscape Park – situated on the area of four communes:
Lidzbark, Rybno, Płośnica (district of Działdowo) and Grodziczno
(district of Nowe Miasto Lubawskie). From the historical point of
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view, it was a peripheral area exposed to cultural influence of the
adjacent regions, hence the land cannot be treated as a homogenous
whole. Specific folk culture with its own dialect, architecture, beliefs,
as well as Christmas, Easter, wedding and funeral customs made this
land stand out. It must be emphasised that ethnographic features of
the region reflect its tight bonds with traditional Polish folk culture.
There are 268 species of animals appearing in the area of the park,
including 47 species of mammals, 163 species of birds (mainly water
and marsh birds), 6 species of reptiles, 13 species of amphibians, 39
species of fish and jawless fish. What is characteristic for the Wel
Landscape Park is the appearance of boreal species, such as the lesser
spotted eagle, the common goldeneye, the common merganser, the
crane, the green sandpiper, the common gull, the spotted nutcracker
and the redwing. There appear 68 thoroughly protected plant species
in the park, whereas 13 species are partially protected.

Areas of protected landscape
»»
»»
»»
»»

Area of the Protected Landscape of the Lower Drwęca Valley,
Area of Protected Landscape of the River Wel Valley,
Area of Protected Landscape of Buchnowo,
Area of Protected Landscape of Skarlin.

OTHERS
►► Hiding places with treasures – hidden within the town borders in
the frame of Geocoaching – it’s a play with treasure hunting with
the use of GPS. The main idea is finding a box (called “geocache”),
which was hidden before on the territory and then informing about
the fact on a special website. Geocaching is an international game,
addressed to adventurers of all ages. The participants are in touch
with each other and they organize periodic meetings. Preservation
of environment and promotion of unique objects is also important
for all of them.
►► Canoeing equipment rental – Narutowicza 10 (tel. 604 507 012),
ul. Grunwaldzka 22 (tel. 693 057 572).
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NOTEWORTHY
►► Revitalized market mapping the foundations of the medieval town hall,
►► Town Hall – built in the years 1915–1923,
►► Castle – built by the Teutonic Knights in the years 1349–1366, on the
trail leading from Mazovia to Pomerania. It was a huge building made
of stones and bricks in a square to a height of three or four floors.
Repeatedly destroyed and rebuilt. From the former shape, the main
wing from the north remained an
d the east wing built on the
old foundations. In the nineteenth century, the first winner of the Nobel
Prize in medicine, Emil von Behring graduated from it as it has been
rebuilt in neo-gothic style and converted into a high school. Recently,
the castle underwent a complete restoration and is the seat of the K.C.
Mrongowiusz School Complex,
►► Medieval layout of the old town with the remains of the stone defensive
walls,
►► Lion statue – standing by the Town Hall, once part of the mausoleum,
►► Artistic Glassworks – decorative and functional glass, possibility of
visiting, for school groups and individuals theoretical lessons and
practical demonstrations are conducted- tel. 504 154 259.

“One visit is not
enough”
A Masurian town in the
Warmia district. Known not
only for children in regard of
the Kubuś juices manufactured here. It was established
on the land of Prussia conquered by the knights of the
Teutonic Order. St. Peter (the
emblem) has been associated
with the town from the fourteenth century. However, as
late as in 2011, the Holy See
approved the choice for the
city’s Saint patron. The town
was the scene of the great
history – from the Battle of
Grunwald to the II World War.

Olsztyn district
around 8,000 residents
established in 1359

TOURIST
INFORMATION
ul. Ratusz 1
tel. 89 519 54 77
e-mail: it@olsztynek.pl

Market Square

Mrongowiusz monument

MUSEUM
HISTORY
The German name of the town derives from its founder – a commander
of Ostróda, Gunter von Hohenstein. Urban rights were granted by
master Winrich von Kniporde. Incorporation plans did not differ from
many other cities founded by the Teutonic Knights – in the center
there is a great market with a town hall, a church and around the
10-meter high walls. Polish army captured the city during the PolishTeutonic War in 1520. In 1764, Christopher Celestine Mrongowiusz
was born here – a distinguished Polish philosopher and scholar, an
evangelical clergyman, advocate of Poland under Prussian rule. At
the end of August 1914, one of the great battles of I World War took
place in the vicinity of the Germans who called it the second battle of
Tannenberg (the first was in 1410). The Germans, under the command
of General Paul von Hindenburg crashed Russian army of General
Alexander Samsonov. The testimony of the painful past is hanging
on the walls of the castle. Among these Germans and Mazurians who
died in the war, Polish names appear. Poles also fought on the Russian
side. In the years 1927–1945, near the town, there was a monument
commemorating the battle Tannenberg – Denkmal. In its interior,
the unknown soldiers killed in the battle were buried. The remains
of the Reich President – Paul von Hindenburg and his wife – also
rested there. During II World War, Stalag IB Hohenstein POW camp
was located near the German mausoleum. It is estimated that in the
camp there were nearly 600,000 Polish, French, Belgian, Soviet and
Italian prisoners, of which over 55,000 were buried in the cemetery in
Sudwa. Today, Olsztynek is an interesting tourist town and the center
of the food industry – known for the Kubuś juices, mustard, vinegar
and delicious blueberry rolls.

►► Mrongowiusz House – built in the second half of the sixteenth century,
transformed from the tower of defensive walls. Christopher Celestine
Mrongowiusz was born here, hence, a museum dedicated to the
character. Nearby a statue stands,
►► Open Air Museum – the official name: Museum of Folk – Ethnographic
Park. It was founded in 1913 in Królewiec. In 1937 it was moved to
Olsztynek. Today, the museum is nearly 100 acres and 72 buildings
of Warmia, Masuria, Powiśle, Barcja, Sambia and Lithuania Minor
construction. It hosts many events, including showing old customs and
rituals, such as the Peasant Trade and Regional Feast of Herbs,
►► MBL Showroom – located in a former church, built in the fourteenth
century. Fires and turmoil of war meant that it was almost completely
destroyed. It was ultimately rebuilt in the years 1974–1977, intended
for a museum and exhibitions. In 1997, the tower was restored and its
copper helmet was brought back, the bell sounding at noon was found.

FOOD
Within the network of “Culinary Heritage Warmia Mazury Powiśle”

Restaurant „Z zielonym piecem” (“With a Green Stove”)
There were times – but for young people today it seems unlikely – without fries, coke and without undue haste. Longing for those times led to
open a restaurant “Z zielonym piecem”. The motto of the chef is “We
don’t feed literature”. The restaurants serves meals based on food former East Prussia, using the wealth of this region: fish, venison, mushrooms and wild berry. It opens a garden in spring, in autumn kindles
fire in the stove and serve pumpkin soup.

Olsztynek
www.zielonypiec.pl
Open: every day,
12.00 a.m. – 9.00 p.m.

www.olsztynek.pl
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Olsztynek
Open: Monday–Friday:
8.00 a.m. – 6.00 p.m.,
Saturday:
8.00 a.m. – 3.00 p.m.

Olsztynek
www.karczmaskansen.pl
Otwarte: cały rok

Olsztynek
Bakery – Confectionery Magdalenka

Fish Farm Szwaderki

Bakery – Confectionery Magdalenka exists since 1995 and focuses on
the highest quality of our products and customer satisfaction. In production only the tested recipes and the raw material without additives
preservatives or flavour enhancers are used. Orders are executed according to individual customer requirements. The company has sale
of over 150 products bakery and more than 250 confectionery. Among
the many produced breads: wheat, rye and mixed, rye bread company
made according to our own recipe deserves attention. Thanks to its
advantages fl avour and health, bread has won many awards.

The fish farm is a farm of a 60-year-long tradition. It includes: 83 lakes
of total surface of 5.6 thousand ha made available for angling using
boats, sitting on the shore or on ice. The following fish species are bred:
carp, sturgeon, zander, tench, orfe, asp, pike, common whitefi sh and
vendace. The farm is equipped with modern processing devices producing fish products according to the requirements of European Union
standards. The farm sells fresh fish and operates a fish bistro in which
fish from everyday supply of fish caught previous night are offered, as
well as fried and smoke-cured fish.

Karczma Skansen (Open Air Museum Inn)

ZHP Centre Perkoz in Waszeta

‘Skansen’ tavern, due to its location, promotes Polish cuisine and regional specialties, so in the menu mainly you can find Polish dishes such as: broth with duck, tripe soup, knuckle in cabbage, pork
chop with bone, smoked ribs on cabbage, duck with apples, confit of
goose, wild boar stew with ceps. Trout, zander and perch are regional fishes which are promoted in the tavern. All dishes are made in
tavern’s kitchen: we bake potato cake, fry potato pancakes or stick
dumplings, so they are always fresh and taste good. Seasonal dishes
are served, which are made from our garden’s gifts. Moreover, tavern
off ers homemade baked bread and cakes, as well as preserves made of
vegetables and fruit, which grow in the garden. The main purpose of
the tavern is introduction of regional fl avours and dishes for arriving
tourists.

‘PERKOZ’ Training and Recreation Centre is located on a peninsula located
on Pluszne lake, surrounded by forests, on the border of two geographical
regions, i.e. Warmia and Masuria. The Centre off ers diff erent forms of recreation and rest: starting with scout’ camps, bivouacs, sailing camps through
so-called ‘green schools’ for children with ecological education programmes
to finish with conferences, seminars and receptions of different type. The
following are left at the guests disposal: the conference room of 60 persons
capacity, fi replace room, workshop and training room, restaurant, café,
swimming and bathing area, wharf with sailing equipment and trekking
bikes. The kitchen serves homemade meals prepared from local products.

Olsztynek
www.jagielek.indeksmedia.pl
Open: every day
9.00 a.m. – 9.00 p.m.

Olsztynek
www.octim.com.pl
Otwarte: cały rok

The special cuisine as well as traditional ways of preparing meals let the
win Inn widespread recognition. It serves traditional dishes of regional,
Polish and Lithuanian cuisines. For the guests it has dining room for 160
people, banquet hall and guest rooms. The unique atmosphere of the
premises related to the historical episode of king of Poland, Władysław
Jagiełło rest after the Battle of Grunwald will not only let you satisfy your
culinary desires but relax in an incredible scenery, as well.

Vinegar and Mustard Plant Octim

Other restaurant
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“OCTIM” in Olsztynek has been operating since 1st April 1994 and
was created as a result of privatization of former state enterprise. All
the products are prepared on the basis of natural raw materials and
are intended for manufacture of mayonnaise, ketchup and diff erent
marinades. The main product is spirit vinegar obtained in traditional,
biological acetic fermentation process, stored in traditional larch
wood tubs. Secondly, apple vinegar is produced, also obtained using
fermentation process, but of apple wine made of polish apples in
this case. Mustards made by “OCTIM” are a well-known product,
too. They are willingly consumed and often met on polish tables. For
manufacture of the mustard selected only white mustard seeds are
used. These seeds must fulfil our detailed quality requirements. The
superior aim is to deliver to the customers only high quality products,
manufactured according to traditional recipes – proven and used in the
region for several decades.

www.cittaslowpolska.pl

Waszeta
www.perkoz.zhp.pl
Open: in summer season
every day

Zielarnia Restaurant
Zielarnia Restaurant provides the amazing atmosphere of the interior kept in harmony with the flavour of fresh herbs. Exquisite dishes
are prepared in accordance with tried recipes, enriched with the pinch
of fantasy added by excellent cooks. One can find in their authorized
compositions, inspired by the latest culinary trends, the influence of
Polish and regional cuisine with the flavour of spices and herbs found
in Masurian fields. The head chef’s specialties are herb soup with
dumplings, potato pancakes with bolete sauce and a trout with herbs.
These unique dishes captivate us not only with the fine taste and flavour but also with the interesting visual composition.

Zajazd Jagiełek (Jagiełek Inn)

Swaderki
www.szwaderki.pl
Open: all year

»»
»»
»»
»»

Olsztynek
www.restauracjazielarnia.pl
Open –
9.00 a.m. – 10.00 p.m.

„Stara Księgarnia” ul. Warszawska 10,
„Ratuszowa” ul. Ostródzka 1,
„Pod Zamkiem” ul. Zamkowa 2,
Confectionery „Jagodzianka”, ul. Mrągowiusza 40.

ACCOMMODATION
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

School and Recreation Centre „Perkoz” – Waszeta,
School Recreation Centre „Syrenka” – Maróz,
WAM Rewita WDW „Waplewo” Holiday facilities – Maróz,
Maurski Inn – Gdańska Street,
Conference and Leisure Centre „Kormoran” – Kołatek,
Recreation Centre „Wiatraki” – Marózek.

Rural tourism facilities

»» Available at olsztynek.pl in Tourism.

www.cittaslowpolska.pl
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EVENTS
►► February – Historical staging – Wileńszczyzna 44,
►► April – Easter Fair,
»» Concert of Jacek Kaczmarski Remembrance,
►► May – Not only folk art fair,
»» European Night of Museums,
»» Olsztynek May Picnic: Family Festival ‘Action-Recreation’,
National Rock Confrontations ‘Pro-Rock’, Indoor Volleyball
Tournament for the Cup of the Mayor, Opening the Season of
Active Tourism ‘On the Road’,
»» Regional Overview of the School Theatre, ‘Arlequin’,
►► June – Secrets of carpentry – the historical construction techniques’
show,
»» National Competition of Floating Models,
»» Masurian Wreaths ‘Midsummer Night’,
»» The Olsztynek Days,
►► July – Days of Old Crafts,
»» Fashion of rural wardrobes,
»» Tourist and Sailing Song Festival in Swaderki,
»» Beach Ball Tournament, MDK Director’s Cup,
►► August – Secrets of carpentry – the historical construction techniques’
show,
»» Regional Festival of Herbs,
»» Festivities in Witramowo,
»» Farewell holiday “Goodbye summer for a year”,
►► September – Historical Staging – The September diorama,
»» Peasant Fair,
»» Days of Science and Art,
►► October – The flavors of potato,
»» Youth Film Festival “My Space”,
►► December – Christmas Eve fair.

NEARBY
►► Regional Rehabilitation Hospital for Children in America – restored and
expanded, with therapeutic microclimate,
►► Church in Orzechowo – alone-nestled among woods and fields,
►► Czarci Jar (Devil’s Canyon) at the Drwęca source, which reaches an
elevation difference of 70 m,
►► Nadrowskie Swamp in Nadrów – from the view deck you can enjoy the
nature reserve,
►► Place of the ‘Second Battle of Tannenberg’ in 1914 – Germany celebrated
their victory with a monument – later, Hindenburg Mausoleum
demolished in 1949,
►► Cemetery in Sudwa, where, during World War II, 55000 prisoners from
the nearby Stalag IB Hohenstein were buried.
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TOURIST ROUTES
By bike

►► Red: Olsztynek-Maróz-Orzechowo 25 km,
►► Yellow: Olsztynek-Orzechowo-Kurki 18 km,
►► Yellow: Olsztynek-Drwęck-Mielno-Olsztynek 20 km,
►► Red: Olsztynek-Zezuty-Makruty 15 km,
►► Black: Jagiełek-Tomaszyn-Makruty 14 km,
►► Blue: around the Pluszne Lake 19 km,
►► Blue (around the Maróz Lake): Swaderki – Marózek – Bolejny – Żelazno –
Maróz (the route connects to the red trail leading to Olsztynek or Swaderki).

Canoe

►► Pluszne Lake – Popluszna River – Marózka River – Kurki – along 4 lakes,
the Pluszne Lake is the biggest,
►► Marózka River – Waplewo Polish Railway Lines – Waplewo village –
Swaderki – Kurki.

Smithy

WEEKEND ATTRACTIONS OF THE
SEASON
Nature trips in spring
Olsztynek forests constitute more than 50% of the commune area.
They abound in places worth visiting. More than 70% of municipality
area has been protected in terms of the ecological system. There are
a few nature reserves in the neighbourhood of Olsztynek, which are
worth visiting, especially in spring when nature comes to life.
Preserve ‘Nadrowo Swamp’ with 65 ha area, about 8 km from Olsztynek,
near Nadrowo village. It was created in 1991 in order to protect the habitats of amphibians and reptiles (herpetofauna) and numerous bird species. There was an endorheic basin here a lot of centuries ago. At present the eastern part of this area is covered with reed, whereas there are
cattails, willows and forest partially in the western part of area. Islands
floating on ornamental ponds are the real curiosity. The preserve is the
habitat of many reptiles and amphibians and water is rich in fish and
snails. The preserve area is the mainstay for many birds, e.g. white-tailed
eagle, osprey, western marsh harrier, lasser spotted eagle and red kite.
One can observe swamps only accompanied by an authorized person,
who knows the preservation area well. The best observation post is the
lookout tower near the road leading to Nadrowo village.

Weaver

Fauna reserve ‘Drwęca River’
Drwęca is rated as one of the cleanest rivers in Mazury Lake District.
It has the specific natural conditions in the form of varied water fallings: starting with rapids looking like a mountain stream in the upper
catchment area, ending with the stream of lowland river. The reserve
was created in 1961 owing to the preservation of the river aquatic environment and natural spawning ground of rare and valued fish species
(trout, salmon, bulltrout, and vimba vimba). It covers Drwęca River
with flux lakes: Drwęckie and Ostrowin and their tributaries in their
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lower streams: Grabiczka, Poborska Struga, Gryźła, Iławka, Elszka, Wel,
Rypienica and Ruziec. The head of Drwęca River is located in sources
situated near a picturesque village called Drwęck. In this part the valley
is 30-50 m deep and is similar to the Bieszczady landscape.

Active recreation in summer
Canoeing down the Marózka River
The canoeing can start from Miszalica Lake through Maróz Lake to Swaderki village and Święte Lake. We reach the road Olsztynek-Kurki. There
are obstacles in the form of the dam and the small power station. Marózka
ends its course near Kiernoz Wielki Lake where it joins the stream of Łyna.
The river allows us to travel to Olsztyn passing Łańskie Lake. Every year on
May 1, on the day of beatification of John Paul II the canoeing ‘’On a trail’’
is organised. It starts from Miszlica Lake and ends at the campsite ‘’Szwagierki’’ in Swaderki and it begins the local tourist season.
Olsztynek – Drwęck (about 23 km)
Drwęck can be a base for sightseeing tours. At the beginning it is worth
to go on foot about 2 km to the south. Along the way we will see a well
preserved war cemetery dating from 1914, ponds, so called ‘pancerniaki’,
and the heads of the Drwęca River. Going through the forest we can get
to Wielki Omin Lake. We can go back along the path in the fields. The
other direction from the village takes us to the Devil’s Ravine. We can get
to the beautiful ravine going 700 m to the west along the cobbled road. It
is the ravine of the Drwęca River. Going along the Drwęca River, we can
see fishponds that belong to the stocking centre in the Devil’s Ravine,
running on the area about 1500 m up to the Forest Mill. The surroundings resemble foothill areas. In Drwęcko there are two rural cemeteries
and the nicely arranged former agrotourism farm. In the Devil’s Ravine it
is possible to buy fresh fish cheaply and have a barbecue.

Autumn attractions in the open-air museum
Olsztyn open-air museum is one of the oldest museum of this kind in
Poland. Its history dates back to 1913. There are many open-air events
in autumn, e.g. Peasant Markets, Provincial Harvest Festival, Potato
Flavours and historical performance Borderland 1939. The objects are
open to visit from 15 April to 31 October.

Winter attractions in Olsztynek and the surrounding region
In Olsztynek there is the skating rink called ‘’white eagle’’ – in the Park
of Sport, Culture and Entertainment. Locally the sleigh rides are organised by the owners of horse agrotourism, in beautiful winter setting. Ice
fishing on many lakes, that are plentiful in various coarse fish species.
The unique atmosphere of Christmas Eve’s Market.

WEEKEND

cemetery of fascism victims in Sudwa, the Multimedia Museum of
Stalag IB and the History of Olsztynek.
Day II – cultural routes: the Museum of Folk Architecture – the Ethnographic Park in Olsztynek, the Showroom, the Mrongowiusz’s House,
the Teutonic Castle.
Day III – a recreation and nature trail: Waplewo Park of Culture and
Sport, rafting on the Marózka River following the trail of Saint Pope
John Paul II , Swaderki (the special fishery), Nadrowo – the lookout tower
– the Preserve Nadrowo Swamps, a spa and recreational park near the
Provincial Rehabilitation Hospital for Children in Ameryka, taking a rest
in The Park of Sport, Culture and Entertainment in Olsztynek.

FOLK ARTISTS

Showroom

►► Adam Ekiert – sculpture,
►► Henryk Majewski – sculpture, ax stump sculpture,
►► Andrzej Błaszczuk – sculpture,
►► Eugeniusz Buszko – painting,
►► Adela Kazimierczak – tatting,
►► Urszula Gołębiewska – lace,
►► Bogusława Kruszewska – embroidery,
►► Czesław Minkiewicz – sculpture,
►► Henryk Podliński – sculpture,
►► Urszula Trzcińska – embroidery,
►► Tadeusz Kalbarczyk – sculpture.

WILDLIFE
Preserves

►► Nadrowo Swamp – preserved due to protection of lush herpetofauna
habitats and numerous species of birds,
►► Drwęca River – it flows along the western border of Olsztynek
municipality. The preserve was founded in order to protect the aquatic
ecosystem of trout, salmon, bulltrout and vimba vimba,
►► Beavers’ refuge on the Pasłęka River – starting with the head of the river
up to Lake Sarąg altogether. The river bed marks out the north-south
border of the commune.

LITERATURE
►► „Olsztynek”, Bogumił Kuźniewski, Olsztynek 2007,
►► „Przewodnik Turystyczny Gmina Olsztynek”, Bogumił Kuźniewski,
Olsztynek 2013,
►► „Obóz jeniecki Stalag IB Hohenstein”, Bogumił Kuźniewski, Adam
Suchowiecki, Olsztynek 2013,
►► „Tannenberg 1914-2014”, Bogumił Kuźniewski, Olsztynek 2014.

Day I – world wars trail; the cemeteries of World War I – Drwęck,
Mierki, Waplewo, Jagiełek, memorials dating back to the time of World
War I – Waplewo, Orzechowo, Kurki, Mańki, Olsztynek (Teutonic
castle), a place left after a monument called Tannenberg-Denkmal, the
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PASYM
„The town with a soul”
A charming town located at a
beautiful lake, an oasis of peace
and tranquility. It is a recreation and leisure area. Neighbor
localities have a character of
summer resorts and landscape
values – lakes, forests, and fresh
air, which attract the tourists.
Peace and beautiful surrounding charmed more than one
newcomer, who made friends
with local inhabitants and
stayed here for longer.

HISTORY

Szczytno district
around 2,500 residents
established in 1386

TOURIST
INFORMATION
Communal Cultural Centre
ul. Rynek 10 A
tel. 89 621 20 79
www.pasym.pl
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The town has the 6-century long and interesting history. The footsteps
of people’s activity near Pasym date back much before first written
documents. Cemeteries and grave-mounds were discovered and
explored in Grom, Leleszki and Miłuki and they demonstrate the
existence of first dwellers. There were found dishes and primitive tools,
which enable to date the existence of people for the middle part of the
stone age, that is for 8000–4000 BC. The ‘’Round Hill’’ old settlement
of Galindians existed on Ostrów Peninsula on Kalwa lake (6th to 8th
century), which was burnt probably during tribe fights. The settlement
was probably moved to the territory of current town and the new one
was settle there, which belonged to Warmian Bishopric on the base of
agreement between the Teutonic Order and the Warmian Bishop (1252).
Since 30s of XX century, Pasym makes use of its natural advantages:
forests, lakes and climate for organizing leisure and tourism facilities. A
ski jump and a sledge track were built on those years. Lots of resorts and
camp fields were organized nearby Kalwa, Leleskie and Sasek Wielki lakes.
Pasym is the town of four towers belonging to: the Town Hall,
churches and the water tower. Pasym is a unique architectural and
urban system: there are fragments of defensive walls made from brick
and fragments of a fortified tower.

NOTEWORTHY
►► Town Hall building – was arisen in 1855 in the place of the old one,
burnt in 1583. It was modelled on Babelsberg Castle. It was built on a
rectangle projection, has six-axis and two-axis break, that enters into
low, quadrangular towers. Entirety is crowned with a crenellation
with little turrets in corners,
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►► Defensive walls – the Medieval town was settled on a projection of
rectangle, surrounded by defensive walls built in the second part of
the 15th century. Fragments of the wall remained on Kościuszki and
Ogrodowa Streets,
►► The Water Tower – was made from red brick, built between 1910
and 1911. It takes a shape of a flower, wrapping a stem, that ends with
a cone roof with a lantern in the highest part of the roof. Near the
tower, in separate object, there was the town bath,
►► Evangelical Church of the Augsburg Confession. About 1350 the
foundation of new church was laid and the construction was ended
in 1391. The temple had a defensive character. Since the Reformation
times (at the beginning of the 16th century) the church is of Lutheran
confession. An interesting interior is connected with the history of
the town and its dwellers and belongs to the most precious in the
region. Elements of furnishing are: a mannerist altar made in 1673,
poly-chromatic and gold-plated in 1714, a pulpit from 1680, organ
prospectus from 1705 – made by the Josue Mosengel service, who
was the organ master from Królewiec and gothic benches from 15th
century and mannerist ones from 17th century,
►► Sacred Heart of Jesus Church. The Roman Catholic parish was
arranged in the end of August, 1863 in Pasym. The building of the
church was started on September 17th, 1873. The brick for erecting
was given for free by the owner of a brickyard in Słonecznik,
Langermann, who was of evangelical confession. The stones for
foundations were passed free of charge by local farmers of both
confessions. Langermann gave also a parcel for establishing the
cemetery, for catholic parish. In 1876 the Warmian bishop, Philipp
Krementz, later a cardinal in Cologne, consecrated a new built
church,
►► The building of Children House (No. 29). In the past this building
was a part of former court buildings. It was built between 1904
and 1908 in neo-gothic style. It was performed on a rectangular
plan, two-storey with covered loft, with a rectangular, one-storey
annex from the eastern side, which joins the main building with a
three-storey former jail, also performed on a rectangular plan. The
building’s elevation is decorated by a cornice, bricked frieze and
window frames.

Defenisve walls

Town Hall

FOOD
Within the network of “Culinary Heritage Warmia Mazury Powiśle”

“Krzyś” Bakery
‘Krzyś’ bakery was established at the basis of the former communal
co-operative bakery. In the bakery bread using natural rye sour and buns
using yeast dough is baked. They bake their products in a charcoal tile
stove. 50% of the baking production is supplied to stores in Olsztyn.
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Pasym
Open: Monday–Friday:
6.00 a.m. – 5.00 p.m.,
Saturday:
6.00 a.m. – 2.00 p.m.
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Other restaurants

Sacred Heart of Jesus Church

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

„Nad Kalwą” (“On the Kalwa Lake”), Pasym,
„Dom pod kogutem” (“House under the Rooster”), Tylkowo,
„Witland”, Leleszki,
„Kropelka u Klaudusi” („A droplet at Klaudusia”), Tylkowo,
„U Jasnego” Bar, Pasym,
„KEBABek” Bar, Pasym,
„Fish and chip”, Pasym.

ACCOMMODATION
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Resort “Kalwa” on the Kalwa Lake (all year),
Resort „Posejdon” on the Kalwa Lake,
A boarding house „Leszkiland” on the Leleski Lake, Leleszki,
A boarding house „Witland” nad jeziorem Leleskim, Leleszki 9b,
„Dom pod Kogutem” (“House under the Rooster”), Tylkowo,
A boarding house „Pod dobrym Aniołem” (“Under a Good Angel”),
Krzywonoga,
»» A boarding house „Malwa”, Michałki.

EVENTS
►► June – Midsummer’s Eve “Wreaths’’,
►► July – Settlement Feast,
►► August – Communal Harvest Festival.

NEARBY

Water Tower

Evangelic church

►► The Kalwa Lake – a silence zone, a place good for fishing,
►► The Kośno Lake – a nature reserve, connected with the Kalwa Lake,
what makes an opportunity for interesting canoeing tours,
►► Łajs – a village on the edge of Kośno Lake with a symbolic border
between Warmia and Masuria (memorials, a cross),
►► Tylkowo – a village from 1384, a complex of a watermill and a granary
(contemporary – a hydroelectric power station) from the beginning
of the 20th century,
►► Elganowo – a baroque manor house from the 18th century,
►► Leleszki Lake– a possibility to fish and dive.

TOURIST ROUTES
Bike:

Canoe:

►► The Kalwa Lake, the Kalwka river to the Kośno Lake.

WEEKEND ATTRACTIONS OF THE
SEASON
Arrival on Friday, after work. Accommodation in the Holiday Resort
or in a guesthouse at Kalwa Lake. Sightseeing of the town with unique
urban system, visit to Evangelical Church of the Augsburg Confession
with renovated organ. Folk dinner. On Saturday from the morning,
bike tours within the commune. There are different bike routes at your
disposal. Sunday – a rest in and by water. In late summer and in autumn – mushroom picking. Fishing is possible all year long.

FOLK ARTISTS
►► Weronika Tadaj – drawing, painting – tel. 500 054 980,
►► Marian Półtorak– wickerwork, wickerwork workshops – tel. 504 268 211,
►► „PASBUD”- stonemasonry, tiled stoves – Kwiatowa Street 2, tel. 661 462 852.

WILDLIFE
Pasym Commune, excluding a town, belongs to the Protected Area of
Olsztyn Lake District and to Protected Area of Napiwoda-Ramuda Forest. Existence of these areas allows to proper protecting and ensures
the suitable condition of natural environment in all Commune. It is
also worth mentioning, that the commune’s area is a part of, so called,
the Green Lungs of Poland. Exceptional attractiveness of this area is
emphasized by the fact, that the European Ecological Network Natura
2000 is also located here, which is a system of species in danger protection in Europe.
►► Reserves – the Sołtysek Reserve, where North Leather Leaf can be
found – a plant type belonging to the heathers,
►► Parks,
►► An ecological ground – the pond object “Tylkowo’’.

Pasym aerial view

Pike

LITERATURE
►► Romuald Bielenda „Tryptyki pasymskie”.

►► „Czarci Kamień”, 20 km,
►► „Kamień Hindenburga”, 30 km,
►► „Kośno”, 35 km,
►► „Kalwa”, 25 km,
►► „Graszk”, 30 km,
►► „Czarny bocian”, 20 km,
►► „Babska chata”, 35 km,
►► „Chamedafne Północna”, 23 km,
►► „Pajtuński młyn”, 35 km.
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LEGENDS
At the night from 16th to 17th September 1807, in Reszel, a fire broke
out. A mother of four children, Barbara Zdunk, was accused of its inciting by magic. The reason for this action was to be revenge for an
unfulfilled love to a young man of twenty. The trial lasted three years
and aroused much controversy. The final judgment was approved by
the Prussian King Friedrich Wilhelm III, and on 21st August 1811 the
witch was burned at the stake. According to oral history, at the instigation of the Prussian minister of justice, the executioner strangled the
convicted before burning. Barbara’s reminder is the castle cellar where,
according to the legend, she was imprisoned. The very burning took
place on the road Reszel – Korsze, on the so-called gallow hill (where
a cross stands today). It was the last stake of this type in Europe and
in fact, the fire in Reszel was (supposedly) set by the Polish soldiers of
Napoleon’s army.

“The beauty of Warmia”
A walk along old streets of the
town is a real pleasure, esp.
when you stop to rest for a while
in one of the bars or cafes. Those
who long for more splendid culinary feasts will probably choose
to visit the castle restaurant. It is
also worth paying a visit to the
modern art gallery, situated in
the castle, which is particularly
popular with artists. A wellknown painter and graphic artist
- Franciszek Starowieyski spent a
lot of time at the castle. Reszel
is famous for creating great climate for art and artists

NOTEWORTHY
HISTORY

Kętrzyn district
around 5,000 residents
urban rights since 1337
TOURIST
INFORMATION
Rynek 24
tel. 89 755 00 97
e-mail: it@ugreszel.pl
www.ugreszel.pl
www.wbp.olsztyn.pl/
~mbpresz/
www.mok.reszel.pl
www.zamek-reszel.com
www.reszel.pl
www.miastoreszel.home.pl
www.reszel.net
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In some respect this small Warmia town resembles Umbrian Orvieto –
obviously, not in the architectonic style, but in the way it makes a united
whole and stretches on a hill. Reszel is famous for its ideally preserved
Medieval urban layout, which is quite surprising for a region so frequently haunted by wars and destruction. The history of the town dates
back to the times of the Prussian stronghold Resl. Besieged by Teutonic
Knights, the town was handed over to the Bishop of Warmia. Reszel was
granted city rights in 1337 and this event gave rise to the development of
the town. After the Teutonic wars Reszel became a town supervised by
the Polish state. It was the time of stabilization and prosperity. With the
hospital and the water supply system Reszel was second most prosperous and significant town of Warmia. The only plight of the locals were
plagues. The last outbreak of bubonic fever in Reszel was in 1709-1710
and its fatal toll was 504 people. These golden years lasted until the 17th
century, i.e. the war with Sweden. Reszel was a town of talented and
remarkable craftsmen, who greatly contributed to the significance and
development of Reszel. There were not only practical branches of craft,
such as shoe-making and smithery that Reszel took pride on, but also
artistic craft (painting and goldsmithery) grew in popularity. Well-known
artists from the Szmidts and the Szwarcs families left their remarkable
heritage in the form of altars, church gates (Święta Lipka and Bisztynek).
The town was the seat of the Jesuit college, whose graduates later took
up pastoral ministry in Święta Lipka. What is worth mentioning is the
fact that Reszel belonged to Polish Warmia, whereas the sanctuary situated only 5 km away to Protestant Prussia. In the 19th century Reszel suffered a number of fires; fortunately, the castle, the building of the Jesuit
college and the curate’s lodging have remained intact.

www.cittaslowpolska.pl

►► Medieval market square with a well,
►► Castle of Warmia bishops – a wooden watchtower was erected
by Teutonic Knights in 1241,but it soon turned out be insufficient
protection against the tribe of Barts who intended to chase away
Teutonic Knights from their land. Therefore, over a century later,
between 1350-1401 a brick castle was built on the plan of a square,
with a large inner courtyard and cloisters. Then, between 1505-1530
the castle was rebuilt and the fortifications were adjusted to sustain
firearms. After the first partition of Poland the castle was turned
into a prison. In 1811 Barbara Zdunk, charged with practising black
magic, was burnt here and it was the last perishment at the stake in
Europe, though not the last witch hunt. The execution took place on
the scaffold hill near the road Reszel - Korsze (at present the place is
marked with a cross). You can pay a visit to the castle cellar in which
Barbara Zdunek was imprisoned . In 1822 the castle was handed over
to an Evangelical commune and it rebuilt again, e.g. the southern wing
was adjusted to house an Evangelical chapel, the facade was altered
– a top with a signature was added, cloisters were removed and a
school was opened in the eastern wing. In 1931 the castle towers were
redecorated and in the chambers museums rooms were opened,
►► Saint Peter and Paul parish church – building works started in 1348;
the church was first mentioned in documents in 1402. In the main altar
there is a painting presenting the patrons saints of the church, created
by Antoni Jan Blank (1785-1844) from Warmia, professor of fine arts at
the Warsaw University. The church tower (52 m high), overlooking the
whole town and its vicinity, with an interesting clock mechanism (1913)
is open to the public. The main altar attracts attention with the written
name of God JHWH,
►► Presbytery – The House of Warmian Presbyters (1444) situated near the
church; at present in rather poor condition; one of its hosts was bishop
Krasicki’s brother – Marcin. Currently it is locked down and is being
renovated.
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Castle of Warmia bishop

Parish church
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Old Town street

►► Gothic bridges (made of brick) over the River Sajna: the Fishers’ Bridge
dates back to the 14th century, the Lower Bridg and the third bridge
(with no specific name) from the 14th century, protected by the High
Gate,
►► Municipal park with an amphitheater that is modeled on Roman style
built in the 1930,
►► Transubstantiation Orthodox church from the 18th century (until
1963 it functioned as Holy Cross church),
►► Granary of nogging structure from the 18th century,
►► Post-Jesuit college – it was opened on 3 Dec. 1632 and continued its
activity until 1772, when Reszel was taken over by Prussia and the Jesuit
monastery was dissolved,
►► Classicistic town hall from 1815,
►► Pilgrimage route Reszel–Święta Lipka – it is a 6 km long route leading
the Sanctuary of the Virgin Mary, popular with pilgrims as early as in
the 15th century; after the Prussian Tribute in 1525 the track linked
Catholic Warmia with Protestant Masuria. Between 1733–1735, when
bishop Szembek was in power, Baroque rosary shrines were built on the
two sides of the route, which is also lined on two sides with avenues
of lindens. Both the shrines and the lindens have been registered as
monuments.

MUSEUMS

Adam Myjak Studio

►► Castle Gallery – Reszel has become a favourite town of artists
from Poland and abroad. Many national and international events
are organized at the castle, e.g. art exhibitions, formal meetings,
conferences, etc. Artistists connected with this place are Franciszek
Starowieyski, Adam Myjak, Teresa Pągowska, Kiejstut Bereźnicki
and many others,
►► The gallery and studio of Adam Myjak is permanently located inside
the castle

Bakery Trzczak
The bakery is a family business. The bread is made by hand, using traditional methods based on natural rye sour, without any preservatives.
The products rise in wicker baskets and afterwards are baked in tile
stove which surely remembers the decades before the Second World
War. For bread baking products originating from the Warmia and Mazury region are used what gives it the unique flavour and aroma.

Reszel
Open: Monday–Friday:
6.00 a.m. – 2.00 p.m.

Ecological Breeding Farm “Kozia Górka”
The farm was bought in 1990 and started breeding the milk goats.
Within of 37 ha premise two branches are led: milk goats breeding
(at present we own 220 pieces) as well as manufacture of cheese using rennet. The goat milk cheese – ‘Reszelski from Kozia Górka’ is a
delicious and high quality aged cheese manufactured using traditional
tools and traditional method using rennet. The goat milk is obtained
from the family ran ecological breeding farm. The farm was given a
full-extent certificate in ecological agriculture. The milk is obtained in
a traditional way and thanks to a long-year experiencemay continue
family tradition.

Klewno
Otwarte: cały rok

„Młynomag” Grodzki Młyn
The mill has been producing fl our for more than 600 years. It is one of
the oldest working mills in Poland. The rich history of this place obligates – as in the old saying – ‘nobility obligates’. Therefore, they do their
best to offer always the products of the highest quality. The mill offers
a full range of wheat and rye flour types – packed in bags, intended for
bakeries and processing plants and packed in one kilo packs, too. All the
flours are 100% natural products without any additives. In the production process they use only wheat and rye originating from the Warmia
and Mazury region. The regional market is supplied with 12 thousand
tones of MŁYNOMAG products each year. They have a certified food
safety management system complyingwith ISO 22000: 2005 standard.

Grodzki Młyn
www.mlynomag.pl
Open: Monday–Friday:
8.00 a.m. – 4.00 p.m.

Manufactory of Pasta REFAMA

FOOD
Within the network of “Culinary Heritage Warmia Mazury Powiśle”

Castle Restaurant

Reszel
www.zamek-reszel.com
Open: every day,
10.00 a.m. - 11.00 p.m.
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This is a restaurant located in an old castle of cosy and romantic atmosphere, famous for its brilliant cuisine. It specializes in regional
cuisine and prepares special dishes and beverages for very special occasions – according to individual orders of our guests. Even the hightoned guests will not be disappointed. The chef’s specials are among
the others: roasted whole zander in almonds, kołduny (dumplings of
unleavened dough fi lled with mutton) and dumplings stuff ed with
potato and cottage cheese. It cannot be forgotten to mention the bar,
well-known to many artists.It is here where the passionate quarrels
and discussions, quite often lasting till dawn,on culture, art and complicated history of these lands and nations take place.
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The manufactory of Pasta REFAMA, to satisfy consumers, offers various of pasta ribbons, threads, spirals, cocks‘ comb, shells, little ribbons and radiators. The high quality of` Anulka pasta is mainly due
to the ingredients used in the production. By using the high quality
raw materials, manufactured pasta satisfy the tastes of even most sophisticated gourmets. Pasta is made of wheat which grows, in Warmia
and Mazury region. Since the beginning of its activity the company
REFAMA has laid great emphasis of the quality of products. Caring
about the customer`s satisfaction manufactory plans an extension of
the assortment..

Reszel

HOMELIKE COOKED OR SMOKED MEATS,
ŁOMŻYŃSKI
In the company, the smoked and cooked meats are produced with the
use of traditional method from the pork meat. Meat is deeply smoked
in a canal smokehouse, in a temperature over 70°C, with the use of
beech wood.

www.cittaslowpolska.pl

Mnichowo k. Reszla
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Others

►► Bezławki – a castle which was turned into a church in the 16th century;
at present it is a Catholic church, but it used to serve as a Protestant
temple.

ACCOMMODATION

►► Bikes: Reszel – Święta Lipka – Kętrzyn – Gierłoż – Owczarnia – Bezławki
– Reszel; length: 76 km,
►► Horse–riding – Andrzej Dmowski – Robawy 4, commune of Reszel,
►► Hiking – through the municipal forest.

»»
»»
»»
»»

Restaurant „Rycerska” – Rynek 7,
„U Renaty” – Wyspiańskiego 3,
Cafe „Kafejka” – Wyspiańskiego 11,
Pizzeria „Feniks” – Rynek 30.

»» Kreativhotel Sp. z o.o. - ul. Podzamcze 3,
»» “U Renaty”- ul. Wyspiańskiego 3.

In Święta Lipka:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Hotel Taurus,
Pilgrim’s House - the Jesuit Monastery, 43
Holiday Centre “Watra”,
Wiesława and Waldemar Kaczorowscy,
“U Edwarda” - Edward Kacprzyk.

Others
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Bread

Krzysztof Gardocki - Pilec 14,
“Młyn nad Dajną” Elżbieta and Marek Matuszewscy - Pilec 13,
“Dom Gościnny” Ogłuszka - Pilec 28,
Agritourism farm Jetje Glashouwer- Pilec 16,
Dorota Badzińska - Leginy 8,
Agritourism farm Dariusz Rozicki - Leginy 17,
Agritourism farm “U Bożeny” Bożena Komar - Leginy 16,
“Pod dwiema tęczami” Małgorzata and Grzegorz Bejnarowicz
(“Under Two Rainbows”) – Łabędziewo 1,
»» Agritourisms farm “Eltado” Elżbieta and Tadeusz Ogłuszka –
Pieckowo 7,
»» Manor House Worpławki,
»» Pensjonat – „Dworek Barocco”.

EVENTS
►► June – Reszel Festival of Song,
►► Mid July – The Days of Reszel,
►► July – Motocross Tournament,
►► August – Reszel Artistic Night – the feast refers to the legend about
Barbara Zdunk,
►► August/September – Folk Culture Festival “Równianka” and the
commune harvest celebration.

NEARBY
►► Święta Lipka – Sanctuary of Visitation of the Virgin Mary, the Queen of
Chritian Unity – a Baroque basilica,
►► Robawy – a Baroque chapel from 1733, inside a commemorative plaque
in honour of the inhabitants who died in WW I,
►► Łężany – a palace from the 19th century,
►► Kętrzyn – a church, a castle and Museum of the Land of Kętrzyn,
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TOURIST ROUTES

ATTRACTIONS OF THE SEASON

Folk Song Band „RESZELANIE”

Spring – “Great Coral Reef near Reszel”, i.e. a stroll with
butterflies
Due to its picturesque location in the area abundant in interesting
wildlife Reszel can take pride on the local population of butterflies, both
daylight and nocturnal. A pleasant alternative for every visitor will be a
walk through the municipal park which was awarded the second prize in
the competition of the most beautiful park in Poland in 2007 (170 parks
took part in the competition). The park, at present called “The Green
Valley” is located in the southern and the north-east part of the town.
The first mention of the park in documents dates back to the times of
the Prussian partitions of Poland and the reign of Wilhelm II. The park
was created in a postglacial ravine and it was supposed to be a place for
recreation. There is an educational track leading through the park with
10 information boards in three languages concerning the wildlife and the
historic sites which you can come across in the park.

Summer – “Along the route of monuments and palaces”
The route we would like to recommend is: Reszel – Drogosze (Baroque
palace and park complex, the biggest in Prussia, at present – the biggest
in Masuria) – Barciany (Teutonic castle from the 14th century) – Kętrzyn
(defensive Gothic church, Saint George Basilica, former Teutonic castle,
which houses the Museum of the Land of Kętrzyn) – Ryn Gothic Castle
– Bezławki (former Teutonic castle which has been turned into a church)
– Reszel.

Autumn – “Traditional food”
Autumn is the best time for a culinary trip to different restaurants
belonging to the Network of the Culinary Heritage of Warmia, Masuria
and Powiśle, aforementioned under the heading “FOOD”. The starting
point is the farm “Kozia górka”. Next, we move on to the Mill to see how
flour is produced and then in the Bakery Trzczak we can learn to bake
bread. The last attraction of the trip is a visit to the Castle Restaurant
where we can indulge in a real culinary feast – the roast pike-perch in
almonds.

www.cittaslowpolska.pl
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Winter – “Weekend relaxation with art”
Winter is a beautiful season and it is worth making the best out of all
its charm outdoors, but when it becomes capricious, it is much better
to stay in the town, choose the castle as accommodation and breathe in
the overwhelming atmosphere of art. With their original furniture made
by the local sculptor Bolesław Marshall, the castle rooms themselves resemble works of art. There are Split-level apartments as well as rooms
with an entresol. Additionally, the castle houses the Modern Art Gallery
which is a part of the Museum of Warmia and Masuria. More adventurous visitors can try climbing the castle walls (on the formal consent of the
owner) or look for hidden treasure in the Medieval dungeons.

RYN
“In the Great Lakes’ area”
A small Masurian town, situated in a charming surrounding
on an isthmus between two
lakes: a closed one under the
silence zone of the Ołów Lake
and the Ryńskie Lake having a
connection with the Great Masurian Lakes. This location gives
you the opportunity to spend
many days sailing across the
land of the Great Lakes.

WEEKEND WITH ART
DAY 1 – a sightseeing tour of the town – the castle, the church, the
Orthodox church, the bridges, a supper in the castle restaurant,
DAY 2 – a visit to the culinary spots, such as Młynomag, Kozia Górka, Trzczak, in the afternoon a walk through the Municipal Park, an
evening at the castle bar (for adults) and disputes about art and history,
Reszel by night

DAY 3 – a walk or a bike/car trip along the Pilgrim’s Route to Święta
Lipka, with crossing the historical border between Warmia and Masuria.
Special attractions – the last Sunday of May and 15 August – the church
fair in Święta Lipka.

FOLK ARTISTS
►► Stanisław Pawłowski – wooden handicrafts,
►► Grzegorz Jurkian – sculpture,
►► Bartłomiej Marshall – sculptor,
►► Danuta Czerniawska – decorative ceramics,
►► Sławomir Orłowski – embroidery,
►► Folk Song Band „RESZELANIE”,
►► Danuta Szewczyk, Dorota Wiśniewska – lace-making,
►► Basia Majerowska – needlepoint embroidery,
►► Foundation of Święta Lipka Sanctuary – different handicrafts.

LITERATURE
►► „Kętrzyn: z dziejów miasta i okolic”, Olsztyn 1978, s. 111-140,
►► „Biskupiec: z dziejów miasta i powiatu”, Olsztyn 1969, s. 102-123,
►► „Dzieje Reszla: lata 1945-1991”, D. Łaniec, Toruń 1997,
►► „Święta Lipka: monografia”, J. Paszenda, Kraków 2008,
►► „Święta Lipka”, J. Poklewski, Warszawa 1986,
►► „Miasta warmińskie w latach 1466-1772”, J. Kiełbik, Olsztyn 2007.

HISTORY
The oldest traces of human presence in the Ryn municipality date
back to the Neolithic period (4500-1700 BC), as evidence of he stone
products was discovered during excavations in Jeziorko. The first information about Ryn comes from 1377, a year when the construction
of the Ryn castle began. Along with the castle, castle boroughs developed which marked the beginning of the prospective town. At the end
of the fifteenth century, the castle boroughs were granted the right of
fair housing. In the sixteenth century Ryn became the center of administration. After the liquidation of the order and creating the secular state of Prussia, the residence of foreman was established here.
The civic rights were given to Ryn by the king of Prussia, Friedrich
Wilhelm on 21st July 1723. By the end of the eighteenth century, Polish elements traditionally dominated here, though evangelical. In the
nineteenth century, the Prussian and then the German state began
to develop a conscious policy of Germanization, pushing Masurian
dialect to rural areas. In the mid-nineteenth century, the ratio of the
Polish population to the German was only 2:1. Despite Polish cultural
roots, Masuria presented a loyal attitude towards the Prussian state.
In the 1920 plebiscite, not a single vote for Poland occurred. In the
interwar period Ryn became famous as a health resort. Six hotels, numerous nightclubs, dance halls, bars and swimming pools operated
in the town. You could float steam boats, travel by postal buses or a
narrow-gauge railway.

Giżycko district
around 3,000 residents
urban rights since 1723

TOURIST
INFORMATION
ul. Hanki Sawickiej 1
tel. 87 421 80 61
e-mail: rck-it@wp.pl
www.miastoryn.pl
www.rck-ryn.pl
www.facebook.com/
rynmiasto
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LEGENDS
A good ghost of the White Lady walks around the castle in Ryn. This is
Anna, wife of Lithuanian Grand Duke Vytautas, who – as rumor says, repeatedly visited the castle – as a result of confidential talks with the Teutonic Knights. The aim of the talks was to help the Order in obtaining
the crown of prince of Lithuania. Witold promised Teutonic Knights that
just before the Battle of Grunwald he will join them, as he guaranteed he
would leave his wife Anna and children in Ryn. Lithuanian Army under the
command of the Duke Vytautas, however, fought on the Polish side so the
Teutonic Knights walled Princess Anna in the castle cellars in retaliation.
Since that time, the ghost can always be seen after dark in the moonlight,
and those who meet it will be lucky. Among the Ryn residents circulate
stories about secret dungeons connecting the castle with the cemetery and
a church that no longer exist. But yet, this is only a legend.

NOTEWORTHY
Teutonic Castle

Ryn aerial view
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►► Teutonic Castle – from the fourteenth century, the second largest
castle of the Teutonic Order in Poland. Situated on a hill between
the lakes Ryńskie and Ołów, dominates the town. In the years 1393–
1525 the seat of the Commandery, one of the first commanders was
Friedrich von Wallenrod, later Grand Master of the Teutonic Knights.
From the inventories from the beginning of the fifteenth century we
find out that the premises of the castle included a kitchen, a bakery
and even a brewery. In successive records we can learn about the
existence of Ryn strongholds, a malthouse, cellars, storage of honey,
a flour mill, a powder room, a granary and a fulling mill. In 1853 it
was bought by the Gąbiń regency, renovated and adapted to become
a prison. In 1881 the castle was burned down and, as a result, was
rebuilt in neo-gothic style with towers at the corners and crenelage
peaks. During II World War the castle functioned as a prison again.
After the war warehouses and mechanical plants were located here.
Later on, offices of municipal and cultural institutions. The castle is
a four-star hotel now,
►► Dutch-style windmill – 1873. Placed on a circle, whole brick,
with windows and wooden shutters. Through the use of bearings
mounted on the roof it is possible to adapt the rotor blades towards
wind direction. The hill has a panoramic view on the countryside
and the Ryńskie lake,
►► Water tower from the nineteenth century – stands on a hill in the
old evangelical municipal cemetery,
►► Evangelical Chapel – 1836,
►► Mill – from the XIV–XV century since the time of Teutonic Knights,
the location of the Ołów Lake in relation to the Ryńskie Lake was
already used. The difference in the level is as high as seven meters
over a distance of 170 m. By connecting the lakes with a canal, water
was used to propel the castle mill. The canal has survived centuries
it is still there nowadays. It is an interesting example of medieval
engineering. In the nineteenth century, built with field stones, runs
under the ground and, in the highest parts, measured 170 cm. At
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its exit, a nineteenth century water mill was built, now adapted for
a hotel and a restaurant. Water still flows in the Ryn channel and
next to the mill. It even turns the mill wheel which is just a tourist
attraction now.

MUSEUM
The Ryn Culture Centre houses:
►► Albin Nowicki Museum – you can see ethnographic exhibits from
the surroundings of Ryn. These are: “Ryn in the old photographs”
and “Beauty of Ryn and the surrounding area”, a collection of
paintings by Count Odlanicki Poczobutt, a “charming lounge” and a
“Masurian kitchen” with a handpainted Masurian bench. The most
valuable exhibit is the only boat in the region made of popular wood,
the only one in Poland with preserved lateral stabilizer. It comes
from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and it was
fished out from the Ryńskie Lake. A rural tiled stove replica from
the eighteenth century is noteworthy, as well as, having the magical
power “devil’s stool” and “magic mirror”, in front of which fiance
and married couples can test their fidelity. Women are interested in
ladies’ underwear, especially in the famous “pants with a flap”. The
brave can go through the narrow winding stairs tothe basement
niche where the last chained and burried alive Masuria witch rests,
►► “Gallery with a lantern” – systematically exhibits various fields
of artistic activities: painting, sculpture, drawing, graphics,
photography as well as arts and crafts, and works of folk. The gallery
allows to present the own works of Warmia and Mazury artists,
however, not only

Ryn

Ryn centre

FOOD
Within the network of “Culinary Heritage Warmia Mazury Powiśle”

Gościniec “Ryński Młyn” (Ryn Mill Tavern)
‘Ryński Młyn’ Inn offers various regional specialities, among others, all
kinds of pies, dumplings, meat dishes as well as superb fi sh dishes. Speciality of the kitchen: ‘Platter of roast meat and butcheries’, ‘Dumplings
fi lled with meat’, ‘Miller’s ‘Żur’ (the rye sour soup, on homemade sourdough) with white sausage and egg’, ‘Pork shashlik with spelt bread,
served on a sword’. Visitors can buy smoked fragrant, delicious fish,
honey, pickled mushrooms, cheeses and sweets as well as cups, napkins, tatting and women’s necklaces. The Inn offers 8 double rooms. All
rooms have a bathroom, TV SAT, the Internet, a telephone, a minibar, air
conditioning. A couple of rooms have a terrace overlooking at breathtaking Ryńskie Lake.

Ryn
www.rynskimlyn.pl
Open: restaurant
11.00 a.m. – 10.00 p.m.,
shop:
10.00 a.m. – 8.00 p.m.

Other restaurants

»» „Biały Młyn” Inn (“White Mill”), Sterławki Wlk.
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ACCOMMODATION
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

“Ryn Zamek Hotel” **** – 2 Wolności Square,
Ryn Młyn Tavern – 3 Hanki Sawickiej,
Villa at the castle – 1 Wolności Square,
„Baszta” Tavern – 6a Wolności Sqaure,
Interschool Aquatics Base „Zofiówka” – 19 Mazurska,
Sailing and Recreation Centre „Wichrowe Wzgórza” –18 Mazurska,
Sailing and Recreation Centre „Ryn” – 1 Mazurska,
Farmstay Accommodation – 8 Hermanowa Wola,
Beaver valley – 15 Zamiejska.

EVENTS
►► July – The Ryn Days,
►► August – Festival of Medieval Culture Mazury 2,
►► August – Ryn feast of lard and cucumbers,
►► September – Communal Harvest Festival.

NEARBY
►► Settlement in Jeziorko – dated to the early Iron Age period, inhabited
by Galindian tribes,
►► Nakomiady – ceramic manufactory, founded in the early eighteenth
century. Performs today, (as centuries ago), only manually. Replicas
of many models of portals and stoves, wall panels, tiles and many
other ceramic works of art,
►► Sądry – private ethnographic museum “Chata Mazurska“, equipment
used by Mazurians for daily life and work,
►► Masurian Museum in Owczarnia – collections include the nineteenth
and the first half of the twentieth century Mazurians’ everyday life.

TOURIST ROUTES

Regional Inn

►► Ryńskie Lake Wharf – located almost in the center of the town, is
a branch route of the Great Masurian Lakes. Its varied coastline,
numerous bays, peninsulas, islands and interesting camping places
encourage leaving the main trail and swim to Ryn. In the port, at the
piers of modern eco-marina, 84 yachts can berth at the same time,
►► Walking and recreation path over the Ołów Lake – has a length of
more than 4 km, it is a perfect place both for pedestrians and for
cycling. You can walk around the Ołów Lake which is a peace zone
and is one of the cleanest in the area. It is the favorite place of diversity
(in the summer and in the winter) because of the considerable depth
(40 m) as well as numerous underwater attractions.

WEEKEND ATTRACTIONS OF THE
SEASON
►► Spring – walks along picturesque routes, bike trips, fishing,
►► Summer – guarded beach with a new bridge, walks on scenic routes,
numerous feasts (The Days of Ryn, The Festival of Medieval Culture
“Masuria 2”, the Lard and Cucumber Festival in Ryn, Ryn Regatta
for the Cup of Masuria 7 Wonders, The Communal Harvest Festival,
etc.), fishing, classes on shooting range with professional shooting
sport instructors,
►► November – walks on picturesque routes, fishing, mushrooming,
bike trips,
►► Winter – scooters, ice fishing, ice skating on a lake or a pitch, sleigh
rides, cross-country skiing, sleigh rides with torches.

WEEKEND
Summer season
►► 1st day – sunbathing, swimming in the Ołów lake, riding water bikes,
boating on Ołów Lake, that is picturesquely located in a silence zone.
Evening walk around the Ołów Lake (4 km), a feast at the bonfire in a
places designed for this purpose,
►► 2nd day – visit to the castle with a guide, a walk in a town, visit to the
museum and to the gallery in Ryn Centre of Culture. In the afternoon,
a cruise on the Ryn Lake. Evening dinner on a terrace of the eatery
with overlooking the lake,
►► 3rd day – A trip to Orło village – a guardian mound, Sterławki Wielkie
– a historical church, Jeziorko – Galindians settlement, back to Ryn
(about 20 km). Participation in a concert, an exhibition, a theatrical
play or in a knight revelry organised on the terrain of the castle.

Ryn – beach

Winter season
►► 1st day – Sledding down from local hills. A walk or cross-country
skiing around the Ołów lake (4 km), a feast at a bonfire,
►► 2nd day – visit to the castle with a guide, sightseeing in the town and a
visit to the museum and the gallery in Ryn Centre of Culture. Scooter
or skating on an ice rink, on the Ryn Lake or on a multi-sport pitch in
Ryn. An organized sleigh ride with an evening dinner,
►► 3rd day – a guardian mould, Sterławki Wielkie – a historical church,
Jeziorko – Galindians settlement, back to Ryn (about 20 km) or
Szymonka (a historical church), Masurian channels and back to Ryn.
Participation in a concert, an exhibition, a theatrical play or in a knight
revelry organised on the terrain of the castle. The evening dinner with
mulled wine in the eatery with overlooking the lake.

FOLK ARTISTS
►► Robert Littek – sculptor,
►► Marcin Bugara – sculptor.
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Ryn

WILDLIFE
►► Guardian mounds. Their heritage is connected with Prussian
tribe called Galindians. It is possible, that they constituted a kind
of small forts and they could be used to constant observing of the
surroundings. They are situated in such distances between, that
allows to send light or smoke signals from them. There are 3 mounds
in the neighborhood of Ryn. They are fantastic viewpoints,
►► Masurian channels on the route of Great Masurian Lakes are
historical objects (hydro-technical) and an example of solutions in
scope of water transportation. Among more than 10 channels, four
are those close to Ryn: Szymonski Channel (2360m), Mioduński
Channel (1920m.), Grunwaldzki Channel (470m.) and Tałcki
Channel (1062m.).

LITERATURE
►► Pam „Ziemia Ryńska”,
►► „Ryn i okolice” - guidebook.

OTHER CITTASLOW TOWNS IN POLAND
1. KALETY
Śląskie Province
The town’s foundation date 1951
around 8,600 residents
Silesian Forest Shelter

2. MUROWANA GOŚLINA
Wielkopolskie Province
The town’s foundation date 1389
around 10,300 residents
Dream Address

3. NOWY DWÓR GDAŃSKI
Pomorskie Province
The town’s foundation date 1880
around 10,200 residents
Centre of Żuławy

4. REJOWIEC FABRYCZNY
Lublin Province
The town’s foundation date 1962
around 4,500 residents
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TOURIST ROUTES
Here are some classic tourist routes running through the Cittaslow towns, showing the attractions of
Warmia and Mazury, divided according to their themes: We invite you to start and finish your adventure
in Cittaslow towns.

► ALONG THE COPERNICAN ROUTE
LIDZBARK WARMIŃSKI – Ignalin (on 10th of June 1807 the battle of Heilsberg took place nearby) –
Babiak (Gothic church) – Krosno (Baroque pilgrimage complex) – Orneta (Gothic church and town hall)
– Pieniężno (Missionary and Ethnographic Museum of Verbists) – Pakosze (Warmia shrines) – Braniewo
(the oldest Warmia town – Saint Cathrine Minor Basilica, former Trinity church – now Greek Catholic
church, Transsfiguration Orthodox church) – Frombork (Archcathedral Basilica with the tomb of
Nicolas Copernicus, Museum, Radziejowski’s Tower, Canonries) – Kadyny (Grange and Palace Complex,
Monastery of Franciscan Brothers) – Elbląg (renovated Old Town, Saint Nicolas church, 7-storey Market
Gate, Modern Art Centre – Galeria El) – Pasłęk (first Dutch settlement in Prussia – Gothic castle)–
LIDZBARK WARMIŃSKI

► GOTHIC TRAIL
RESZEL – Kętrzyn (St. George Church and Castle, museum) – Barciany (Castle of the Teutonic Order
and the Church) – BARTOSZYCE – LIDZBARK WARMIŃSKI – Orneta (town hall from the fourteenth
century and a church) – DOBRE MIASTO – Jeziorany (church) – BISZTYNEK – RESZEL

► VARMIAN BAROQUE TRAIL
BISZTYNEK – Stoczek Klasztorny (sanctuary – a place of detention of Cardinal Stefan Wyszynski) –
LIDZBARK WARMIŃSKI – Krosno (pilgrimage complex) – Chwalęcin (pilgrimage complex) – DOBRE
MIASTO – Głotowo (a church and Warmian Calvary) – Smolajny (palace of the bishops of Warmia)
– RESZEL – Święta Lipka (baroque pilgrimage complex) – BISZTYNEK

► VARMIAN SANCTUARIES TRAIL
BARCZEWO – BISKUPIEC – Święta Lipka (pilgrimage complex) – BISZTYNEK – Stoczek Klasztorny
(pilgrimage complex) – LIDZBARK WARMIŃSKI – DOBRE MIASTO – Głotowo (a church and
Warmian Calvary) – Międzylesie (Holy Cross and Our Lady of Sorrows Church) – Tłokowo (Saint John
the Baptist Church) – BARCZEWO

► GRUNWALD TRAIL
OLSZTYNEK – Grunwald (battlefield) – LUBAWA – Sampława (Prussian settlement) – Bratian (the
remains of the castle ruins, water mill) – NOWE MIASTO LUBAWSKIE – Kurzętnik (castle ruins) –
Dąbrówno (castle ruins, Methodist church) – NIDZICA (a gothic castle) – OLSZTYNEK
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MOST IMPORTANT CITTASLOW EVENTS
POLISH CITTASLOW CITIES FESTIVAL

It is organized annually in one of the Cittaslow towns in Warmia and Mazury in the spring. It is an
excellent opportunity to showcase their potential. The rich program includes presentation of the city,
crafts bazaar and music performances from the Cittaslow member towns, natural and traditional food
fair, contests with prizes, free tasting of dishes prepared especially for the occasion by restaurateurs –
Warmia, Masuria and Powiśle Culinary Heritage network members. An important part of the Festival is
the conference on the most important activities related to the idea of Cittaslow.

CITTASLOW SUNDAY

Every year, on the last Sunday of September, the cities belonging to the International Cittaslow
Association organize the World Cittaslow Sunday. Various events take place on this day, referring to
the idea of peaceful cities – bicycle rallies, concerts, guided tours, presentations of local food and crafts,
contests and activities for children and adults as well as exhibitions are being held. Polish Cittaslow
cities also prepare a lot of attractions for residents and tourists. You are invited on the last Sunday in
September.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
►► www.cittaslow.org – website of the International Network of Cittaslow Cities
►► www.cittaslowpolska.pl – website of the Polish National Network of Cittaslow Cities

STRONY WWW:

►► www.mazury.travel – regional portal
►► www.szlaki.mazury.pl – trails of the Warmia and Mazury
►► www.muzeumolsztynek.com.pl – Museum of Folk in Olsztynek
►► www.produktregionalny.warmia.mazury.pl – calendar of culinary heritage events
►► www.dziedzictwokulinarne.pl – culinary heritage of Warmia, Mazury and Powiśle
►► www.grunwald.warmia.mazury.pl – Grunwald Museum

THE SEAT OF THE POLISH CITTASLOW NETWORK:

The Marshal Office of Warmińsko-Mazurskie Voivodeship
Department of Quality Politics
10-447 Olsztyn, 17 Głowackiego Street, room 220
Tel. +48-89-52-19-850, fax +48-89-52-19-859
e-mail: bjz@warmia.mazury.pl
www.cittaslowpolska.pl
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